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Executive Summary

The Department of Communications (DoC) is considering developing a country position on the
exploitation of the Second Digital Dividend. Requirements for this task are stipulated in the Terms of
Reference (ToR) issued by the DoC. Following a consultative process and an analysis of technical
and economic data, the purpose of this report is to provide advice to the Department on how best to
exploit the Digital Dividend spectrum such that it benefits all South Africans in terms of national
strategic objectives.
This report focuses on both mobile (IMT) and broadcasting requirements and assesses the pros and
cons of allocating the second Digital Dividend spectrum to either broadcasting or IMT. The
methodology deployed for this study consisted of primary and secondary research including
consultation with key public sector and private sector broadcasting and telco parties in South Africa.
This executive summary firstly provides a synopsis of the research findings extracted from the below
mentioned subsections and secondly presents the conclusions and recommendations for
consideration by the DoC.
The report is structured to cover the following subsections and a brief summary of each is presented
within this executive summary:
1. Executive summary of research findings
 Overview of the ICT sector with specific emphasis on TV broadcasting and mobile
operations
 Considerations for modification of the broadcasting spectrum plan GE06 in terms of ITU
regulations
 Determination of spectrum requirements for broadcasters for a period of ten years
 Determination of the maximum number of sustainable television broadcasting channels
for South Africa
 Determination of economic and social impact for allocation of the 700MHz spectrum to
either IMT or broadcasting services
 The allocation of spectrum for ancillary services
 Considerations for white spaces usage
 Implementation roadmap for licensing of the digital dividend post DTT migration.
2. Conclusions and recommendations

1. Executive summary of research findings
Overview of mobile and broadcasting operations
An assessment of the local mobile and broadcasting market reveals that there is significant
development within the ICT industry leading to an increased demand for spectrum. This is largely
driven by technology developments that have introduced options for delivering converged telco and
media services to all the areas of the country via wireless technologies. These developments in
wireless technology platforms have advanced the cause of universal access through mobile
broadband. However, the cost to consumers and consequently affordability is still a challenge. Mobile
Network Operators have been very vocal about their need for increased spectrum as compared to
broadcasters. This is despite statistics that show that there are more than 100% Sim Cards active in
the market where this base comprises of the total prepaid and postpaid subscriber base from MTN,
Vodacom, Cell C, and 8ta.
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Broadcasting has also experienced growth over the years where for subscription television,
1
penetration has increased from 8% in the previous 5 years to 25% in 2012. This approximately threefold growth is significant considering the affordability challenges of subscription services for LSMs
(Living Standards Measure) below LSM 5. To address this challenge, Multichoice’s DSTV launched a
tiered option so that more consumers could afford the service. Overall with respect to spectrum and a
forecast demand for spectrum, there is a big push from broadcasters to retain the current 700 MHz
spectrum because they see that future technology growth will require more spectrum as ultra HD, HD
and 3D TV will be spectrum intensive. The regulator has already communicated the allocation and
sharing schema for Multiplexors (MUXes) in the Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) operating
environment in anticipation of the planned DTT migration.

Consideration for ITU GE06 modifications
A study of the broadcasting frequency bands together with an analysis of input obtained via the
primary and secondary research conducted, led to the following proposal with respect to The South
African submission to the ITU GE06 Modifications. The submission should include the following items:


The implementation of a national 7 MUX SFN configuration planning network for South Africa
and its neighbouring countries to optimise the access to the 470–694 MHz digital
broadcasting spectrum.



Once digital migration has been completed, and subject to a regulatory process, a portion of
the VHF band may be utilised for Digital Media Broadcast (DMB) and Digital Audio
Broadcasting Plus (DAB+) services to carry audio and video broadcasting services.



The 174–230 MHz VHF spectrum is to be utilised to augment the UHF spectrum for DTT
broadcasting. This spectrum has room for two additional DTT multiplexes in the event of
broadcasters requiring additional space to expand DTT services.



While no solid commercial or technical case exists at this stage, consideration may also be
given to adjust the lower edge boundary cut-off from the current 694 MHz.



The guard band between DTT services and IMT services should fall within the IMT service
allocation, i.e. just above the 694 MHz cut-off.

Spectrum requirements for broadcasters for the next ten years
A situational analysis is presented in this report which highlights the number of channels used by
broadcasters and in order to highlight the frequencies which are allocated to digital broadcasting
during both the digital migration phase and including the dual illumination phase. The SABC is
allocated 85% of the first MUX (DTT1) where 15% is allocated to community broadcasters. The
commercial broadcasters MNET and eTV are allocated 45% and 55 % on MUX 2 (DTT2) respectively.
The findings from this part of the study indicate that the 600MHz band can comfortably accommodate
140 Standard Definition Television (SDTV) channels and 42 High Definition Television (HDTV)
channels. Broadcasters have indicated a requirement for capacity in excess of what can be provided
via 7 national MUXes. Taking spectrum efficiency into account, the yield of the first and second digital
dividend calculations as well as after review of the consolidated requirement, it was determined that
the available spectrum that amounts to 7 MUXES will more than adequately service broadcasters into
the future. It was thereby concluded that Ultra HD and 3DTV services may have to be accommodated
on a satellite platform should broadcasters not have sufficient capacity on the terrestrial platform and
where this recommendation should be reviewed within the next few years.

1

AMPS data from www.eighty20.co.za
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Terrestrial Broadcasting Overview
Terrestrial broadcasters make use of channels in the VHF and UHF bands assigned for broadcasting
services in accordance with GE06 Agreement plans. The population coverage for the SABC 1, SABC
2
2 and SABC 3 analogue terrestrial platform is 91.2%, 92.5% and 82.1% respectively .
International studies show that terrestrial broadcasting stimulates competition amongst the different
content delivery platforms whilst also being complementary to other platforms. It is therefore in the
interests of both the broadcasting industry and society as a whole that the terrestrial broadcasting
platform remains a viable, attractive and competitive alternative to other delivery platforms for radio
and television audiences in the digital broadcasting domain. The terrestrial platform when used in
combination with other delivery platforms also provides for technical redundancies and can even
enhance the business case when it is deployed using satellite and other platforms in a complementary
and supplementary configuration.
Radio frequency spectrum remains an essential resource for terrestrial broadcasting and broadband
services. Sufficient spectrum must be available now and in the future to accommodate the evolving
needs of terrestrial broadcasting and to protect the investments made by broadcasters and network
operators where the needs of both public service and commercial broadcasting must be taken into
account alongside national broadband objectives for South Africa.
Terrestrial broadcasting frequency plan
ICASA published the final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 in 2009 after undertaking an
extensive industry consultation process. The broadcast frequency plan is an Annexure to the South
African Table of Frequency Allocation (SATFA), which is in line with ITU-R recommendations. The
plan is further informed by the GE06 Agreement and it incorporates both the DTT and the dual
illumination period analogue terrestrial frequency assignments.
The Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 caters for two National DTT frequency networks
and two metropolitan mobile DTT frequency networks that utilise the DVB-H standard submitted to
3
ITU for incorporation into the GE06 Plan . The GE06 plan also made provision for a 2 x 1.5MHz
allocation for a national T-DAB network with the 214-230MHz band where T-DAB allotments will only
become available once current analogue television services have been migrated to digital.
Analogue terrestrial television services
Free to Air (FTA) public broadcasting services have been allocated 66.9% of the 725 analogue
terrestrial frequency assignments with 18% allocated to eTV and 13.7% to the MNET (and its CSN
‘programme’). Out of the 725 analogue television channels, 29.2% (or 212 channels) are located
within the first and second Digital Dividend.
In addition to the high power transmitters, there are 1035 self-help television broadcast services as
recorded in the National Radio Frequency Plan (NRFP) 2010. The recommended solution
replacement of self-help sites in a DTT environment is likely to be Direct to Home (DTH) via the
satellite platform.
Digital Terrestrial Television Frequency Networks
Out of the 460 frequency assignments for DTT, 30.7% are located within the first Digital Dividend (800
MHz band) and 8.9% located within the second Digital Dividend band (700 MHz band). ICASA is

2
3

Reference: SABC web sites and SABC report submitted to ICASA
The Department of Communications established the National Preparatory Task Team that was responsible for South Africa’s
draft digital terrestrial Frequency plan submitted to the RRC of 2006. The frequency plan was incorporated into GE06
Agreement and was used by ICASA in 2008 as a basis for developing the first draft terrestrial broadcasting frequency
plan.
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developing the post dual illumination DTT frequency plan (DTT Re-planning) where there will be a
need to re-tune some of the current DTT stations broadcast of both the DTT1 and DTT2 MUXes.
Thereafter the Digital Dividend yield will become effective. This aspect will form part of the economic
model and valuation of the second Digital Dividend.
Mobile Television Multiplexes
There are 73 frequency assignments for mobile content services viz., Mobile DTT (MDDT1 and
MDDT2). The MDTT network is installed mainly in South Africa’s metropolitan cities and as per current
configuration only one of the MDTT network frequency assignments falls within the 700 MHz band.
Multichoice and eTV have been licenced to operate mobile television services on the MDTT1 network.
ICASA recently launched digital migration regulations which indicate that MDTT2 may be converted
into a third DTT MUX to accommodate new entrants.
Forecast of spectrum demand for broadcasters
4
The forecast for spectrum demand is based on a forecast of sustainable channels. The capacity of
140 SD channels will be delivered by the proposed plan presented by ICASA which will be published
for comment by industry. Current broadcasters have experienced various constraints to produce and
deliver new content even within the current analogue capacity which serves as a key observation for
5
the digital domain. Similarly the failure of the licenced four subscription broadcasters to run
established broadcasting and financially viable business operations creates doubt that many multichannel terrestrial broadcast operators could deliver sustainable channels in significant excess to that
of their current channel output.
Spectrum Capacity Requirements
6
The proposed DTT frequency plan has 418 assignments for DTT1, DTT2 and DTT3. In this plan
ICASA proposes to convert MDTT2 into DTT3 thereby creating additional DTT capacity for possible
new entrants. MDTT2 was planned for metropolitan mobile TV coverage hence this explains the lower
number of stations serving the DTT3 MUX during the dual illumination period. Thus these 3 MUXes
are expected to form part of the 7 MUXes that are being planned by ICASA.
The analyses undertaken is based on spectrum requirements for ten years post digital migration.
Based on the consultation conducted with broadcast stakeholders, it is clear that broadcasters would
like to retain the 700MHz spectrum and not be ‘forced’ to vacate this band. The main argument
purported is that there must be capacity for future developments within broadcasting technologies.
Broadcasters expect newer and more bandwidth hungry applications to be developed for terrestrial
broadcasting. The plan for the availability of both UHF and VHF for broadcasting provides a great
opportunity for broadcasters to expand service offerings. If Band III (VHF) is used in future, it will
provide capacity for 2 additional MUXes thus providing broadcasters with a total of 9 MUXes. Within
UHF (470-694MHz), there is at present provision for capacity of 7 SFN MUXes including proper and
acceptable cross-border frequency planning coordination.

4

5
6

Economic sustainability involves using the assorted assets of the company efficiently to allow it to continue functioning
profitability over time
These were licenced by ICASA in Settember 2007: Telkom Media, TopTV, Walking on water, and e-sat.
Not yet formally published.
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Sustainable Television channels
A study on the maximum number of sustainable television channels was conducted for the South
African broadcasting market. The methodology deployed for this study consisted of primary and
secondary research including consultation with key public sector and private sector broadcasting and
telecommunications stakeholders in South Africa. The output from this study serves as key input into
the determination of the spectrum requirements as well as into the calculation of the value ascribed to
the Second Digital Dividend.
The broadcasting industry is broad and ever changing. The global transition from analogue to digital
television has allowed many countries including South Africa to develop a position on the exploitation
of the Second Digital Dividend, which will result in economic value gained for the countries concerned.
There are several role players which are key in the implementation of changes in the broadcasting
industry. The DoC is responsible for developing the policy for broadcasting digital migration in South
Africa. Broadcasting signal distributors, such as Sentech, are responsible for rolling out the signal
distribution infrastructure for broadcasters, and ICASA is the independent regulatory Authority for ICT.
Broadcasting in South Africa consists of three tiers, viz. public, commercial and community
broadcasters. In addition to various community TV broadcasters operating across the country, there
are two FTA broadcasters viz. SABC (South Africa’s public service broadcaster) and eTV and two
subscription based satellite broadcasters, Multichoice (DSTV and MNET) as well as TopTV which is
currently under business rescue in terms of the Companies Act legislation.
SABC holds the overall highest viewership percentage of 65% with Multichoice (DSTV and MNET)
7
only accounting for around 10% of total viewership. Satellite television (specifically Multichoice) in
South Africa has seen a steady growth in terms of market share of total television broadcasting
revenue over the past four years. Satellite broadcasting received 65% of the market revenue split in
2012. This can be attributed to increase in advertising revenue, increase in subscription income,
addition of new channels such as HD, and investment in new technologies including mobile platforms.
There were 10.7 million households with at least one TV set in South Africa according to the 2011
8
Census. With local TV licence fees of R250 per household, this puts expected TV licence revenue,
for the SABC, at almost R2.7Billion. The SABC however only reported licence revenue of just under
R900Million in 2012. Even with this under recovery in revenue as well as poor financial performance
at the SABC and Top TV, the total television broadcasting market has experienced increasing
profitability over the last four years.
It is important to note that subscription income formed the largest part of positive broadcasting
revenue growth over the period 2009 and 2012 with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18%.
This is followed by advertising with a CAGR of 11%. Content cost was the largest broadcasting
expenditure recorded in the same four year period and had a CAGR of 14%. This is followed by staff
costs with a CAGR of 9%.
Channel sustainability
Channel sustainability implies that broadcasters need to be self-sustaining and that the current market
environment needs to enable an organisation or company in terms of its particular broadcasting remit
to be self-sustaining or profitable in the medium to long term. To determine the maximum number of
sustainable channels, a model which takes into account the market revenue potential and cost
functions of channels was developed. These factors are furthermore used as principles for scenario
based analyses to understand fluctuations in the profitability per channel in order to determine the
optimum number of channels. The scenarios look at applying changes to various income and

7
8

AMPS data from www.eighty20.co.za
http://www.statssa.gov.za/Publications/P03014/P030142011.pdf
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expenditure components and the drivers thereof in order to analyse the impact of additional channels
in the market. Fluctuations between the principles indicate market sensitivity to the addition of new
channels.

Methodology used to determine channel sustainability
Two methodologies were considered; viz., a methodology that views the total TBM (“Television
Broadcasting Market“) in South Africa as one entity and an alternative methodology that splits the
TBM into individual broadcasters. The alternative methodology would need to take into account the
competitive market between broadcasters in the industry; the impact of new broadcasters on existing
broadcasters, and the movement of revenues between them. These considerations can however be
ignored when using the total TBM methodology. For purposes of this study, the total TBM
methodology was chosen.
The deployed methodology used the past calculated CAGR of the different revenue and expense
streams of the market to project total future revenue and expense streams. The CAGR was calculated
using the annual financial statements of the SABC, Multichoice and eTV.
The model takes the current number of available channels and the market performance of the different
competitors in the broadcasting industry into account when calculating the number of sustainable
channels. When an excess profit is realised, the market is deemed to be sustainable and there is
room for more channels. When there is a loss or when the profit is too low some channels will need to
be removed in order to achieve sustainable operations.
The methodology used examines the current number of channels and uses this as a starting base for
calculations. An analysis of the current value of market income was conducted and analysed under
three scenarios informed by cost and revenue drivers obtained using the broadcaster’s annual
financial statements. These cost and revenue drivers in turn influence an increase in the number of
channels. The current value of market expenses was analysed and adjusted by drivers on an annual
basis. This information was then used to determine market profitability and to calculate the number of
channels that will be sustainable. Once the total number of sustainable channels was determined, this
was accordingly split between terrestrial and satellite platforms based on the relative proportion of
market share. It was assumed that current market revenues, revenue trends and available funding
options be used to serve as an indication of funds available to launch a new channel.
Forecasting sustainability of channels in a complex market, such as a broadcasting market, presents
various challenges. This is because there are a multitude of variables that could affect the future
sustainability of the market. There are numerous ways of delivering content to the public especially in
a fast changing technological environment where there are various types of transmission and receiver
based technologies to deliver and display long format and short format content as well as associated
content services.
The three scenarios considered produced a different number of sustainable channels forecasted for
the ten year period. The conservative case resulted in 129 channels, with a profit margin set at 13%
and where all channels are in HD format. The break-even optimistic case results in 222 channels,
where all channels are in SD format. The most probable outcome for the maximum number of
sustainable television channels for the South African market will be between the two extreme
outcomes observed in the scenario analyses, i.e. in ten years’ time, the maximum number of
sustainable television channels in South Africa will be between 129 and 222 channels. Assuming the
probability of the different scenarios follow a normal distribution between these two extremes, the
most probable number of channels will be 175 channels.
Using only satellite and terrestrial platforms for the broadcast of television channels, there would be
more than sufficient spectrum available for all sustainable DTT channels requirements even without a
need to use the second Digital Dividend for broadcasting for at least the next 10 year period.
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Economic and social benefits for using the 700MHz
A study was conducted on the benefits of licensing 700MHz spectrum to either broadcasters or IMT
operators. Both subsectors as potential users of this spectrum were considered separately to come up
with the conclusions.

The use of 700MHz for mobile
Demand for mobile communications has risen since voice and data services were first introduced
where the voice market is now saturated and there is a growth potential for data. As at 2011, mobile
9
penetration stood at around 110% , and even conservative estimates predict a steady rise after this
point. An increase in the number of active SIM cards is also predicted to come from growth in
Machine to Machine (M-M) solutions.
The increase in growth beyond 100% penetration is due a range of factors, including:


For many people in South Africa, mobile communications provides the most affordable and
practical form of telecommunications. There is thus a significant proportional higher demand
for mobile services, even among lower income groups of the population.



In urban areas, mobile devices and mobile broadband connections are increasingly seen as
important business tools. It is common for employees of small to large businesses to own and
use mobile devices for both a personal and a business use, or a mobile phone and another
mobile broadband data device (such as a 3G-enabled laptop or tablet). The use of
smartphones as well as connectivity to the Internet using smartphones has also grown in
10
South Africa .



Many subscribers have multiple SIM cards in order to bypass price differentials between onnet and off-net calls and this is very prevalent in the pre-paid market space.

The South African mobile market currently consists of four main Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)
and one fairly large Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO), providing a combination of 2G, 3G and
to a limited extent 4G technology connections and services. As of mid-2011, the largest market share
was held by Vodacom, with MTN and Cell C also holding a significant number of subscribers with the
11
last entrant 8ta achieving growth of approximately 1.4million subscribers . Each of these MNOs hold
spectrum in 1800MHz and 2100MHz bands, and Vodacom, Cell C and MTN also have spectrum in
the 900MHz band. 8ta has been deploying Long Term Evolution (LTE) solutions using 2300Mhz
spectrum.
The 800MHz spectrum is due to be awarded alongside allocations in the 2600MHz band. The award
of this spectrum has been delayed from an initial target date of 2010 and the spectrum is now
expected to be awarded and become usable in 2015. It is currently unclear which conditions will be
placed on the award or what process will be used for the spectrum to be awarded.

9

South Africa - Mobile Market - Overview, Statistics and Forecasts- Budde Comm research

10
11

Internet Matters: The Quiet Engine of the South African Economy- Worldwide works
Telkom and 8ta response to questionnaire and interviews.
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Given this background, for mobile communications, there are a number of potential uses of the
700MHz spectrum.


700MHz spectrum has a long reach and due to these propagation characteristics provides for
an efficient way to roll out mobile services in rural areas. Therefore, it may be used to carry
2G-voice services. However, three MNOs already hold 900MHz spectrum and this also
carries the advantage of long transmission lengths. Therefore, there is unlikely to be a
significant increase in network footprint through the use of 700MHz spectrum on the existing
network and additional network rollout could therefore very well occur on existing spectrum
holdings.



The large allocations of 700MHz spectrum could allow operators to operate LTE at the
maximum bandwidth configuration, of 2×20MHz, which would provide high quality and fast
mobile broadband or a large numbers of connections.



Similarly, the high quality and high bandwidth of connections could be used to provide mobile
TV services.

700MHz spectrum is therefore likely to be used by existing operators to roll out a better quality of
service for a lower cost (although not significantly lower than available using 800MHz spectrum), or
possibly by new entrants to expand the reach of 2600MHz networks to rural areas. Following the
700MHz awards, if this was to be allocated to MNOs, it is likely that the number of operators in the
market would be around eight.
This is reinforced by considering the responses to questions posed during the primary research
phase. MTN and Cell C have stated that the 700MHz will be needed by existing operators in order to
have adequate bandwidth for LTE services, and Cell C highlighted that it would be of benefit to have
contiguous blocks of spectrum (possibly across 700MHz and 800MHz spaces), as this could result in
fewer base stations and more coverage. Vodacom stated that their plans for LTE rollout would require
2×20MHz at a low frequency (700MHz, 800MHz or 900MHz) and at a high frequency (2100MHz,
2300MHz or 2600MHz).
Social impacts
In addition to the impacts quantified above, increased use of mobile communications has a number of
benefits to society. These will serve to increase the overall benefits of mobile broadband. In
particular, increased mobile usage will:


Increase social cohesion, particularly among families where members migrate to other
provinces or cities for work. This is especially relevant in rural areas, where users may travel
long distances to deliver goods to markets. Thus the economic hubs and linkages between
cities and rural areas should also inform the voice and data traffic planning requirements for
operators.



Assist in the case of natural disasters, emergency communication services, education and
healthcare requirements across the country. Again, this is particularly important in rural
areas, and may ensure that travelling health care practitioners are able to coordinate efforts
more effectively to improve the quality of lives in rural areas.



Encourage the production and provision of locally relevant content and applications, as the
potential user base is increased and should be served in additional official languages.
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This last point is especially true where an increase in mobile voice and data communications is
attributed to availability of accessible mobile broadband products and services. Local government and
information websites can increase the cohesion of a community and encourage more interaction with
political processes. Specific information on medical services and weather reports can assist rural
areas with quality of life and agriculture. Finally, information on market times and prices can increase
equality across regions as well as enable accessibility to local, regional and global markets.
These impacts are therefore particularly important in rural areas, which is where 700MHz spectrum is
most useful due to its long propagation and reach. Therefore, on top of the quantitative economic
impacts derived, South Africa could expect there to be additional qualitative social impacts from the
award of the 700MHz spectrum for IMT.
The use of 700MHz for broadcasting
The broadcasting market in South Africa is primarily served using terrestrial and satellite content
delivery platforms:


Analogue television using a terrestrial transmitter grid and PAL-I standard is well established
but has a very low number of channels and is due to be discontinued in the near future.



Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) has been allocated the 600MHz band, and was due to
launch in 2010. However, as of January 2013 no digital television services have been
commercially launched.



Satellite broadcasting using the DVB-S standard is well established offering content bouquets
consisting of local and international content. However, this typically requires a monthly
subscription fee with recently offered pre-paid subscription services becoming available for
Top TV.



Mobile television broadcasting, using the T-DMB standard is being piloted and has been
allocated specific VHF spectrum in Johannesburg and Pretoria. Limited DVB-H services have
been launched by DSTV mobile using the 800MHz frequency band.



In total, South Africa has fifteen licensed television services.

Given this background, the incremental benefits from awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting are
likely to be minimal as justified below.


It is unlikely that a specific award of 700MHz spectrum is required in order to allow additional
broadcasters to enter the market, as these broadcasters could be comfortably
accommodated on the 600MHz holdings (particularly since it is not necessary for each
broadcaster to be allocated an individual MUX). It is suitable for an aggregator company to bid
for a multiplexer and then act as a licenced MUX operator charging channel operators for
frequency space. It would also be financially viable for a limited number of sustainable
channels to be run by a restricted number of broadcasters, in order to realise economies of
scale and more importantly to use spectrum efficiently. Given the benefits offered by digital
broadcasting this does not have to compromise the variety or number of channels offered.



As stated earlier, this study has found that the number of sustainable channels is below the
maximum capacity of the seven MUXes available on the 600MHz band. Therefore, there is
no compelling reason to suggest that an award of the 700MHz spectrum to broadcasters
would lead to an increase in the number of channels in order to better serve the market.
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Furthermore, ICASA has stated that it predicts an increase in community based and local
channels to be beneficial, particularly as this is likely to lead to diversified language
programming and local content genres. There is no data to suggest otherwise that community
or local channels will not be able to secure a broadcast position on 600MHz spectrum.


As the award of 700MHz spectrum is unlikely to have any positive impact on the number or
range of channels, there is no reason which suggests that the amount of content
commissioned, produced or purchased would provide for a different outcome.



Unlike for telecommunications, 700MHz spectrum carries no inherent cost saving in
transmission. Indeed, as it is of a higher frequency than 600MHz spectrum, it has a slightly
shorter reach and therefore it is possible that additional transmitters may be needed to
achieve the same coverage dependent on topography and other factors which will need to be
taken into account.



Due to the distance between major cities in South Africa, there would be no need for
additional spectrum to avoid interference issues especially as the national MUXes are being
planned for a SFN configuration. Therefore, there is no reason which suggests that the cost
of transmission would be affected if 700MHz were allocated to broadcasters.

The arguments set out above indicate that there would be no incremental benefit gained from
awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasters, for the strategic purpose of allowing additional channels
to be broadcast, increasing the number of broadcasters to grow the market, or affecting the cost of
transmission to achieve efficient use of spectrum. As such, the incremental economic impact of
awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting is taken as zero in the medium-term.

Spectrum usage for services ancillary to broadcasting
Ancillary services are defined as non-broadcast services, i.e. services which make use of
broadcasting spectrum on a secondary basis. Broadcasters and others operators, such as theatrical
performance halls, utilise broadcasting spectrum for other Services Ancillary to Broadcasting (SAB).
These are also called Broadcast Auxiliary Services (BAS), and Programme Making and Special
Events (PMSE). Included in SAB is a category of terrestrial radio links known as Electronic News
Gathering and Outside Broadcast (ENG/OB) used by broadcasters mainly for content acquisition and
live production purposes.

ICASA Frequency Plan for Ancillary Services
ICASA published a document titled ‘Special Events: Guide to Frequency Spectrum Use’ which serves
as a guide for users seeking temporary spectrum licencing for use of radio frequency devices for
special events. The radio services which are covered by this publication are mainly based on a
12
Government Gazette Number 33409 of 2010. ICASA assigns radio frequency spectrum for special
events on a geographic basis.
13

The draft National Radio Frequency Plan 2012 (NRFP 12), as published in the Government Gazette,
includes spectrum allocation to ancillary services - amongst others. The NRFP 12 addresses

12
13

Government Gazette number 33409 notice 727 of 2010, 30 July 2010
From Government Gazette No. 36025 dated 21 December 2012
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allocation for the following SAB/SAP services: wireless microphones, wireless audio systems, video
links, Studio to Transmitter Links (STL) and ENG/OB services.
Broadcasters and signal distributors indicated an acceptance that licenced directional microwave links
are preferred instead of STLs operating in the 800 MHz band. They are however concerned that this
proposal will attract licence fees that will lead to a substantial increase in their operating costs.
Telecom operators expect broadcasters’ STLs to be located in the microwave bands and necessary
spectrum licence fees to be payable as is it applicable to them. There is no need to reserve spectrum
for short range devices given the low interference potential to primary services. It was suggested that
such devices could utilise mobile broadband or unlicensed wireless access technologies and that the
470 to 698MHz band be reserved for White Space or mobile broadband services. We were unable to
ascertain whether the MNOs had suffiently interpreted the technical requirements of broadcasters
when making this suggestion.
..
Proposed Spectrum Allocation for Ancillary Services
In discharging its responsibilities to regulate and manage the use of spectrum, ICASA has to this end
prepared a South African National Table of Frequency Allocations in accordance with the regional and
international agreements i.e. Southern African Development Community (SADC) and International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). Towards the end of 2012 the Authority published a draft National
Radio Frequency Plan 2012 (NRFP 12) which incorporates recent developments in spectrum
allocation from both the ITU and the SADC regional level. The NRFP 12 proposed existing band
allocations for services ancillary to broadcasting and also new IMT allocations in the Digital Dividend
spectrum amongst other changes.
Spectrum requirements for services ancillary to broadcasting
It has been established that ICASA has made allocations for SAB/SAP services in the NRFP 12 as
detailed in this report. In the NRFP 12 there are proposals for migrating some of the ancillary
services/applications sub-bands as these are proposed to be reallocated to other services, for
example, fixed services located in the 2.6 GHz band may be migrated to the 1.6 GHz band.

Television White Space (TVWS)

TVWS describes the unused fragments of spectrum at a given time and location of these unused
fragments between the frequencies occupied by television broadcast transmissions. These typically
fall within the UHF band of 470-694 MHz.
The unused fragments, also referred to as interleaved spectrum, is a resultant product of frequency
planning, whereby different frequency channels are used to broadcast in adjacent locations. Different
frequencies are used to avoid interference in receivers that are within range of more than one
broadcast transmitter
While TV broadcasters deliberately leave white space, this patchwork of unused spectrum presents
the possibility for other users to utilise these channels on an opportunistic basis. Typically this would
require users to operate at lower power levels and therefore contain their signals within a shorterrange, to reduce the risk of interference on TV reception. The management of such TVWS
technologies can be complex especially where frequencies are dynamically allocated - this is further
explored in this section.
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State of white space technology
TVWS technologies have been built, tested and being tested by major global technology companies,
including Microsoft, Google, Dell, HP, Intel, Philips, Earthlink, and Samsung Electro-Mechanics. Acting
individually and as part of several consortia these companies are involved in developing the white
space ecosystem required to exploit unused spectrum. Test outcomes of such systems have been
published across the globe including Brazil, Finland, Kenya, Singapore and South Korea, UK and the
US. Consumer products are not yet readily available and are in development. The world's first
prototype base station and consumer premises equipment based on the IEEE 802.22 standard
14
operating in TVWS has recently been announced.
In response to a growing interest in TVWS, regulators in countries where Digital Switch Off (DSO) is
complete have reacted positively to the possibility of operators exploiting white spaces. The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) in the US appears to be most advanced, allowing the world’s first
commercial white space network to launch last year in Wilmington, NC. However, regulators Ofcom in
the UK, the IDA in Singapore and FICORA in Finland have also undertaken activities to develop
regulatory frameworks for TVWS technology management. The consultations and policies developed
by these regulators have been drawn upon to articulate international best practice and our
recommendations for the DoC to obtain insights and explore TVWS opportunities in South Africa.

Assessment of white spaces, Identification and Theoretical Quantification
In this sub-section, white space availability in South Africa is identified and quantified, focussing
exclusively on the draft future frequency plan, post DSO. Using this frequency plan, several
assumptions are made to estimate a theoretical value and propose a number of steps to refine this
figure.
The high level analysis of South African white space is based on ICASA draft DTT Migration 2015
Frequency Plan and a top down logic as follows:


Step 1: Define maximum possible TV broadcast spectrum



Step 2: Account for First and Second Digital Dividends



Step 3: Consider TV channel allocation according to DTT draft frequency plan



Step 4: Determine the remaining spectrum for potential white space applications



Step 5: Highlight practical considerations and reflect on likely impact on estimate

A number of practical considerations are highlighted. Each will have an impact on the accuracy of the
white space estimate. These include:


14

The plan for the First and Second Digital Dividend spectrum is currently unconfirmed. In the
event that either 700 MHz or 800 MHz bands are allocated to DTV broadcasters, this would
represent additional bandwidth for possible white space applications.

World's First TV White Space Prototype Based on IEEE 802.22 for Wireless Regional Area Network, WECT, see:
http://www.wect.com/story/20654502/worlds-first-tv-white-space-prototype-based-on-ieee-80222-for-wireless-regionalarea-network
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TV broadcasters are not the only users of the 470-690 MHz band, with PMSE operators and
15
radio astronomy users also utilising this band.
As a result a calculation is likely to
overestimate available white space within what could be deemed as vacant channels.



DTV channels will not necessarily be operational across the entire region for which they are
licensed. Instead, initial usage is most likely to be concentrated around urban areas. Potential
white space in a channel licensed to TV broadcasters is not included in the calculations.



Geographic limitations on accessing white space may exist, for example WSDs in areas
bordering two or more regions, or countries are likely to be restricted in terms of operational
frequencies and power specifications. This may therefore reduce the overall TVWS accessible
within vacant channels.



Operational considerations, subject to white space management policies, are likely to further
restrict the accessible TVWS. Such considerations may include device type, antenna height,
and acceptable Signal to Noise (S/N) ratios.

The following outlines a roadmap approach to be considered for a TVWS process:


Proof of Concept (PoC) for white spaces



Facilitate the creation of white spaces test bed



Industry consultation and engagement



Creation of commercially conducive regulatory environment



Operational roles and responsibilities of state bodies



Evolution of TVWS regulatory framework



Impact upon traditional frequency planning and spectrum management

Implementation roadmap
This implementation roadmap approach gives direction on how the Second Digital Dividend will be
addressed from a policy and regulatory perspective. Additionally, the following should be considered:


Policy review



Regulatory review



Finalisation of all trials for TWS and broadcast services



Licensing methods and licensing processes

Implementation time line
Timeline for implementation of access to Digital Dividend largely depends on the successful
introduction of DTT services, the speed of uptake for DTT services, incentives provided by
Government to improve the public take-up of set-top boxes (STBs), public awareness campaigns,
introduction of lucrative programming services by television broadcasters especially FTA broadcasters

15

The band 606-614 MHz is allocated to the radio astronomy service on a primary basis within the Northern Cape Province.
Allocation will impact TVWS availability within the province and possibly adjacent provinces; Source: Staatskoerantm 21
Desember 2012
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and ultimately the achievement of a critical mass of DTT STBs to allow for Analogue Switch Off (ASO)
to be implemented.
ASO would immediately be followed by a DTT Digital-to-Digital migration process that is aimed at retuning the digital transmitters and shifting all DTT broadcasting services to below 694MHz. This
process will then release the Digital Dividend spectrum, ranging between 694-862MHz. Indications
are that this particular process may be achieved in stages over a period that could very well be in
excess of a 12-month time-frame depending on the efficiency of the network operators or DTT
common signal distribution operator. Furthermore, the process is such that both 700MHz and
800MHz Digital Dividend spectrum could be released around the same time.

Post-migration landscape and planning considerations
The re-alignment of the radio spectrum blocks resulting from the DTT process and the release of
Digital Dividend spectrum blocks is broadly depicted as per the illustration in Figure 1.

Figure 1: New DTT broadcasting and broadband spectrum blocks

The DoC would need to consider the possibility of implementing policies for access to the 700MHz
and 800MHz Digital Dividend spectrum blocks at the same time as both blocks would be released
through the DTT migration process concurrently.
However, the process to achieve policy and regulatory clarity and predictability need to be
implemented much earlier than the actual anticipated spectrum availability. The growth of the
communications industry in South Africa will thrive more readily and speedily when rules of
engagement are clear, concise, and predictable. It makes it much easier for investments to flow into
the industry when there is a predictable and sustainable investment plan and operating environment.

2. Conclusion and recommendations
Based on the findings of this report the following conclusions are drawn:

Amendments to GE06 plan
The Regulator’s implementation plan of a 7 MUX DTT solution (equivalent to 140 SD or 42 HD
terrestrial channels), creates more opportunities for licensing of a combination of SD and HD TV
channels once ASO has been completed and DSO has been fully implemented. With all information
provided taken into account, the broadcast industry has not made a strong and compelling case for
allocating the 700 MHz band for digital broadcasting services.
Broadcasting services have access to additional VHF spectrum ranging from 170 MHz to 230 MHz,
which also becomes available during ASO. It is thereby concluded that the broadcasting requirements
in South Africa do not require any more spectrum than that which has been earmarked for digital
terrestrial broadcasting services in the identified VHF and UHF blocks.
The outcome of this conclusion is that 700 MHz Digital Dividend can and should be released for
services other than terrestrial broadcasting services. More specifically this spectrum can and should
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be allocated for IMT services as envisaged within the confines of ITU Resolution 232 (WRC-12) and
applied towards the implementation of wireless broadband services.

GE 06 recommendations
Allocation of Digital Dividend spectrum
Indications are that the current plans proposed by the Regulator provide sufficient room for existing
broadcasters to transition their existing analogue channels to digital transmission and further provides
enough spare capacity for these operators to develop and launch new digital channels in SD, HD and
SD-HD TV combinations.
The 470–694 MHz DTT band has more than sufficient room for licensing of additional digital television
broadcasting services on a national, regional and community broadcaster basis provided no
immediate to short term request is made for ultra HD and 3D TV using the DTT platform.

Broadcasting industry position
All broadcasters indicated that there should be future planning for the broadcast spectrum. Their first
preference is to keep the 700MHz band allocated to broadcasters in the digital broadcasting domain.
Given the fact that most production and pots-production facilities, transmitter and receiver
technologies are designed and developed with capabilities to handle HD content or be upgraded to
handle HDTV content, there should be provision for adequate spectrum to cater for bandwidth hungry
broadcast content.
The current broadcasters strongly believe that each of them requires a minimum of a single MUX to
service their own digital programming needs once the transition to digital broadcasting is completed.
This scenario is only reasonable in a long term planning horizon and should be considered with an
intent to being accommodated in the final DTT regulations post ASO.
The ICASA digital broadcasting plan
The post-migration ICASA plan calls for implementation of a 7 SFN MUX plan for South Africa and this
activity has been co-ordinated and supported by neighbouring countries in the SADC region.
Furthermore, there exists room within the VHF band to launch more digital broadcasting services as a
future requirement through an introduction of as many as 2 additional MUXes.

Spectrum requirements for broadcasters
Based on high level market and technical analyses, the South African market can accommodate
another FTA or subscription broadcaster where financial sustainability is a key imperative. If the focus
shifts to that of content diversity, there is headroom to accommodate more broadcasters based on the
capacity potential provided via 9 national MUXes.
When considering the allocation of the Second Digital Dividend, it’s important to take into account the
view provided by telco operators and particularly MNOs. Their common view is that frequencies within
the Second Digital Dividend bands should be allocated to telecoms because broadcasters are sitting
on spectrum assets which they are unlikely to fully use even in the next 10 years. At the same time,
the MNOs are eager to be allocated the 2.6GHz spectrum in addition to directly benefiting from the
award of the Second Digital Dividend spectrum.
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It is recommended that:


VHF band III and UHF band IV be reserved for broadcasters,



High bandwidth television services ( Ultra HD and 3D TV) be allocated to satellite DTH;



ICASA to manage the MUX capacity on an on-going basis regularly auditing and taking into
account active and inactive use of allocated spectrum;



700MHz be allocated to IMT with the creation of a contiguous band within the 800MHz First
Digital Dividend.

MNOs be licenced to access the 800MHz as soon as this becomes available

Sustainability of channels
Based on the outcomes of the model designed for deriving the number of sustainable channels, the
following insights were drawn:


The sustainability model, presented in this report, has used a total market methodology that
aims to lessen the effect of inter-market competitiveness between role-players. The revenue
and cost drivers used in the forecast were determined by using the annual financial
statements of the major broadcasters.



Current market conditions have shown that even though the SABC reported a loss for three of
the past four years, Multichoice and eTV have been showing steady and growing profits in the
same period. Thus the overall broadcasting market has been very profitable over the past
four year period with a market profit margin for 2012 being just under 25%. Satellite television
broadcasting has seen steady growth in terms of market share of total television broadcasting
revenue over the past four years. This can be attributed to an increase in advertising revenue
and subscription based income.



It was shown using the 3 different scenarios that the results vary although the differential
between the scenarios are only 1% from the conservative to base and another 1% from base
to optimistic. The impact of SD versus HD under the different scenarios is negligible.



The most probable outcome for the maximum number of sustainable television channels for
the South African market will be between the two extreme outcomes observed in the scenario
analysis, i.e. in ten years’ time, the maximum number of sustainable television channels will
be between 129 and 222 channels. Assuming the probability of the different scenarios follow a
normal distribution between these two extremes, the most probable number of channels will
be 175 channels.

Economic impact
Based on the comparative findings of the economic and social impact of awarding the 700MHz
spectrum to telco operators versus broadcasters, the following conclusions and recommendations are
made:


The overall value of 700MHz spectrum, over the period 2015 – 2026, would be in the region of
R3.5billion. This is noticeably lower than the value that has been placed on 800MHz and
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16

2600MHz spectrum in South Africa in previous reports , but still represents a significant
positive benefit.


The overall conclusion of this report is dependent on the number of sustainable channels
which have been calculated by Deloitte. If it were found that a greater number of channels
could be profitable, then increased benefits to broadcasting could change the overall
conclusions. However, given the quantum of economic benefit that would be derived from
awarding the spectrum to telco operators, there would need to be a significant uplift in
broadcasting demand for this to change the outcome at this stage.

Ancillary services
Based on the high level research undertaken, discussions with the Regulator, broadcasters and
MNOs the following conclusions and recommendations regarding acillary services are made:



The First and Second Digital Dividend located in the 694–862 MHz range has been
earmarked for allocation to IMT services. In addition to the broadcast services, ancillary
services to broadcasting were allocated the 470–862 MHz broadcasting band on a secondary
basis.



The introduction of IMT services might impose restrictions on which services should be
allowed to share this spectrum except perhaps in the guard bands and centre gap of any
proposed IMT channel arrangement. This will apply to ancillary services with sub-bands
within the Digital Dividend.



The STLs affected by the DTT migration process should be migrated to point to point
microwave links as proposed by the ICASA Frequency plan.



ICASA has made allocations to ancillary services in the draft NRFP 12 in a number of bands
for various services. Hence some spectrum has been allocated (on a secondary basis) to
various ancillary services. It is therefore recommended that all ancillary services be allocated
spectrum dedicated to these services. The bands for point to point links should be used for
STL migration and appropriate spectrum fees levied by ICASA.



The DoC should encourage early policy development leveraging international best practice
examples of both regulation and regulatory development processes. All stakeholders agree
that protection of licensed TV band operators is paramount, but protection policies and
specific parameters should be fact-based and flexible e.g. discriminating between WSDs less
likely to cause interference and allowing for greater operational flexibility.

Longer term considerations for white space
In the longer term, if approval for WSDs is granted, the DoC may need to consider some of the
following topics.
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Operational roles and responsibilities of public sector entities: ICASA and Sentech will be
pivotal in shaping and facilitating policy development and trial activity but may be less well

For example, Plum Consulting (2011) derived an overall increase in annual GDP of US$11billion in South
Africa. The results of this study indicate an increase of around US$15billion over the entire 12-year period.
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suited as per their current model for the monitoring, operating, policing and enforcement roles
within a TVWS regulatory framework.


Evolution of TVWS regulatory framework: As use of TVWS matures and the ecosystem of
devices, operators and applications grows, regulatory frameworks may have to be adapted.



Impact upon traditional frequency planning and spectrum management: The FCC and industry
commentators believe that the dynamic frequency allocation used to exploiting TVWS could
be applied to other frequency bands. Given the complexities inherent in this, Deloitte was
unable to express a concurring opinion at the time of developing this report.

Implementation roadmap
The implementation roadmap requires policy and regulations to be in place in time before the 2015
ASO target. It is also critical for the DoC to finalise policy on how the Digital Dividend spectrum will be
licenced and for ICASA to set regulatory direction of processes to be followed in the application and
award of this frequency.
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1. Introduction

1.1.

Background

The digital revolution is sweeping across the world cutting across the spheres of traditional
broadcasting and telecommunications, bringing significant changes to the way in which content and
related services are produced and distributed across multiple broadcasting and telecommunications
based platforms. Where content was once a largely restricted domain of broadcasters, peer sharing of
content including user-generated content has become one of the fastest growing phenomenon.
Broadband is increasingly recognised as a key driver of economic growth in both developing and
developed countries with the United Nations recently classifying broadband access as a ‘basic human
right’. In addition to being a mechanism which augments global competitiveness allowing ICT
companies to explore and expand business opportunities, Governments around the world have reassessed the role of Government with respect to investment and ownership of broadband
infrastructure and provision of broadband services. Broadband infrastructure is also actively used
alongside broadcasting infrastructure to transmit and receive content. Locally the interest in
broadband includes plans for the provision of wireless based products and services thus the
availability of frequencies in South Africa is a major focus area where the economic stimulus potential
of broadband has been recognised as a key contributor to industry growth and competitiveness.
Governments are deploying broadband systems to deliver an array of public services ranging from
financial services, health services, electronic voting and educational systems as well as improving the
accessibility of Government to citizens via eGovernment driven solutions. Affordable access to
broadband has become a high priority for Governments around the world. In order to achieve
accelerated rollout of accessible broadband services across the full economic spectrum, Governments
are adopting a similar investment view to building roads, schools and highways which deliver long
term economic benefit for nations. The Department of Communications (DoC) has set a target to
achieve 100% broadband access and to create 1 million jobs in the ICT sector by 2020 in line with the
National Development Plan (NDP). This was emphasised by the State President (Mr J.G Zuma) in his
State on the Nation Address on February 14, 2013.
Realisation of these goals are critically dependant on the progress of two key ICT projects viz. the
migration to digital broadcasting and rollout of national broadband networks. In terms of Article 12.6 of
the GE06 Agreement (Geneva Agreement – 2006: regional agreement on digital broadcasting), the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) set a deadline of 17 June 2015 for broadcasters in
Europe, Africa and the Middle East to complete the migration to digital broadcasting and thereby
switch off the analogue transmitter grid. After this date, frequencies set aside for analogue
transmission of television will no longer be protected from interference. The Regional
Radiocommunication Conference 2006 (RRC-06) held in Geneva was responsible for the planning of
the digital terrestrial broadcasting service in parts of ITU region 1 and 3 (refer to Figure 1). South
Africa falls under region 1 and had representation in the RRC-06.
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Figure 2: The world map showing ITU regions

The ITU has, since the advent of the first digital cellular systems (2G), been responsible for the
development of radio interface standards for mobile communications. This resulted in the
development of a framework of standards known as International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT).
The IMT standards include the IMT-2000 (also known as 3G) and the recently developed IMTAdvanced standards which include LTE-Advanced.
The work of the Digital Migration Working Group (established in 2005 by the Minister of
Communications) culminated in the finalisation of the South African Broadcasting Digital Migration
(BDM) policy which was subsequently approved as Government policy in 2008. Latest amendments of
the BDM Policy indicated a digital broadcasting signal switch-on-date being the last quarter of 2012
with a dual-illumination period extending until the switch-off date (to be determined by the Minister of
Communications in consultation with Cabinet and broadcasting sector stakeholders). Effectively, as
per the current plan, digital migration will be implemented through a phased approach with 74% of
population expected to be covered by early 2013 and 95% by the end of 2013. Sentech, a stateowned signal distributor company is currently rolling out the digital broadcasting network (DVB-T2
standard as adopted by Cabinet as a standard for DTT in South Africa in January 2011) and has
effectively already rolled out a SFN configured DVB-T2 ‘ready’ network to 60% of the South African
population as at April 2012.
The length of the dual illumination period impacts on the speed with which spectrum can be released
for other use. Thus economic benefits and other merits of the Digital Dividend and the Second Digital
Dividend is highly contingent upon a successful analogue switch off (ASO). Therefore even the period
of dual illumination may result in high demand situations where usage within the band 470-806/862
MHz will be used for analogue and digital broadcasting purposes. Recognising the Digital Divide and
in order to meet the needs of developing countries, the objectives to be met by the IMT in terms of
Recommendation ITU-R M.819 are intended to close the gap in communications capabilities between
developed and developing countries. IMT systems are intended to provide telecommunications
services on a global scale, irrespective of the location, network or type of terminal device deployed.
In terms of Resolution COM5/10 (as adopted in the World Radiocommunication Conference of 2012
(WRC-12)), the WRC-12 approved Resolution COM6/8 (WRC-12) includes studies to be carried out
by the ITU-R ahead of WRC-15. Additionally the Workshop and Frequency Coordination meeting on
Transition to Digital Television and Digital Dividend held in Uganda in April 2012 and the African
Telecommunications Union (ATU) Digital Migration and Spectrum Policy Summit held in Kenya
towards the end of 2011 where the feasibility of the number of multiplexes (MUXes) as well as sub
regional roadmaps and frequency co-ordination were key agenda items provided emphasis on
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accelerating the allocation of spectrum in the 700MHz band and responding to the ITU research
questionnaire and resolution 232.
Locally, policy makers will have to make key decisions regarding the allocation of the 700MHz
spectrum and the implications thereof. A robust evidence-based framework for spectrum allocation
needs to consider the benefits and costs of spectrum allocation to public sector and private sector
parties competing for the valuable spectrum. For the DoC, integrating the interests of various
stakeholders (business, Government, consumers and other key stakeholders) is a critical step in the
planning and allocation process of making spectrum available fairly while ensuring that the overall
rationale and consequential outcome is considered in the ‘public interest’ – i.e. the equitable and fair
access of digital services to all citizens and maximising the benefits towards economic growth and
sustainable job creation.
Spectrum is a scarce and valuable natural resource. It supports a wide range of services, including
public mobile, broadcasting television and radio, communications at special events, public services
including emergency communication services and is used for defence purposes. In South Africa,
many users of spectrum contribute significant benefits to the country both from an economics and
social perspective. However, the size of these benefits varies by use and through the existence of
alternative options.
The spectrum needs of each type of use in itself can vary. At a simplistic level, in most cases,
increasing the amount of spectrum available for use will likely increase the benefit that can be realised
as it allows for more content to be broadcast, more simultaneous users to connect, or can ensure a
higher quantity of data throughput. However, this is generally not a linear relationship, and there are
limits to the amount of spectrum that can be used which is therefore subject to effective frequency and
infrastructure planning and solution deployment.
The “First Digital Dividend” refers to the amount of spectrum that becomes available in the 800MHz
(790 – 862 MHz) band once the transition from analogue to digital television has been achieved. The
“Second Digital Dividend” or the “700MHz band” describes spectrum that lies between 694MHz and
790MHz. Spectrum within the Second Digital Dividend is currently used for analogue television
broadcasting in most of ITU Region 1 countries. However, broadcasting in this band is due to be
terminated in the near future as part of the plans to switch over to digital terrestrial TV broadcasting.
The ITU has determined that 700MHz spectrum should ordinarily be awarded to mobile
17
communications operators in Region 1 (which includes Europe, Africa and the Middle East) . The ITU
resolution will be finally adopted at the WRC15. The ITU believes that this allocation is optimum as:


It enables countries in Africa and the Middle East where parts of the 800MHz band are
already used for other services to proceed with awarding spectrum for mobile broadband
services;



It provides additional bandwidth for mobile broadband services in Europe, where many
forecasts show that existing and planned 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum will be insufficient
for future demand; and



It helps to ensure harmonisation with other ITU world regions, where mobile communications
use of the 700MHz band has previously been agreed.

South Africa has determined that the 800MHz spectrum will be used for mobile communications, and
so the first of the ITU items presented above is not relevant. However, the second and third items are
directly relevant for South Africa. Most of the participants in the primary research conducted are of the
understanding that the current ITU regulatory position is that the 700MHz band is intended to be
allocated on a co-primary bases to both broadcasters and IMT users.
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Resolution 232 of WRC-12 resolves “to allocate the frequency band 694-790 MHz in Region 1 to the mobile, except
aeronautical mobile, service on a co-primary basis with other services to which this band is allocated on a primary basis
and to identify it for IMT.”
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1.2.

Definition of the Digital Dividend

The benefit of spectrum efficiency derived via broadcasting transmission technologies has resulted in
network operators wishing to achieve direct benefit from the resultant available spectrum, post
analogue switch-off (ASO). The topic of Digital Dividend has been a highly debated and contested
issue between broadcasters currently using the UHF spectrum and mobile network operators seeking
to get access to the bulk of the freed up spectrum. Clearly, there is a lot at stake for broadcasters and
telco network operators let alone end users who stand to benefit from an expanded availability of
communications and content services.
The ITU which has provided leadership to global players on some decisions especially pertaining to
the 800MHz band also referred to as the First Digital Dividend is in the process of finalising a
resolution to allocate the 700MHz band referred to as Second Digital Dividend. Within the ITU Region
18
1, according to the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU), the majority of broadcasters
understandably wish to retain the 700MHz Band spectrum, whilst mobile operators have provided
strong motivational reasons why they should be allocated all frequencies within the Digital Dividend
spectrum. Due to the fact that signal propagation knows no borders, and in accordance with Digital
Terrestrial Television (DTT) frequency plans as adopted in the RRC06, South Africa cannot
unilaterally adopt a different approach to that taken by the majority of the ITU Region 1 countries as
this will be detrimental to the region, Government, industry and consumers at large.

1.2.1. What is the Digital Dividend
There are varied definitions and interpretations of this term. The generally accepted definition as
provided by the ITU is used in this document. For the past two decades, Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB), Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and other standards organisations have worked on
digital compression systems which are now available for digital broadcasting allowing the transmission
of several standard digital television (SDTV) channels of acceptable quality in the radio-frequency
spectrum previously used by a single analogue television channel. These could lead to up to six to
eight digital TV channels for DVB-T, depending on the coding, multiplex (MUX) configuration and
modulation techniques deployed. The standard adopted by South Africa is the DVB T2 MPEG 4 which
delivers very efficient coding techniques that lead to the 8MHz analogue channel being able to
accommodate up to 20 SDTV channels or 6 to 8 HDTV channels. The results of these advancements
in compression technologies and MUX configuration capabilities have led to a considerable reduction
in the overall requirement for spectrum for the purposes of multi-channel broadcasting.
As this report focuses on the ITU standard, there are a number of Recommendations from the ITU’s
Radiocommunication Sector (ITU–R) specifically, Working Party 6A (WP-6A) dealing with coding,
compression and modulation techniques for DTT. These key contributions have indirectly contributed
to the process that is positively enhancing the yield of the Digital Dividend. According to the ITU, the
pioneering Recommendation ITU–R BT.798 stipulates that “digital television terrestrial broadcasting
should fit in the channel bandwidths (6, 7 and 8 MHz) intended for analogue television emission in the
VHF/UHF bands”. This recommendation has been a major influencing point leading technology
developers to observe the limitation that the bandwidth used for digital programmes should not exceed
the equivalent analogue channel bandwidth. The ITU has defined the Digital Dividend as follows: “it is
the amount of spectrum in the VHF and UHF bands that is above that which is normally required to
accommodate existing analogue programmes that might be thus potentially freed up in the switchover
from analogue to digital television”. An illustrated version of this definition is contained in the figure
below:
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EBU. 2012. Technical Report 15: Defining Spectrum Requirements of Broadcasting in the UHF Band. EBU Strategic
Programme on Spectrum Management. Guidelines Document. Geneva, July 2012. p.5
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Figure 3: Digital Dividend illustration (Source: ITU)

A significant amount of spectrum will be released during ASO or at the switch over point as shown in
Figure 3. According to John Lewis, a Consultant in international spectrum management, Added Value
Applications Limited, the “amount of spectrum to be released in the switchover depends primarily on
national peculiarities such as the geography and topography of a country, the degree of penetration of
cable and/or satellite television services, requirements for regional or minority television services, and
spectrum usage in neighbouring countries. The amount also depends on the digital television
technology being implemented to replace analogue services. Therefore, the size of the Digital
19
Dividend will vary from region to region, and from country to country.”
The ITU also states that the range of users to which the Digital Dividend spectrum can be opened is
wide and includes additional terrestrial broadcasting services, mobile multimedia applications, mobile
communications, and wireless broadband access systems. Broadcasters can, subject to local
regulatory conditions significantly expand their services to potentially include delivery of new
interactive and high-definition television programmes. Mobile television, being a good example of a
convergence based media service, is also a promising potential user of the Digital Dividend spectrum
in South Africa.

1.2.2. Spectrum issues in accessing the benefits of the Digital Dividend

If the Digital Dividend is to be utilised by mobile services, worldwide (or at least region-wide)
frequency harmonisation is a required condition. Such harmonisation would create enormous benefits
in terms of social impact and increased productivity linked to GDP growth. Based on the primary
qualitative research conducted in South Africa by Deloitte Consulting, MNOs and local equipment
manufacturers would be able to address a large domestic market, leading to economies of scale and
preventing high costs for handsets and other data and receiver based devices. Exploiting the
competencies established and built during increased manufacturing including software development
and content production, these skills sets and plant can be further harnessed to serve regional and
global markets once domestic requirements are met.
The achievement of frequency harmonisation in a region is primarily dependent upon the timing and
coordination of the analogue-to-digital switchover process across multiple countries and where
effective prior planning to make the Digital Dividend spectrum fully available after ASO. In this respect,
the GE06 Agreement calls for the transition to be completed by 17 June 2015 for the countries in
Region 1 (except Mongolia) and the Islamic Republic of Iran. In Europe, many countries were planning
to have fully shut down their analogue television transmitter grid by 2012 with the UK, Spain and
France being amongst the first countries to achieve the ASO.
The situation differs for countries falling within Region 3, where some countries have advanced
significantly on their respective ASO plans, while other countries are still only considering and
developing plans. It is important to note that different analogue broadcasting standards and different
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channel rasters are in use across Region 3. Another constraint is that broadcasting channels are
scattered on a non-contiguous basis across the whole UHF band. Although digital terrestrial television
services have been introduced in some countries of Region 3, these services are based on different
DTT standards viz. DVB-T, ATSC, ISDB-T, DMB-T, all using different channel rasters. In contrast, a
single standard (DVB-T) is the selected standard in the countries which are contracting members of
the GE06 Agreement and of which South Africa is a signatory falling within Region 1.
It should be noted that parts of the UHF band are also allocated to primary terrestrial services other
than broadcasting. Thus protection of other primary services may limit the ability to harness the Digital
Dividend in some countries making it difficult for a direct comparison across countries which may be of
similar economic profiling to South Africa.

1.3.Impact of the Digital Switch Over (DSO)
There is a three tier broadcasting model in South Africa i.e. public service broadcasting, commercial
broadcasting and community broadcasting. Within the domain of public service broadcasting,
universal service and universal access continue to remain priority objectives and form part of the
public service broadcasting remit. It is therefore important to consider the impact of DSO on spectrum
across the multiple requirements and user base such as self help sites, public and private Free to Air
(FTA) broadcasters, subscription television, community broadcasters, the electronics manufacturing
industry, the digital content production industry as well as telco network operators offering national
and localised products and services.
Whilst the process of gaining access to the Digital Dividend spectrum will continue to evolve, as more
advanced DTT standards for infrastructure and compression (e.g. the second generation of DTT
broadcasting transmission systems), offering higher bit rate capacity per Hz than existing systems,
eligible users and stakeholders cannot wait indefinitely to take key decisions and implement
broadcasting and broadband plans which are aligned to the National Development Plan (NDP).
Outside of the requirements to transition existing broadcasting services, the Digital Dividend spectrum
can be used to provide innovative products and services, ranging from improved and new interactive
television broadcasting to mobile communications and wireless broadband Internet access. Only a fair
and well-balanced distribution of this spectrum among different Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) will deliver the full social and economic benefits of the Digital Dividend, thus
maximising value across the user base. It is therefore important to fully consider the intended
application and use of spectrum for products and services which can be configured and fulfilled over
differing delivery platforms in order to choose which means to deploy products and services over.

1.4.Objective of the report
The main objective of this document is to provide an in-depth analysis and detailed work plan and
timeframe for future change and release of the 700MHz spectrum. The report also states implications
and recommendations on a comparative basis of releasing the 700MHz spectrum to either telco
operators or broadcasters. Ultimately the main purpose of the study and report is to advise the
Department of Communications (DoC) on the following:


Development of a policy to ensure sufficient exploitation of the 700MHz band to ensure that
the full economic and social benefits of this band are realised in alignment with national
imperatives;



Determination of the necessary revisions of the GE06 plan taking into account the primary
allocation to mobile services in the 700MHz band as well as protection of broadcasting
services in neighbouring countries amongst other issues.



Development of an implementation plan which will guide the DoC and ICASA toward the
release of the second Digital Dividend spectrum.
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The DoC will be accordingly advised to consider long term national strategic objectives when
developing the policy whilst taking into account stakeholder responses solicited during primary
research and the developments of the ICT industry. The ICT Vision 2020 which is based on South
Africa’s NDP and which includes the role of ICTs in economic development was also taken into
consideration and served as a guiding rationale.
In order to address these objectives, issues that are foremost in shaping the development of a policy
for the Second Digital Dividend have been identified. These issues are discussed within this report in
the sections that follow and are summarised below:



Determination of modifications of the GE06 plan to accomodate RSA terrestrial broadcasting
spectrum requirements including fixed and mobile broadcasting;



Overview of broadcasting and mobile markets



Evaluating and defining the spectrum requirements in RSA for the provision of broadcasting
services for the next ten years;



Determination of the maximum number of sustainable television channels for RSA;



Economic and social benefits of using the 700MHz band for mobile services as compared to
utilsing this band solely for broadcasting services;



Determining the spectrum requirements for services ancillary to broadcasting;



Investigating the use of ‘White Spaces’ for wireless broadband technologies in the bands also
allocated for broadcasting;



Policy considerations and specific Conclusions and Recommendations for Digital Dividend.
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2. Overview of markets

The broadcasting and mobile communications markets in South Africa play a pivotal role in distributing
programming information and content, personal and business connectivity thus driving business
growth. Television is a primary source of information, education and entertainment for many in the
country, while in some cases mobile phones represent the only form of long-distance communication
available for many people in South Africa. Both markets see degrees of competition driving down
costs, and are overseen by regulation ensuring that excess profits are not made in areas where one or
more of the players have a degree of market power. Both markets whilst aiming to be citizen and
consumer led are technology-driven and are experiencing long-term growth.
However, there remains a constraint on expansion for these industries: stakeholders in both markets
have stated a need for additional spectrum to grow further. Internationally, the 700MHz spectrum
band has been identified as being potentially awarded to either mobile or broadcasting. The 700MHz
spectrum in South Africa is currently used by analogue television services, but this use is due to be
terminated leaving the spectrum clear following digital migration. In order to determine how the
released spectrum would be best used in the future, it is important to consider how other spectrum is
currently assigned to mobile and broadcasting use, and how this is deployed.

2.1.

Overview of the South African Broadcasting Market

The broadcasting industry and the value chain supporting broadcasting activities from programme
conception, content acquisition through to content production and finally channel transmission is
broad and ever changing. The global transition from analogue to digital television has allowed many
countries including South Africa to develop a position on the exploitation of the second Digital
Dividend, in order to pursue economic value in the respective countries.
Like in other parts of the world, the transition to digital broadcasting is a major undertaking requiring
collaborative input from several role players key to the implementation of investment programmes to
successfully manage change in not only the broadcasting industry but involving public service
broadcasting audiences and consumers as well. The DoC is responsible for developing digital
broadcasting policy as well as policy for the process of digital migration in South Africa. Broadcasting
signal distributors, such as Sentech, are responsible for rolling out the signal distribution infrastructure
for broadcasters. ICASA is an independent regulatory authority which will also serve a critical role
providing for current and new entrants within the context of its mandate.
The configuration of the broadcasting landscape in South Africa includes numerous technologies and
platforms available to consumers:
 Analogue television is well established but has a very low number of channels and is due to be
discontinued in the near future.
 Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) has been allocated to the 600MHz band, and was due to launch
in 2010. However, as of January 2013 no digital services were commercially launched.
 Satellite broadcasting is well established offering a large number of local and international
channels. However, this requires a monthly subscription fee and in recent times prepaid
subscriber models have been launched.
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 Mobile television, using the T-DMB standard, has been allocated specific UHF spectrum in metro
areas and as at 7 March 2013 tests are being conducted by Mobile TV. DVB-H mobile television
(Multichoice) is operating in the UHF band spectrum and is currently being broadcast in the
metropolitan areas.

After a delayed start for various reasons, the transition to digital broadcasting is a major focus area for
Government, broadcasters, telco operators and other parties within the ICT industry.

2.1.1. Terrestrial Broadcasting Overview
The South African television market consists of three tiers of broadcasting; namely, public service
broadcasting, commercial and community broadcasting. FTA services are dominated by the SABC
and eTV; and subscription based services are currently monopolised by MultiChoice, through its pay
TV offerings, MNET and DSTV. Furthermore, community television offers another mode of public
service television, with Soweto TV being the first community station to be awarded a licence in 2007.
In 2010 a new subscription TV broadcaster, in the form of TopTV, was launched to compete directly
with MultiChoice’s satellite content bouquets.
South Africa commenced with analogue broadcasting using the PAL-I standard in 1976. In its current
configuration the broadcast footprint consists of 277 unique analogue transmitters and 191 unique
DTT Transmitters leading to a combined figure of 287 unique transmitters configured for the broadcast
of television content.
The following analogue terrestrial broadcasting services are available in South Africa:
 Public Service FTA : SABC 1, SABC 2 and SABC 3
 Commercial FTA : eTV
 Commercial Subscription TV: MNET, and DSTV
 Community TV: Trinity, Cape Town, Bay TV, 1KZN, Tshwane and Soweto TV.

These terrestrial broadcasters make use of channels in the VHF and UHF bands assigned for
broadcasting services in accordance with GE06 Agreement plans. The population coverage for the
SABC using the FTA analogue terrestrial platform is:
Table 1: SABC channels population coverage
Channel

Population Coverage

SABC 1

91.2%

SABC 2

92.5%

SABC 3

82.1%

Given this extensive reach and where the SABC continues to address universal service obligations in
lieu of its public service broadcasting remit, the terrestrial broadcasting platform generates significant
social and economic benefits.
The terrestrial platform is a primary distribution platform in South Africa. Even in markets outside of
South Africa that have established other broadcast and content delivery platforms such as satellite
and cable, it is important to note that the terrestrial platform continues to play a critical role in serving
national audiences. There is empirical evidence which even suggests that terrestrial broadcasting
provides healthy competition amongst the content players using other delivery platforms whilst at the
same time the terrestrial platform provides complementary and supplementary services. In South
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Africa, the terrestrial platform will continue to be the predominant method by which to fulfil universal
service access and service for the majority of South Africans.
The intention is for digitisation of the terrestrial networks and the analogue broadcasting switch off to
occur at a reasonable cost for consumers and broadcasters alike in South Africa. This objective is
particularly aimed at the provision of FTA services and where government will subsidise Set Top
Boxes (STB’s) for eligible parties in order to avoid exclusion of the public audiences who will not be
able to otherwise afford digital receivers.
Digital terrestrial broadcasting is widely supported by manufacturers, network operators, broadcasters,
regulators and the public on a global scale. For this support to continue, regulatory clarity and
certainty is required to enable the public, broadcasters, and the associated industry to make the right
investments into future technology and services. This in turn will drive the economic scale required to
realise a positive Digital Dividend.
Radio frequency spectrum remains an essential resource for terrestrial broadcasting and broadband
services. Sufficient spectrum must be made available now and in the future to accommodate the
evolving needs of terrestrial broadcasting and to protect the investments made by broadcasters and
network operators where the needs of both public service and commercial broadcasting must be
taken into account alongside national broadband objectives for South Africa.
Furthermore, spectrum policy needs to take into account specific technical requirements attached to
the selected Digital Video Broadcast -Terrestrial (DVB-T2) standard and configuration for South Africa
viz. Single Frequency Network (SFN) requirements whilst including for the provision of ancillary
services and specifications to avoid interference together with other identified technical requirements
to propagate a robust broadcasting signal.
The analogue terrestrial broadcasting network is currently operated by Sentech, who own the
transmission network and acts as the equivalent of a wholesaler for broadcasting services. This
20
provision of transmission services via a State Owned Company (SOC) ensures that there is an
efficient use of resources through economies of scale on a national basis, but requires regulation to
make sure that there are no excess charges in the market. The introduction of DTT provides an
opportunity for other infrastructure companies to enter the market, but Government must be careful to
ensure that introduction of competition does not lead to an inefficient duplication of resources thereby
thwarting growth in the medium to long term.
Currently, broadcasting services are allocated a number of spectrum bands:
 800MHz, which is being released as the first Digital Dividend.
 700MHz, which is due to be released as the second Digital Dividend. These two bands have been
used for analogue television.
 600MHz (which ranges from 470MHz to 694MHz), which is allocated for DTT services.
 Part of the VHF band (174MHz to 232MHz), which has been allocated for television.
 Various other spectrum bands reserved for analogue radio.

2.1.2. Satellite broadcasting overview
Satellite broadcasting in South Africa is delivered via Eutelsat and Intelsat owned satellites for
commercial broadcast services Multichoice and TopTV. DSTV enjoys a dominant market share in the
21
South African market with more than 2million subscribers . Sentech also uses the satellite platform to

20
21

Orbicom is also a transmitter network operator but, as a Multichoice subsidiary, only services M-Net.
Amps 2011 and Multichoice Interview
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service areas where there is poor coverage via terrestrial means. Sentech also uses satellite
technologies for linking terrestrial transmitter sites as a distribution network solution.

2.1.3. Television market size
There are 10.7 million households with at least one TV set in South Africa according to the 2011
22
Census Data. Figure 4 shows that there has been a significant growth in the subscription television
market, from 13% to almost double at 25% over the period. The growth of pay TV may be driven by
the lack of multichannel options in the FTA terrestrial broadcasting space and the growth of pay TV
consists of new subscriptions penetrating lower LSM households. It is unlikely that the majority of
South Africans would want to pay for TV, if presented with options to receive multichannel FTA
content and services. The unavailability of FTA digital multichannel services is as a result of delays
with the DTT commercial launch programme.
Some stakeholders consulted during the primary research phase argued that the prolonged delay on
the DTT launch is weakening the FTA growth prospect, leaving the door open for an expansion of
satellite based services at what would be deemed an unfair advantage to established commercial
players. This is corroborated by the data presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4: Television Household - past 6 years

The current TV viewership based on AMPS data of 2012 reveals how the television market is split.
23
From Figure 5 below , it is clear that SABC holds the highest viewership percentage of 65% with
24
Multichoice (DSTV and MNET) only accounting for around 10% of total viewership.

22
23
24

http://www.statssa.gov.za/Publications/P03014/P030142011.pdf
This is according to AMPS data measurement of viewership in the past 4 weeks
AMPS data from www.eighty20.co.za
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Figure 5: Television channel viewership personally watched in the past four weeks

2.1.4. Audiences and competition between pay TV and FTA
From an audience perspective, content and scheduling of content remain key and will always be the
prime factors that drive audiences to a specific channel. Channel audience share based on month by
month AMPS data is shown in Figure 6 below. Based on this data, it is observed that viewership of the
DSTV platform is close to now matching or exceeding the viewership of FTA broadcasters when this
data is analysed as a combined viewership figure. When analysing a year on year comparison, it is
important to observe how subscription TV has grown over the years. The month on month growth
reveals a solid growth in pay TV to the detriment of what could be interpreted as negative growth for
FTA services. This data shows how much the audience is split between broadcasters, and how
competition for audiences plays out in the industry. It shows how much viewers have taken up the
multichannel offering thereby also influencing where advertising spend is directed.

Figure 6 Channel Audience share month by month Advertising spend and ad revenue in media outlets

The figure below shows, how, over the past 5 years, media advertising has grown overall providing an
opportunity for FTA services advertising revenue growth. Within the context of a forecasted economic
outlook for South Africa, it is difficult to predict the same rate of growth for advertising revenues. With
economic growth projected to be around 3% at the end of this financial year according to the South
African Reserve Bank, extraordinary growth in advertising spend is not expected. The SA advertising
spend is just over R33bn and an assumption to take a conservative view, for flat possibly negative
growth congruent with decline in GDP growth was used.
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Figure 7 All media ad revenue - AC Nielsen

At most, advertising spend is expected to remain at inflation levels of 3.5% due to slow economic
growth. The split of media advertising spend data depicted in Figure 8 is informed by the trend
followed until 2011.

Figure 8: Ad spend estimated based on 2011 and 2012

Above the Line (ATL) TV advertising spend (46%) is only 14% higher than that spent on Below the
Line (BTL) print media. It can be assumed that when new channels providing good audience ratings
are introduced this may result in decline of advertising spend on print media and displacement of
spend on ATL advertising. Television advertising revenue which is linked to subscription (DSTV and
25
MNET) is required to be a minority (less than 50%) compared to subscription revenue . Therefore
Multichoice (DSTV and MNET) receive approximately R3.8bn in advertising revenues, whilst the
remainder (FTA) broadcasters get approximately 75% (R11.6bn) where this is shared between eTV
and SABC. The ad spend split in Table 2 below, shows how advertising spend is split between media
platforms.

25

Section 60 of the ECA
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Table 2: All media ad spend
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2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012 E

2013E

Cinema

393

359

357

299

351

597

614,91

633,00

%
Ad
spend Split
1,86%

Direct Mail

136

139

150

151

141

70

72,1

74,00

0,22%

Internet

174

271

384

469

578

752

774,56

797,00

2,35%

Out of Home

1,023

1,16

1,079

1,075

1,231

1,368

1,40904

1451,00

4,27%

Print

8,023

9,161

9,298

8,908

9,428

10,034

10,33502

10 645,00

31,35%

Radio

2,645

2,964

3,344

3,041

3,684

4,503

4,63809

4777,00

14,07%

Television

7,704

9,378

9,964

10,481

13,438

14,683

15,12349

15577,00

45,87%

Grand Total

20,098

23,432

24,576

24,424

28,851

32,007

32,96721

33956000

Satellite television (specifically Multichoice) in South Africa has seen a steady growth in terms of
market share of total television broadcasting revenue over the past four years. From the data
presented in Figure 9 below, it is clear that satellite broadcasting received 65% of the market revenue
split in 2012. This can be attributed to an increase in advertising revenue, increase in subscription
income, addition of new channels such as HDTV, and investment in new technologies including
mobile television broadcasting services.

% Market share of Revenue

Market Revenue Split between Satellite and Terrestrial
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90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
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42%

48%

37%

35%

Terrestrial
52%

58%

63%

65%

2009

2010

2011
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Satellite

Year
Figure 9: Market Revenue split between satellite and terrestrial broadcasting
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Using the 2011 Census Data stating that there are 10.7 million households with at least one TV set
per household in South Africa, and with TV licence fees of R250 levied per household, this puts
expected TV licence revenue, for the SABC, at almost R2.7 Billion. This assumes a 100% collection
rate which would in turn provide a significant funding source for the SABC. The SABC however only
reported licence revenue of just under R900 Million in 2012. Even with this level of under recovered
revenue, the total television broadcasting market has experienced increasing profitability over the last
four years.

26
27

AMPS Data 2012
http://www.statssa.gov.za/Publications/P03014/P030142011.pdf
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2.1.5. Broadcasting services in the DTT era
The three categories of broadcasters viz. Public Service Broadcasters, Commercial and Community
broadcasters are targeted at three different types of audiences and where the content and operations
need to be aligned to specified licencing conditions. In practical terms, audiences are not always
distinctly segregated, however for the benefit of policy, regulatory and market analysis impacts these
subsectors are treated differently. Each of these broadcasters indicated a preference to be allocated
as much spectrum as possible for the benefit of their future expansion. Therefore the advertising
industry would be looking at DTT with interest, possibly to find multiple platforms and different
channels on which to flight advertising content for maximum reach across the economic groupings of
audiences and on a national footprint coverage basis. The availability of seven MUXes on a DTT
platform delivers expanded capacity for advertisers. This will have a direct bearing on the rate cards
for advertising and will be influenced by supply and demand market forces. The more channels an
advertiser can buy airtime on, the better the price they are likely to demand.

2.2.Overview of the South African Mobile Market
2.2.1. Existing mobile communications services
The South African mobile market currently consists of four main Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)
and one fairly large Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO), providing a combination of 2G, 3G and
to a limited extent 4G technology connections and services. As of mid-2011, the largest market share
was held by Vodacom, with MTN and Cell C also holding a significant number of subscribers with the
last entrant 8ta achieving growth of approximately 1.4million subscribers.

Vodacom
MTN
Cell C
8.ta
Virgin

Figure 10: South African mobile communications market share4

Voice is described as a saturated market for MNOs with limited growth potential in the current circuit
switched data format and all of the MNOs have commenced with LTE investment programmes in
order to grow data services. The current spectrum holdings are depicted in Figure 11
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Figure 11: Mobile spectrum holdings in South Africa (in Hz)
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Source: Tolaga Weekly Bulletin, 30 November 2012

Telkom has deployed LTE using a time division duplex (TDD) spectrum configuration. Three of the
MNOs have identical spectrum holdings while 8ta, holds less traditional spectrum but also holds
spectrum that could be used for WiMax or other short-distance technologies. According to the ICASA
frequency plan, there is no spare capacity in the 900MHz or 1800MHz bands. Of the higher
frequency spectrum, there is 125MHz available for assignment in the 2600MHz band. This has been
allocated for mobile communications and is due to be awarded in 2015.
In interviews with MNOs, no specific concerns were raised over existing congestion on the 900MHz or
1800MHz bands. This indicates that there could be an opportunity for re-farming this spectrum for
use by LTE, with 2G use limited to a reduced bandwidth. The cost of re-farming varies by country,
and in some cases the savings gained from reusing existing sites can outweigh the cost of
reconfiguration.
MTN however stated that re-farmed spectrum is unlikely to be sufficient for LTE use, particularly in
urban areas whereby;
 the amount of spectrum that will be available for LTE may be low due to a relatively large number
of existing 2G subscribers; and
 urban areas are more likely to require higher capacity on LTE networks due to early adopters of
technology.
MTN has started to roll out LTE on 1800MHz spectrum using a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
configuration but highlights that it does not see this as a long-term strategy. MTN views this as an
interim step until the 800MHz spectrum is awarded. MTN indicated a requirement for additional
spectrum holdings in other bands, viz. 700MHz, 800MHz or 2600MHz.
The 800MHz spectrum is due to be awarded alongside allocations in the 2600MHz band. The award
of this spectrum has been delayed from an initial target date of 2010 and the spectrum is now
expected to be awarded and become usable post DSO in 2015. It is currently unclear which
conditions will be placed on the award or how the spectrum will be awarded.

28

Available at http://www.tolaga.com/bulletins/bulletinNovember302012.pdf
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However, in a previous draft plan ICASA ITA for the award of this band dated 2012, a number of
conditions were set out:
 The 2600MHz spectrum would be split into four awards, two of 2×20MHz and two of 2×15MHz.
One of these 2×15MHz awards is reserved for Sentech. In addition, 30MHz of TDD spectrum is
reserved for WBS.
 One of the 2×20MHz awards would be combined with a holding of 2×10MHz in the 800MHz band
and would have open access conditions, therefore effectively creating a wholesaler for a national
mobile broadband network.
 The 800MHz spectrum would be split into three bundles of 2×10MHz, one of which was to be sold
in a combination with 2600MHz as above.
 No existing “retail” operator may be awarded any spectrum outside the open access bundle. Any
bidder for any spectrum must meet the Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) conditions, which
require 30% of shareholdings to be held by black individuals or companies.
As the existing retail operators were expected to be excluded from this award, it was anticipated that
the process would lead to, at the least, two new full-scale mobile operators, which may have typically
come from Neotel, Sentech, WBS iBurst, other holders of ECNS licences or new entrants to the
market. Neotel has already been awarded spectrum at 850MHz and 1800MHz and is looking to
operate a mobile broadband network using these bands, but has confirmed that it may look to
increase its holdings by bidding for 800MHz spectrum. Sentech already has 2×15MHz of 2600MHz
reserved and is unlikely to bid for more of this spectrum having recently also announced that it will
29
‘give back 2600MHz and 3.5 GHz spectrum.
Given the uncertainty over the timing of the award of 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum, it is not
30
possible to state with certainty how the market will be formed at the time of the 700MHz award .
There is likely to be a widely varied network at the time of 700MHz award.
 There would be three MNOs (Vodacom, MTN and Cell C) offering 2G and 3G services on 900MHz,
1800MHz and 2100MHz spectrum. These operators may have a limited LTE rollout on re-farmed
1800MHz spectrum. Depending on the awards process, they may also have spectrum holdings at
800MHz and 2600MHz.
 One operator 8ta would be offering 2G, 3G and LTE services with a likely planned decrease of 2G.
Telkom is actively deploying a TDD LTE network using 2300Mhz spectrum and may likely apply for
additional 800MHz spectrum.
 There would be three operators (Sentech, Neotel and WBS iBurst) with the capability (and
availability of spectrum) to offer mobile broadband services using a variety of technologies. One of
these operators (Neotel) is likely to use LTE technologies while the others may use WiMax on
existing spectrum holdings. These operators may also be awarded 800MHz or 2600MHz spectrum
and run LTE services using these frequencies.
 There may be one operator using 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum to offer an open access
network model. As this needs to be operated as a separate open access network, there are few
implications (other than the cost of infrastructure rollout) to consider depending on whether the
holder has an existing (partial) network or not. (Note: regulations for open access networks will still
have to be finalised)
 There may be new entrants to the market who are awarded 800MHz or 2600MHz spectrum if there
are restrictions in the award process prohibiting existing players to apply.

29 Sentech Press conference 9 April 2013 – CEO made an announcement that Sentech will be returning funds to Treasury as well as giving back spectrum.
(http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63042:Sentech-releases-spectrum&catid=260
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This report assumes that the 700MHz award will occur after the 800MHz award, and so will be held around
2017.
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For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that at the time of the award of 700MHz spectrum there
would be seven operators offering mobile broadband services. This is the total number of MVNOs and
MNOs across the country. This is largely consistent with previous studies looking at the economic
31
impact of the 800MHz awards and represents a mid-point between the cases of a free and open
auction in which existing operators would be likely to be awarded the new spectrum and a restricted
award process in which new operators were introduced into the market.

2.2.2. Demand for mobile communications
Demand for mobile communications services has steadily risen since they were first introduced
approximately 17 years ago. As at 2011, mobile penetration stood at around 110%, and even
conservative estimates predict a steady rise after this point.
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Figure 12: Mobile subscribers in South Africa (millions)

The increase in subscriptions to high rates of penetration, even above 100%, is due to a range of
factors, including:
 For many people in South Africa, mobile is a more affordable and practically accessible form of
telecommunications. There is high demand for mobile services, even among lower income groups
of the population.
 In urban areas, mobile devices and mobile broadband connections are increasingly seen as
important business tools. It is common for employees of small to large businesses to own and use
mobile devices for both a personal and a business use, or a mobile phone and another mobile
broadband data device (such as a 3G-enabled laptop or tablet). The use of smartphones as well
as connectivity to the Internet using smartphones has also grown in South Africa
 Many subscribers have multiple SIM cards in order to bypass price differentials between on-net
32
and off-net calls .
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See, for example, Plum Consulting (2012): “Economic impact of ICASA’s proposals for assignment of 800 and
2600 MHz spectrum in South Africa”

32

Arthur Goldstuck (2009) quoted in Lewis, Charley. 2010. “Achieving Universal Service in South Africa: What
Next for Regulation?” Conference paper, International Telecommunications Society Asia-Pacific Regional
Conference on Telecommunications Ubiquity and Equity in a Broadband Environment.” August 26–28, 2010.
Wellington, New Zealand.
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 Penetration beyond 100% will also include predicted growth attributable to an uptake in Machine to
Machine (M-M) products and services.

There is no reason to suggest that any of these factors will lose their relevance in the medium term.
Instead, as mobile broadband availability and affordability increases, it would be expected that
penetration would increase at a higher rate. Further, additional mobile broadband coverage of rural
areas is likely to further drive increases in subscriptions as Internet and data services are generally
not available in these areas due to a relatively low fixed line network area as well as unaffordability of
data services. This may indicate that subscriptions are due to grow at a faster rate than illustrated
above. However, in order to provide a conservative estimate of the economic impact on mobile
communications this growth rate has been assumed.
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3. GE06 Modifications

Television broadcasting in ITU Region 1 takes place over the radio frequency spectrum spanning from
470 MHz through to 862 MHz (band IV & V), in addition to the 170–230 MHz ( Band III) spectrum
band, viz. VHF. The global broadcast digital migration process that is taking place under the auspices
of the ITU would result in significant re-organisation of the radio frequency spectrum that has
traditionally been utilised for analogue television broadcasting services. Once complete, the Digital
Migration would result in the Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting (DTTB) services moving to the
470–694 MHz (700MHz band) spectrum if the resolution to allocate this band to IMT is passed at the
in 2015 the World Radio Communication Conference.
The more spectrally efficient digital broadcasting would result in the release of sizable chunks of
spectrum that have been dubbed the Digital Dividend. In ITU Region 1, two sets of spectrum blocks,
namely, the First Digital Dividend (790 – 862 MHz) and the Second Digital Dividend (694 – 790 MHz)
have been identified. While the former has been earmarked for implementation of International Mobile
Telephony (IMT) services, in 2012 the World Radio Communication Conference (WRC-12) took a
decision through Resolution 232 that the Second Digital Dividend should also be allocated to IMT
services on a co-primary basis with existing services that include broadcasting as is the case of South
Africa.
This spectrum re-organisation, re-stacking and re-allocation would result in a more harmonised
spectrum allocation and utilisation across all the three ITU regions. However, one of the key
conditions for allocating the Second Digital Dividend spectrum to IMT services was that spectrum
administrators need to conduct studies to ascertain the spectrum needs of mobile and digital
broadcasting services, and where these studies may result in modifications to the GE06 Agreement.
This chapter aims to provide input, feedback and response guidelines to addressing the questionnaire
raised under the GE06 plan for implementation and possible modifications to the ITU Resolution 232
(WRC-12). Following a process of analysing information and extensive consultations with industry and
public sector stakeholders to obtain and consider inputs, this exercise would assist the DoC in
consolidating the national submission. Further to that this information will support in the compilation of
a comprehensive response to Resolution 232 and related GE06 questions.
In addition, the Department aims to provide a guideline for the future allocation of the Second Digital
Dividend spectrum after an inclusive consultation process for radio frequency spectrum requirements
in South Africa is conducted and the results thereof are analysed and consolidated. The report makes
recommendations on what needs to be amended or modified in the GE06 Agreement plan as an input
by the South African administration to the respective ITU Working Groups. The report also looks into
what should be the lower edge of the 700 MHz band that would form the boundary separation point
between broadcasting services and IMT services. At this stage, Resolution 232 has recommended a
possible lower edge of the Second Digital Dividend band to be set at 694 MHz, subject to further
industry consultations.
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3.1.

The GE06 Agreement, Geneva 2006

The Regional Agreement GE06 relating to the planning of the digital terrestrial broadcasting services
in Region 1 and in the Islamic Republic of Iran, in the frequency bands 174-230 MHz and 470-862
MHz, governs the use of these bands by all primary terrestrial services including non-broadcasting
ones. Primary terrestrial services other than broadcasting have been factored into the compatibility
analysis during the development of the new Digital Plan at the second session of Regional Radio
Communication Conference (RRC-06). The frequency bands 174-230 MHz and 470-862 MHz are
allocated, according to Article 5 of the Radio Regulations (RR), to the broadcasting service in the
countries of the GE06 planning area on a primary basis. Some parts of these bands are also allocated
to other terrestrial and space services on a primary basis. The exhaustive list of these allocations is
provided in Chapter 4 to Annex 2 of the GE06 Agreement. From a regulatory point of view, the other
primary services have the same status and enjoy the same rights as the broadcasting service.
The ITU’s Regional Radio Conference 2006 (GE06) replaced parts of the Stockholm Agreement of
1961 for the European Broadcasting Area and parts of the Geneva Agreement of 1989 for the African
Broadcasting Area. These agreements constituted frequency plans for analogue broadcasting
assignments. Digital broadcasting offers an opportunity to create more television and radio
programmes that utilise spectrum more efficiently by using significantly less spectrum than
predecessor analogue technologies. This fact is central to the identification and therefore a planned
release of additional Digital Dividend spectrum to be utilised for other wireless based networking
services.

The GE06 broadcasting plan is focused entirely on minimising cross-border interference of digital
television and not — at this stage — on the benefits of designating a significant portion of the excess
spectrum for mobile broadband. GE06 was purely a broadcast conference and did not take into
account any other services. In order to maximise the benefits of the Digital Dividend through an
allocation of part of this spectrum to mobile applications and services, many countries may need to reth
plan some of the agreements made through GE06. The GE06 plan was adopted and set the 17 June
2015 as the end of the transition period for the phasing out of analogue television transmission. This
date was defined as the ITU’s global Analogue Switch-Off (ASO) date, beyond which terrestrial
television broadcasting services would take place in digital format. Some countries commenced
th
implementation of the GE06 process with effect from the 17 June 2006 with a few countries having
already completed the full transition to digital broadcasting.
The GE06 Agreement thus affects the following frequency bands:
 Band III: 174-230 MHz
 Band IV: 470-582 MHz
 Band V: 582-862 MHz

3.2. Resolution 232 (WRC-12)
At the World Radio Conference 2012 (WRC-12), it was agreed that, from 2015, Region 1 countries
including EU members could deploy mobile services in the 700MHz band on a national basis. This
presents an opportunity to start a more harmonised global allocation of RF spectrum. Work has just
started with operators, manufacturers and governments to determine the optimal approach to
maximising the potential across the 700MHz band in Region 1, ensuring alignment with existing
800MHz allocations while realising the benefits of harmonisation with Region 2 and Region 3.
A copy of the actual wording of Resolution 232 is paraphrased in the following caption:
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Resolves
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

to allocate the frequency band 694-790 MHz in Region 1 to the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service
on a co-primary basis with other services to which this band is allocated on a primary basis and to identify it
for IMT;
that the allocation in resolves 1 is effective immediately after WRC-15;
that use of the allocation in resolves 1 is subject to agreement obtained under No. 9.21 with respect to the
aeronautical radionavigation service in countries listed in No. 5.312;
that the lower edge of the allocation is subject to refinement at WRC-15, taking into account the ITU-R
studies referred to in invites ITU-R below and the needs of countries in Region 1, in particular developing
countries;
that WRC-15 will specify the technical and regulatory conditions applicable to the mobile service allocation
referred to in resolves 1, taking into account the ITU-R studies referred to in invites ITU-R.
Figure 13: Text extract of Resolution 232

After some delay, as South Africa begins the process to implement the digital migration of analogue
television broadcasting in line with ITU treaties and recommendations, it has become clear that RF
spectrum currently utilised for terrestrial television broadcasting will be vacated and can become
available for other communications services in the near future.
Once digital migration is completed, two chunks of spectrum would be released, viz.:
 790–862 MHz (also referred to as the First Digital Dividend spectrum) in full
 694–790 MHz (also referred to as the Second Digital Dividend spectrum) in full or partially as a
shared band between IMT and broadcasting services.

Figure 14: Digital migration & Digital Dividend spectrum blocks

The DoC is leading the South African effort to consult all key stakeholders within the country, with a
view to establishing a workable consensus on the future intended usage of the Second Digital
Dividend spectrum. The DoC is also tasked with the regional co-ordination effort to harmonise
frequency planning and allocation.
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3.3. Beneficial applications of Second Digital Dividend spectrum
The Second Digital Dividend spectrum is premium spectrum that has propagation characteristics that
are suitable for implementation of broadband services and improved transmission qualities. It is mainly
these characteristics that make this spectrum highly sought after by both the broadcasters and telco
operators.
For telco operators the spectrum provides broader coverage via a relatively less onerous network
rollout deployment as compared to other communication spectrum allocated to current network
operators. This spectrum is also suitable for remote and rural area network deployment and is touted
to be able to provide universal access and coverage solutions for implementation in underserviced
areas.
Newer wireless broadband services, including Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks provide improved
services and data throughput ideally using contiguous spectrum allocation as opposed to fragmented
spectrum. This is considered more suitable for broadband data. Furthermore, telco operators are not
opposed to the option of using the spectrum for implementation of an open access network. An
operator who is awarded the licence can build and operate an open access network on a wholesale
basis for on-selling to end-users and retail markets. Such an arrangement may allow various network
operators to pool spectrum assets together to create a more useful and high capacity spectrum for
sharing of network build and equipment. This approach could result in a more innovative and
frequency optimised usage of spectrum as well as help to lower cost of broadband services to end
users.

3.4. Future proofing of broadcasting services
In the digital terrestrial broadcasting space, the major broadcasters indicated an interest in
implementing high definition television standards as a future technology refresh opportunity. It
therefore becomes important to factor this into future broadband spectrum allocation planning.

3.4.1. Broadcast technology developments
Due to migration towards digital transmission, improvement compression techniques such as MPEG4
and advanced multiplexing techniques, broadcast technology has matured and shown significant
quality improvements and spectral efficiencies. The overall impact of these technological
improvements is that digital broadcasting now requires less of the limited spectrum resources to
achieve transmission of more broadcast channels. As a positive consequence, the radio spectrum that
is not utilised and no longer required for broadcasting can be released for provision of other services
such as wireless broadband applications and telecommunications based services.

3.4.2. Ensuring sufficient spectrum resources for DTT services
South Africa currently hosts a total of six broadcast networks (consisting of community, public service
and commercial broadcasting services) which are all configured to provide analogue broadcasting
services. All these services (in what is deemed equivalent format to the current service) can be
migrated to digital terrestrial broadcasting and collectively would occupy significantly less radio
spectrum without any negative impact to quality of transmission. The migration methodology and
process for these television services to a digital transmission platform would ensure the continuity of
all existing services.
Research indicates that even in the event of all these services being allowed to implement a High
Definition Digital Terrestrial Transmission, the DTT spectrum would in any event accommodate all of
the existing licensed operators leaving enough spectrum for new services for either the incumbents or
new broadcasters. Furthermore, there would still be sufficient room available to accommodate new
HD sevices within the allocated DTT radio spectrum, so existing broadcasters have sufficient room to
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offer more services and the Regulator can license additional digital broadcasting services that can
offer a combination of standard and high definition content to take up this additional capacity.
Thus, the requirements in South Africa for terrestrial broadcasting services are such that the existing
DTT spectrum would provide sufficient spectrum resources for implementation of existing television
broadcast services, expansion of services by current licensed operators and the introduction of new
broadcast services in future.

3.4.3. Technology convergence
Technology convergence has resulted in an ability to transmit data and essentially what is rich media
content over any platform across what were previously largely unrelated technologies such as
broadcast, telecommunications and information technology. This trend in the capacities and
capabilities of equipment to communicate across a multitude of platforms has given rise to the
proliferation and distribution of content which in turn has resulted in an explosion of Internet usage,
data storage, data analytics, user created content and distribution of various forms of content across
broadcasting and telecommunication networks using IT based equipment in most cases to acquire
and produce content. Content distributed consists of a combination of primary broadcast content as
well as that produced and shared by peer networks in related and unrelated forms to that of the
broadcast content.
The vast majority of media is now accessed and consumed utilising personal handsets, laptops, tablet
devices and computers that increasingly receive services over wireless telecommunication networks.
Moreover, Over-the-Top (OTT) media content services, value-added networks and broadcast
channels are in the pipeline to take advantage of this next generation media audiences. However, to
reach these audiences, faster and bandwidth-hungry wireless networks, such as LTE, need access to
considerably more radio spectrum to deliver a combination of voice, access to the Internet and video
streaming services. It must be noted that IP based Video on Demand (VOD) requires a bidirectional
configuration catering for both a data download and uploading of services data.
Most users appear not to be aware of the distinct differences and especially efficiencies of using
broadcasting networks versus Internet Protocol (IP) configured cell based networks leaving this to
network planners and providers of services to design and operate efficient networks to deliver voice
and content products and services. Broadcast networks are typically desiged and built to comply with
specific broadcast standards whereas IP based networks aside from being vastly different to that of
broadcast neworks, do not need to adhere to the same stringent requirements. Quality within the two
different networks are configured and measured differently.

3.4.4. Television standards and future evolution
DVB-T2 is an advanced and versatile DTT standard and supports SD, HD, mobile TV, or any
combination of these formats including IP data to deliver broadcast content and multimedia to
audiences over a range of receiver devices using mobile, portable and fixed reception.
On the other hand, Ultra-HD or UHD with a capability to display images and content at four times the
pixels of a 1080p HD display poses many interesting challenges. Native UHD content uses an
enormous amount of data and the benefits of this technology are more visible on larger screens which
typically exceed 40 inches. Due to bigger file sizes, higher data streaming requirements and
processing power needed to transmit, receive, process and project UHD content onto a screen, this is
not a technology that is aimed at or is suitable for general public television consumers and typical
consumer television sets. It is therefore unlikely that UHD would become a mainstream technology
choice and an optimal solution for terrestrial television broadcasting from the consumer perspective.
Niche broadcast services that require UHD implementation should therefore rather be implemented on
satellite networks that can access more broadcasting bandwidth and spectrum. Even when
considering improvements in broadcast compression technologies, UHD is a bandwidth hungry
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solution and should be implemented more appropriately over a satellite DTH broadcasting platform
than on a terrestrial platform. This is even more so because a typical consumer of UHD content is in
all probabilities in a position to acquire a satellite decoder or fibre optic broadband connectivity and
can afford the cost of a UHD television set. A UHD television set currently costs more than 30 times
the going rate of HD television sets. The economic profile of the majority of FTA television audiences
and market does not lend itself to supporting UHD services in its current form.

3.4.5. Analogue broadcasting stage
The aim of this stage of broadcasting is to ensure continuity of analogue broadcasting services until
the digital transmission has achieved a critical mass of adoption, upon which the decision would be
taken to switch off the analogue broadcasting services. A critical aspect of analogue broadcasting is
that the frequencies can no longer be protected post 2015 in terms of the current ITU agreement.
Most homes in South Africa are also used to reception via analogue terrestrial where the lifespan of
receivers and TV sets will also need to be considered in respect of STBs, antennae design and
installation.

3.4.6. Dual-illumination stage
Dual-illumination or simulcast is the transition stage whereby all existing analogue broadcast services
are available in both analogue and digital transmission. The objective of this phase is to allow
continuity of analogue services while encouraging the switch to digital reception by television
audiences.
Gradually as audiences migrate towards digital television reception, the number of digital receivers will
catch up and exceed those of analogue television sets until a point is reached whereby it becomes
acceptable and economical to switch off the analogue transmission grid in favour of digital
broadcasting. Transmission of existing analogue channels will be carried using two digital multiplex
services that are funded by the DoC and operated by Sentech.
There are many case studies in Africa and from around the world which provide valuable learning’s to
further refine South Africa’s dual illumination plans, phased national switch on as well as adoption of
STB’s initiatives to realise a successful ASO. The timing and manner in which this is carried out has a
direct bearing on the value of the First and Second Digital Dividend.

3.4.7. DTT spectrum re-assignment
Once the take-up of digital broadcasting services has been successful, all analogue television
transmissions would be switched off through a process called analogue switch-off (ASO) and Digital
Switch on (DSO). The radio spectrum released during this transition would allow the Regulator and
Sentech to utilise the newly released spectrum to retune the transmitters and introduce an additional
set of 5 more MUXes. This process will usher in a new digital to digital migration exercise aimed at
vacating the 790 – 862 MHz and the 694 – 790 MHz bands that would then serve as the First and
Second Digital Dividends, respectively. Once this is achieved, migration to DTT can then be declared
a success in South Africa.
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Figure 15: Digital dividend spectrum reallocation process

3.4.8. Final DTT all digital transmission
The transition from analogue to digital television has allowed broadcasters to offer significantly more
channels using the same spectrum. The advent of DVB T2 and MPEG-4 has further reduced the
amount of spectrum needed by digital television broadcasters to produce and provide content and
services to audiences across the country.
The final digital transition will likely see South Africa installing and operating seven MUXes to offer
national and regional digital broadcasting services for community, regional and national FTA and
subscription broadcast services.
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4. Spectrum Requirements for
broadcasting Services

The aim of this chapter is to present findings from the research and analysis of what was determined
as the spectrum requirements for digital broadcasting services.
The ITU, as a representative body of member states, embarked on a consultation process that will
lead to allocation of the 700MHz band for ITU region 1. Subsequent to the ITU radio regulation
conference (WRC) an opportunity has been provided via the WRC-12 outcomes for an allocation of
the 700 MHz band (694 - 790 MHz) to be allocated to mobile services for Region 1 (refer to Figure 2)
33
as of the end of 2015 . Additionally, the ITU is also considering identification of other frequency
34
bands to satisfy spectrum requirements for mobile services .
Based on input provided thus far by the FTA and subscription TV licenced broadcasters in South
Africa, the long term viability of the terrestrial television broadcasting platform could be threatened if
the 700 MHz band were to be released and no longer used for the provision of broadcasting content
and associated services. Whilst this position may be for varying reasons, it nevertheless indicates a
contrary view to that held by telco operators. It is possible that these differing stances could be
attributed to a lack of understanding of the full potential of digital broadcasting via a 7 – 9 MUX
capability. It is however important to reconcile these views and input in preparation for South Africa’s
requirement into WRC-15 through an informed participation of representative stakeholders in order to
support and develop a vibrant and sustainable terrestrial television broadcasting market in South
Africa.

4.1. Situational Analysis for TV broadcasting sector
The situational analysis addresses the current structure of the TV broadcasting industry as it relates to
spectrum usage. Thus the spectrum study commenced with a review of analogue terrestrial
broadcasting within the context of the planned transition to digital broadcasting. Broadcasting via
satellite was also factored in whereby DTH satellite broadcast operations coexisting with terrestrial
broadcasting services where the broadcasters would be targeting the same market segments on a
national scale were taken into account. The technical aspects of DTH versus DTT were not studied in
detail but were considered at an appropriate high level for the suitability of certain formats of content.

4.1.1. Terrestrial broadcasting frequency plan

ICASA published the final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 in 2009 after undertaking an
industry consultation process. The broadcast frequency plan is an Annexure to the South African
Table of Frequency Allocation (SATFA), which is in line with ITU-R recommendations. The plan is

33
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WRC-15 agenda item 1.2
WRC-15 agenda item 1.1
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informed by the GE06 Agreement and it incorporates both the DTT and the dual illumination period
analogue terrestrial frequency assignments.
This Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan did not result in incumbents losing frequency
assignments awarded prior to GE06. Based on comments cited in this plan, the regulatory Authority
applied measures to ensure that as far as practically possible, minimum disruptions to broadcast
services would be experienced. The use of VHF frequencies by analogue terrestrial television
services implies that sufficient capacity in this band will only be available for DTT and DAB after
analogue television services have been migrated to a digital platform.
In order to conduct a successful digital migration process, the availability of target spectrum is a
critlcal success factor. In preparing the plan the Authority took cognisance of the need to protect
incumbent broadcasters and as such the allocation of frequencies for digital broadcasting was given
priority. Spare usable frequencies were assigned for digital broadccasting for the purpose of dual
illumination.
This means that the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting will need to take place in two
stages : Stage One will cater for the switch on of digital broadcasting whilst analog broadcasting is still
in operation. Then as part of Stage Two and once all services have been converted to digital
broadcasting and all users are in possession of STB’s, the analog transmitters will be switched off
thus leading to the finalisation of the migration process. This process is timebound to the 2015 ASO
ITU agreement.

4.1.2. The Broadcast Frequency Plan

The Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 caters for the following:
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Two National Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) frequency networks, as submitted to the
35
ITU for the GE06 Plan. These MUXes are outlined in the table of frequency assignments
(Annexure F: DTT Frequency Networks 2009) as DTT1 and DTT2.



Two metropolitan DTT frequency networks that were expected to utilise DVB-H standard were
also submitted to GE06 for incorporation into the GE06 Plan. As informed by Ministerial Policy
directives however, mobile TV services were to be licenced on a technology neutral basis.
Channels below 700MHz were targeted for use of mobile digital broadcasting where it was
expected that more channels would be made available as the digital migration process is
advanced.



Low power Self Help stations for which the Authority would not reserve frequencies nor offer
protection against intereference. Self Help stations listed in Annexure E are assumed to be in
active operation.



Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) which is expected to be introduced in channel 9 and 10
within VHF Band III as recommended by ICASA to the ITU.



The Plan anticipates that the band 790-862 MHz will be allocated to IMT services in
acordance with ITU recommendations. It is therefore expected that after dual illumination this
part of the spectrum band will become available after a process of industry consultation has
taken place.

The Department of Communications established the National Preparatory Task Team that was responsible for South Africa’s
draft digital terrestrial Frequency plan submitted to the RRC of 2006. The frequency plan was incorporated into GE06
Agreement and was used by ICASA in 2008 as a basis for developing the first draft terrestrial broadcasting frequency
plan.
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The plan considers restrictions imposed on high power broadcasting sites (transmitters) which
are prescribed by the Astronomy Geography Advantage Act, 2007 in the Northern Cape
Province for the purpose of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) demarcated area. Since the
development of the plan, South Africa and Australia were selected as dual SKA sites where
SKA Phase 1 implementation includes the erection of approximately 254 satellite dishes in the
Northern Cape.



Acknowledgement that signal distributors will need to configure transmitters for the purposes
of repeaters (RBR) to provide programme feeds into transmitting stations and Studio to
Transmitter (STL) links in the frequency range 856 – 864.1 MHz. Such links will not be
granted protection against interference by Authority. It is however recommended that the use
of either fixed microwave links or satellite facilities be used as an alternative to the
abovementioned.

4.1.3. UHF TV Broadcast Band in the Plan
The UHF band is defined in the range between 470 and 854 MHz and contains 48 channels (of 8MHz
bandwidth, arranged into 12 groups of 4 channels thereby enabling 4 channels for assignment to a
site on a national basis). The allocation in selected major centres exceeds 4 channels. An analysis of
the broadcasting frequency assignments within the bands III, IV and V is contained in sections 4.2.2
and 4.2.4 of this report.

Figure 16: Illustration of UHF Band

4.1.4. Spectrum requirements and the GE06 plan

The GE06 Agreement regulates frequency usage in the broadcast bands at a global level for Europe,
Africa and parts of Asia. The GE06 is a binding international treaty signed by national administrations
and registered with the United Nations. The DoC established a National Preparatory Task Team that
was responsible for the development of South Africa’s first digital plan as part of the preparation for
the Regional Radiocommunication Conference of 2006 (RRC-06) and subsequently GE06.
Outputs from RRC 06 led to the establishment of two frequency plans that form Annexures to the
GE06 Agreement viz., the Digital Plan and the Analogue Plan. The frequency assignments contained
in the analogue plan are intended to apply until analogue switch-off has occurred and have been
guaranteed until 2015 after which the ITU has indicated these frequencies will no longer be protected.
It is expected for the broadcasting migration plan and digital migration regulations to be mutually
supportive of each other. Digital migration is expected to free additional frequencies in the 470-790
MHz band and where remaining channels will be restacked between the 470 and 694 MHz band. This
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is to ensure efficient spectrum usage for broadcasting services and thereby free up the Digital
Dividend spectrum for other uses.
The GE06 plan also made provision for a 2 x 1.5MHz allocation for a national T-DAB network within
the 214-230MHz band. T-DAB allotments will only become available once current analogue television
services have been migrated to digital.

4.1.5. Technologies associated with GE06

Most countries have been allocated 3 T-DAB and 1 DVB-T "coverage layers" in the Band III and 7-8
DVB-T layers in Bands IV/V. The GE06 Agreement allowed for only DVB-T and T-DAB entries to be
recorded in the Plan. However, other digital television systems, such as DVB-H and DVB-T2 can be
implemented using the ‘envelope concept‘, meaning that these systems will not cause more
interference nor will they require higher protection than that provided for as allowed under GE06.The
GE06 Agreement thus allows for implementation of DVB-T2 under the envelope concept; i.e. provided
that it does not cause more interference nor require higher protection that the original Plan entry. The
DVB-T2 standard (selected by South Africa in 2010) complies with interference levels and spectrum
mask requirements as defined by GE06 Agreement and therefore can be implemented without
additional negotiations between affected countries.

Since the DVB-T2 standard complies with the interference levels and spectrum mask requirements as
defined by GE06 Agreement, implementation of the DVB-T2 standard in South Africa avoids any need
to renegotiate a major international treaty involving over 110 countries. The DVB-T2 standard also
complies with the requirements of Radio Regulations, the international framework governing the use
of frequency spectrum and satellite orbits.

4.1.6. Analogue switch-off

GE06 set the date of 17 June 2015 as the end of the transition period by which time analogue
broadcast services should have been fully migrated to digital broadcasting services and the analogue
transmitter networks are switched off. This implies that it will no longer be required for countries to
protect the analogue services of neighbouring countries and hence can begin freely using the
frequencies assigned via the GE-06 Plan for the provision of digital broadcasting and other defined
services. Additionally this date marks the cut off for the ITU needing to protect frequencies across,
along and in the vicinity of country borders.

4.2. Current Terrestrial Broadcasting Situation
In order to determine future spectrum requirements for digital broadcasting, it is necessary to
understand the current frequency allocation to broadcasters. The Digital Dividend by definition
consists of frequencies outside of that required for the transition requirements of current broadcasters
to offer ‘status quo’ services.
Currently, the following terrestrial broadcast configuration is applicable:





Analogue terrestrial television services in operation
Self help analogue terrestrial TV services
Digital terrestrial fixed multiplexes
Mobile digital terrestrial multiplexes in metropolitan areas
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Table 1 below shows a summary of the number of frequency allotments/assignments for the various
service categories as obtained from the Final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008. A high
level analysis of the analogue terrestrial broadcasting services is contained in the sections below.

Table 3: Statistical information on analogue broadcasting frequency assignments

SERVICE CATEGORY

VHF/UHF

SELF HELP

TOTAL

Commercial
Community
Public National
DTT
Mobile DTT
TOTAL

230
10
485
460
73
1258

268
1
770
0
0
1039

498
11
1255
460
73
2297
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Most audiences living in metros and large towns are able to receive SABC 1, 2 and 3, eTV, MNet and
CSN channels via terrestrial broadcasting means. Additional channels include the TBN channel this
being a community broadcasting channel broadcast in the Eastern Cape region. Other community
television channels viz., Soweto, CTV, Tshwane, 1KZN, and Bay are not yet formally licenced and
thus do not feature as inclusions in the 2008/2009 ICASA broadcast plan.

4.2.1. Analogue terrestrial television services
ICASA plans to modify the Final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 to accommodate all
services during the dual illumination period whereby the plan contains assignment of frequencies for
the dual illumination period. The information pertaining to terrestrial frequency assignments is
contained in Annexures D and E of the Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008.
Based on information contained in Annexure E, 725 analogue TV assignments and allotments
excluding self help assignments are recorded. The distribution of these analogue assignments per
service category is shown in Table 2below.
Figures in Table 2 and Table 4 indicate that FTA public broadcasting services have been allocated
66.9% of the 725 analogue frequency assignments. Approximately 18% of the analogue frequency
assignments has been allocated to FTA commercial broadcaster eTV and the terrestrial based
subscription broadcaster MNET (and its CSN ‘programme’) has been allocated 13.7% of the analogue
frequency assignments.
Table 4: Distribution of analogue channels per programme
Programme

Service
Category

Number
of
Channels per
programme

As a % of total no of
Analogue channels

CSN

Subscription

26

3.6%

eTV

Commercial

131

18.1%

MNET

Subscription

73

10.1%

SABC1

Public National

166

22.9%

SABC2

Public National

201

27.7%

SABC3

Public National

118

16.3%
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From Final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008

60

TBNC

Community

Grand Total

10

1.4%

725

100.0%

As indicated in Figure 17, at least two thirds of the analogue terrestrial frequencies have been
assigned to the public service broadcaster, SABC. A frequency replanning exercise for the post dual
illumination period is in progress whereby ICASA has to follow certain GE06 Agreement processes
with neighbouring countries before the broadcast frequency plan can be officially adopted and
implemented.

Analogue tv channels allocated per service
category
1.4%
13.7%
Terrestrial Subscription
Commercial FTA

18.1%

Public FTA
66.9%

Community FTA

Figure 17: Analogue terrestrial television channels per service category

4.2.2. Analogue terrestrial channels distribution by frequency band
Based on information provided in Figure 5 below it can be seen that approximately 16.4% of analogue
terrestrial frequency assignments fall within the VHF Band III channels. Thus, all analogue terrestrial
television channels operating in VHF band III will have to be vacated once the digital migration
process is concluded. Alternatively, the VHF channels can be used to provide additional spectrum
capacity for the purpose of future expansion of mobile broadcasting services e.g. T-DMB. As per the
current plan, a portion of band III spectrum has been allocated to Terrestrial - Digital Audio Broadcast
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(T-DAB) Services within which T-DMB is configured.

Table 5: Distribution of analogue channels per programme

Quantity

Percentage

Band III Channels

119

16.4%

Band IV Channels

217

29.9%

Band V Channel

389

53.7%
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T-DMB can be configured for data, audio, video as well as multimedia broadcast services and T-DAB is intended to fulfil the
digital equivalent of FM audio broadcast services
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Total

725

100.0%

Figure 18 refers. Out of the 725 analogue television channels 29.2% (or 212 channels) are located

within the first and second Digital Dividend. This constitutes the number of channels above Channel
45 and where it must be noted that these channels will need to be operational during the dual
illumination period and required to be switched off at the end of the dual illumination period.

Figure 18: Analysis of analogue terrestrial frequencies by band

Table 6: Analogue Channel distribution showing affected channels which need to be
operational during dual illumination period

No
channels
assigned

of As
a No.
of
Percentage Channels
above Ch
49

Channels
above Ch
49 as a % of
total

Band III Channels

119

16.4%

0

0.0%

Band IV Channels

216

29.8%

0

0.0%

Band V Channel

390

53.8%

212

29.2%

Total

725

100.0%

4.2.3. Self help broadcasting relay stations
Annexure E of the ICASA Final Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency Plan 2008 contains detailed
frequency assignments for low power self help broadcasting transmitting stations. The Plan defines
these as transmitting stations established, owned and operated by entities such as municipalities etc.
and are regarded as an extension of the broadcaster’s network and are operated under a broadcast
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licence. A summary of the number of channels utilised to provide self help television broadcast
38
services is shown in Table 7 below .
Table 7: Summary of number of channels

Programme/ Channel name

Number of Channels per programme

ETV
MNET
SABC1
SABC2
SABC3
TBNC
Grand Total

107
161
243
313
210
1
1035

ICASA regulations regarding self-help channels stipulate that there should be no assignments in the
VHF Band III. There are however a few exceptions to this. The future of self help stations post dual
illumination is still to be defined and finalised. It is envisaged that digital television via satellite
coverage for the balance of areas not reachable via the DTT network will be used. It is further noted
that the use of a DVB-T2 based solution to cater for self help stations within an SFN configuration is
likely to cause harmful interference. The recommended solution for self-help sites will therefore likely
be converted to Direct to Home (DTH) broadcast solutions via satellite platform.

Table 8: A breakdown of self-help stations' assignments per band

No of Self help channels
assigned

No of Channels as a % of Total Self help
channels

Band III Channels

6

0.6%

Band IV Channels

347

33.5%

Band V Channel

682

65.9%

Total

1035

4.2.4. Digital Terrestrial Television Frequency Networks

The South African Terrestrial Television Frequency Plan 2008 includes the DTT plan designed for
DVB-T in conformance to GE06 Agreement. The DTT frequency plan is contained in Annexure F.
This plan is perceived to be spectrally inefficient by the regulator. It is recognised that at the time of its
development, the plan was designed to conform to ITU radio regulations and other international
39
treaties .
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This channel information whilst reflected in ICASA’s databases is managed by broadcasters and

there is a risk that ‘unofficial’ gap filler information may not be recorded on ICASA or Sentech records.
39

ICASA comments in the ‘Final Terrestrial Television Frequency Plan 2008’
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Two national Multiplexes (MUXes) were catered for where the channels are defined from Channel 21
(474 MHz) to Channel 68 (850 MHz). Table 9 below shows frequency assignments utilised for the
DTT1 and DTT2 MUXes as detailed in Annexure F.

Table 9: Channels utilised in the design and implementation of SA's first DTT networks
Channel
No

Frequency
(MHz)

No
of
Channels

Channel
No

Frequency
(MHz)

No
of
Channels

Channel
No

Frequency
(MHz)

No
of
Channels

21

474

5

37

602

4

53

730

7

22

482

3

38

610

17

54

738

20

23

490

8

39

618

6

55

746

6

24

498

5

40

626

10

56

754

11

25

506

8

41

634

9

57

762

6

26

514

18

42

642

6

58

770

24

27

522

10

43

650

3

59

778

6

28

530

6

44

658

8

60

786

11

29

538

11

45

666

11

61

794

2

30

546

18

46

674

18

62

802

12

31

554

8

47

682

12

63

810

5

32

562

17

48

690

8

64

818

7

33

570

6

49

698

6

65

826

3

34

578

13

50

706

26

66

834

5

35

586

4

51

714

13

67

842

3

36

594

26

52

722

5

68

850

4

Grand Total

460
An analysis of DTT frequency assignments for MUXes DTT1 and DTT2 is illustrated in

below. Out of the 460 frequency assignments for DTT, 30.7% are located within the First Digital
Dividend (800 MHz band and below 1 GHz) and 8.9% is located within the second Digital Dividend
band (700 MHz band).
This implies that during the dual illumination period, DTT based services will be active using frequency
assignments within the first and second Digital Dividend spectrum space. ICASA has indicated that it
is currently developing the post dual illumination DTT frequency plan (DTT Re-planning) where there
will be a need to re-tune some of the current DTT stations broadcast off both the DTT1 and DTT2
MUXes. Thereafter the Digital Dividend yield will become effective. Thus timing and phasing between
these processed directly influence the Digital Dividend yield value. This aspect will form part of the
economic model and valuation of the Second Digital Dividend.
40

Based on information provided by ICASA , the estimated population coverage of the DTT network is
expected to be 85.5%. Sentech reported that the DTT network rollout has achieved a population
41
coverage of 80.43% population coverage as at 28 March 2013 .

40

From ‘ICASA presentation ‘Situation Analysis and Scenario’
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Spread of DTT Channels (%)

DD 1 (790-862 MHz) channels
30.7%
DD 2 (694-790 MHz) channels
60.4%

DTT channels within 470-692
MHz

8.9%

Figure 19: DTT channels utilised during digital migration (DTT1 and DTT2 assignments/allotments)
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On 13 December 2012, ICASA announced the publication of Digital Migration Regulations which
details how capacity in each of the two national MUXes viz., DTT1 and DTT2 have been allocated to
broadcasters. ICASA allocated 85% of DTT1 capacity to the SABC with the balance of 15% expected
to accommodate community broadcasters. DTT2 has been allocated to commercial and subscription
broadcasters i.e. eTV and MNET with an award of 55% and 45% respectively. This will require
temporary licensees using 10% of DTT2 to vacate the MUX.

ICASA acknowledges that the current plan does not cater for economic yield benefits within the Digital
Dividend nor does it effectively deal with deployment of frequencies for mobile content and mobile
broadcast services. ICASA also stated that 156 frequencies above 790 MHz have been assigned for
terrestrial television use.

4.2.5. Mobile Multiplexes
Annexure G of the South African Terrestrial Television Frequency Plan 2008 outlines the frequency
assignment for mobile content services viz., Mobile DTT (MDDT1 and MDDT2). The 73 frequency
channels assigned for use by mobile DTT based services are listed in Table 10, noting that Channels
28, 32 and 33 are the most widely used channels in relative terms to the other channels. The MDTT
network is installed mainly in South Africa’s metropolitan cities and as per current configuration only
one of the MDTT network frequency assignments falls within the 700 MHz band.

41
42

www.sentech.co.za, article titled “Digital TV Network on Track” accessed on 30 April 2013
Government Gazette no 36000, 14 December 2012. Electronic Communications Act (36/2005): Digital Migration Regulations
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Table 10: Mobile multiplex frequency assignments
UHF Band IV/V Channel No

Equiv Frequency (MHz)

No of Channels utilised for MDTT

24

498

1

25

506

5

27

522

1

28

530

14

31

554

1

32

562

14

33

570

15

34

578

1

35

586

9

36

594

1

37

602

1

38

610

1

39

618

2

41

634

1

43

650

1

45

666

2

47

682

1

48

690

1

49

698

1
73

Grand Total

Multichoice and eTV have been licenced to operate mobile television services on the MDTT1 network.
ICASA’s recently launched digital migration regulations indicate that the possibility of converting
MDTT2 into a third DTT MUX will be investigated as an option to create additional capacity for
possible new digital television broadcast entrants into the market. In the event of this going ahead, it
will likely be preceded by a formal ICASA driven public consultation process. Multichoice is making
use of the Digital Video Broadcasting-Handheld (DVB-H) standard for its mobile television content
services. However, eTV who was also licenced to share the MDTT MUX has not yet launched a
commercial mobile television service.

4.3.

Feedback from broadcasters and telco stakeholders re Spectrum
Requirements

During this study, mobile operators and broadcasters were interviewed to assess their position on
spectrum usage and spectrum requirements for the future. The regulator was also consulted to
understand the plans they are proposing for post the ASO stage of digital migration. This stakeholder
group was selected as the primary study focus was related to the intended use of the resultant
spectrum for broadcasting or telecommunications purposes.

4.3.1. ICASA Feedback
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The GE06 Plan contains four DTT MUXes for the dual illumination period and includes analogue
assignments that will be switched off post dual illumination. ICASA is in the process of preparing the
post dual illumination UHF DTT plans. The proposed broadcast frequency plan is scheduled to cater
for up to 7 MUXes within the 470 to 694 MHz band. The frequency spectrum allocation for
broadcasting services in the UHF band based on the recent National Frequency Plan is as follows:
Spectrum 470MHz – 694MHz = broadcasting + aeronautical
694MHz – 790MHz = broadcasting + mobile (co-primary basis) (WRC12)
790MHz – 862MHz = IMT (WRC07)
ICASA provided a template based response to the ITU broadcasting requirements. A summary of DTT
standards adopted by the country is shown Table 11 below. The information depicts the 7 MUXes that
ICASA is preparing for post analogue switch off.
Based on the DVB-T2 standard, the capacity requirements for the 7 MUXes planned by ICASA
amounts to approximately 200 Mbit/s within the 470 – 694 MHz band. This implies a requirement of
224 MHz of spectrum within this band.

Intended % population
coverage

24.1(30)

60.00%

85%

20 SD
MPEG4

1

DVB-H,
QPSK

01-Feb

01-Apr

Mobile

40.2(20)

40.00%

45%

±20
Mobile
CH

3

DVB-T2,
256QAM

03-May

01-Aug

Fixed

27.1(30)

0.00%

60%

12 SD
MPEG4
+ 2 HD
MPEG4

1

DVB-T2,
256QAM

03-May

01-Aug

Fixed

27,1(20)

0%

60%

±20
Mobile
CH

Content per multiplex

Fixed

Current %
coverage

Capacity per multiplex
(Mb/s)

01-Aug

GI

03-May

FEC

DVB-T2,
256QAM

System & modulation

2

No of multi-plexes

Reception Mode

population

Table 11: Summary of standards adopted for DTT by South Africa

4.3.2. NEOTEL feedback
Neotel’s view is that South Africa’s requirements for channel capacity exceed that of most countries
globally. It was however noted that by comparison there are well developed fixed networks in other
countries in the form of cable TV and satellite delivery platforms. Neotel expressed a view that the
700MHz should be allocated to telcos whilst recognising that broadcasters may elect to provide
bandwidth intensive HDTV or even 3DTV services as provided in the ITU plan.
Neotel requested that a decision on the 700 MHz band should not be based on a current business
case requirement but should be considered with forecasted business needs in mind and where
harmonisation benefits form part of the key considerations. Additionally, Neotel recommended that a
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policy dealing with the 700 MHz band be developed. Lastly, Neotel does not believe that there will be
a great demand for this spectrum by broadcasters.

4.3.3. National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) feedback
Based on information provided by NAB, broadcasters have already conceded that the 800 MHz band
43
will be allocated IMT services. According to NAB , the world of digital television is evolving from
Standard Definition (SD) to High Definition (HD) and newer technologies such as 3D TV and Super
High Definition (SuperHD) formats. NAB recognises that the use of DVBT2 and MPEG4 allows for a
DTT MUX to deliver 32.5MB/s and that a single HD channel (not a sports channel) requires at least 7
MB/s, implying that approximately 4 HD channels can be accommodated per DTT MUX. NAB is of
the view that given this scenario, broadcasters will require more capacity than has been provided for
44
in current plans .
NAB also stated that before a final decision is made regarding the allocation of the second Digital
Dividend, a study of broadcasting requirements must be conducted by the Regulator. This study
should accordingly inform any decision on the allocation of spectrum in the 700 MHz band. However
NAB is of the opinion that should the 700MHz be allocated to broadcasting and mobile services on a
co-primary basis then such a sharing could occur on a block allocation basis.
Furthermore, NAB expressed a view that there is no business case for mobile TV in South Africa
unless it is linked to another service e.g. broadband data services. With regard to whether the
allocated capacity for broadcasters is sufficient, the NAB assumed the following scenario to support
their view that there is not enough capacity. Regarding the proposed 7 MUXes on UHF plus a
possible 2 MUXes on VHF this will translate into 21/28 HD channels or 7 SuperHD channels. NAB
‘speculates’ that broadcasters require the following: SABC 16 channels, eTV 6 channels and MNet 8
channels. Also according to the NAB, a single channel is capable of carrying 22 radio services
therefore with 200 radio stations in the country at least 10 MUXES will be required for Digital Audio
Broadcast (DAB) purposes.

4.3.4. Sentech feedback
Sentech expressed a view that much could be achieved with the envisaged 7 DTT MUXes. Currently
there are 2x DTT MUXes and 2x MDTT MUXes that occupy previously unallocated channels/bands
across 470 MHz to 862 MHz. Sentech stated a need for synchronisation of the Frequency Plan and
the Network Plan.
Sentech explained that migration steps should first entail analogue to digital and then post switch off
this should be followed by DTT to DTT migration/retuning. This method they described is aimed at
moving current MUXes out of the Digital Dividend 1 and 2 bands and hence applicable for the 470 –
694 MHz spectrum range.
With reference to the number of sustainable channels, Sentech indicated that the 7 MUXes (140 SD
channels) would adequately serve the industry but if assumed that all content will be offered in HD
format, then the 7 MUXes would not be sufficient. Citing this reason, Sentech explained that it would
be prudent to retain the 700MHz band for broadcasters until the full migration period is complete.
Sentech described that every country has its unique requirements and therefore South Africa should
not just follow what is happening elsewhere without full consideration of local requirements.
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NAB submission to ICASA on Frequency Migration

The number of channels per MUX cited by NAB are lower that what is generally considered as 5HD

channels per MUX.
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DVB-T2 also allows for 1.7 MHz signal bandwidths similar to the requirements for T-DAB and T-DMB,
intended for mobile, portable and fixed reception modes for both audio and video services. Table 12
below illustrates a possible configuration for a 1.7 MHz channel bandwidth in the DVB-T2 platform.
Table 12: 1.7 MHz configuration in the DVB-T2 platform
Bandwidth

1.7MHz

FFT Mode:

4K

Carrier Mode:

Normal

Scattered Pilot Pattern:

PP2

Guard Interval:

1/4 (555uS)

Modulation:

16-QAM

Code Rate:

1/2

C/N (Rayleigh):

9.4

Resulting Data rate

~2.2MB/S

Sentech indicated that it is in the process of introducing a new profile in the DVB-T2 terrestrial
standard viz, DVB-T2 Lite, with the intention to optimise DVB-T2 for mobile applications; TV and radio
services. This is expected to allow for fixed and mobile TV services plus sound broadcasting services
to co-exist in one 8 MHz RF channel thus further improving on spectrum efficiencies.

4.3.5. Vodacom feedback
According to Vodacom, the number of frequencies remaining after the second Digital Dividend is 28
(470MHz – 694MHz) resulting in 28 frequency allocations in VHF. Each frequency can support 20 SD
channels or 5 HD channels. Thus Vodacom calculated that the 28 frequencies by 20 SD channels
would yield 560 SD channels. For the HD calculation: 28 channels x 5 = 140 HD channels. Vodacom
does not believe there is scope for this amount of channels in the South African broadcasting market.
Vodacom is of the view that the numbers seem to be based on all channels being in active use and
not on the coordinated channel planning where adjacent channel interference must be avoided.
Based on this interpretation of broadcast channel usage, Vodacom is opposed to the idea of each
broadcaster being individually allocated a MUX.
Vodacom stated that ICASA’s proposed 7 MUXes (equivalent to 42 HD channels or 140SD Channels)
provides ample capacity and that a failure of licensed satellite subscription operators to launch or
operate sustainable services indicates a lack of demand for services. Vodacom further described that
the economics of broadcasting are funded by subscription and advertising fees and where the rate of
advertising revenue growth will not be sufficient to sustain additional content services.
Lastly, Vodacom expressed a view that new innovations in compression will continue to allow capacity
improvements to accommodate new technologies and that in the next 10 -15 years broadcasters will
not need more than what is currently catered for by the VHF and sub 700MHz UHF band.

4.3.6. Telkom (including 8ta) feedback
Telkom’s view is that technological developments in compression algorithms and transmission
techniques will allow for more efficient and effective use of spectrum for multimedia services. As a
result of this Telkom does not support the reservation of the 700 MHz band for broadcasting services.
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The reservation of additional spectrum for broadcasters, considering additional available capacity
when the seven MUXes are added, will result in inefficient use of spectrum according to Telkom.
On the use of 700 MHz by mobile television services Telkom is of the view that these could be
provided using evolving LTE technologies (wireless broadband network) or through a dedicated DVBH network. Telkom stated that it is doubtful of the business case for mobile television services
considering a lack of success cases in Europe for example. They explained that locally the Authority
recently decided to reallocate the second mobile television MUX to DTT services.
According to Telkom, one of the main beneficiaries of digital migration is the broadcasters in the sense
that the UHF spectrum is used far more efficiently thereby allowing for a substantial increase of
terrestrial broadcasting capabilities (up from less than 10 national television channels to potentially up
to 150 television channels).
Telkom does not support the use of either the 700 MHz or 800 MHz bands for broadcasting services.
They indicated that the remaining UHF band is sufficient to support broadcasters’ requirements.
Telkom noted that the Authority has proven, through the support of the ITU, that it is technically
possible to accommodate a minimum of seven national MUXes in the UHF frequency band below the
Digital Dividend (i.e. 470 – 694 MHz).
Lastly, Telkom explained that alternative platforms such as satellite could play a fundamental role in
the delivery of broadcasting services. The option to use alternate content delivery platforms should be
explored in particular for the provision of HDTV services. Telkom stated that an increase in the
number of channels is likely to lead to reduced chances of sustainable channels in South Africa.
Telkom further stated that a need for many HDTV channels in South Africa should also be explored in
line with a United Kingdom study, which indicated that most respondents prefer more SD television
45
channels and fewer channels on HD .

4.3.7. Cell C feedback
According to Cell C, it would be beneficial to mobile operators if they had access to a contiguous block
of spectrum made up of the 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands with proper channelling arrangement
harmonised with the South African Development Communities (SADC) in order to achieve economies
of scale benefits. Cell C explained that a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) would require less base
stations, thus less Capex and maintenance costs and will actually achieve more coverage. Cell C
indicated that research has been conducted which proves that allocation of the spectrum from First
Digital Dividend and Second Digital Dividend to IMT services will generate substantial
revenues/economic benefit. Therefore Cell C recommended that policy makers must be decisive on
the allocation of First Digital Dividend and Second Digital Dividend spectrum in favour of IMT.
Cell C stated that the broadcasters need to want more spectrum than required is correlated demand
for broadcast services. It is likely that broadcasters, in accessing additional channels would utilise this
capacity to broadcast re-runs, more than creating newer programmes. This situation according to
CellC would be a waste of valuable resource – spectrum.

4.3.8. MTN feedback
MTN recommended that the Digital Dividend spectrum be allocated to MNOs for general mobile
broadband service provision. The MNOs according to MTN will then be able to determine the
feasibility of using LTE to provide mobile television services using Evolved Multimedia Broadcast
Multicast Service (EMBMS), and will be persuaded to do so offering Over the Top (OTT) media
services. MTN further indicated that OTT services are gaining popularity amongst it’s subscribers.

4.3.9. SABC feedback
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Ofcom UHF Strategy Research Summary Report: February 2012
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In terms of the format for DTT, the SABC is of the view that HD is the de facto format for future
broadcasting. SABC stated that it could therefore require 6 HD channels. SABC described it’s plan for
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the allocated DTT1 MUX as ‘Work In Progress’ whereby the SABC still has to establish the
commercial sustainability of its allocated capacity.
The SABC expressed concern that no research has thus far been conducted to inform the migration
process. The SABC explained how statistical multiplexing offers opportunities of dynamic bandwidth
allocation between channels in a MUX and therefore this configuration option may be supported by
the SABC.
Thus overall, SABC’s view regarding the implementation of DTT is that this was not preceded by
research informing the overall process. In order to broaden understanding, the NAB is conducting a
study on DTT and the SABC indicated that it is represented in technical aspects of the study.
47
According to the SABC , international experience has shown that public broadcasters find it difficult to
effectively compete and remain viable in a DTT environment.
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The SABC’s understanding of the MUX capacity is as follows:
 DVB-T provides approximately 22Mb/s whilst it is estimated that DVB-T2 will provide approximately
33Mb/s a 50% increase in capacity.
 the number of channels or services on a MUX (either on DVB-T or DVB-T2) depends on the
amount of variables or fixed bitrate allocated to individual channels
The SABC will need the capacity for the provision of various services, including its radio services,
interactive services and platform management data. Any planned spare capacity in the MUXes by the
Authority, even after analogue switch-off, should also therefore be reserved for the SABC.
In its submission on the Draft Digital Migration Regulations, the SABC raised the following items: ‘for
community TV services to provide a service on a regional basis across the country within allocated
capacity (10% at the time of submission), the following should happen:
 Sentech should invest in additional coding and multiplexing infrastructure and distribution links to
relevant regional transmitters;
 The cost of the equipment necessary to achieve regional coding, multiplexing, distribution and
transmission infrastructure needs to be determined;
 Determine the payee for that infrastructure and for the use of the 10% capacity

Lastly, the SABC is opposed to the introduction of new entrants during the digital migration stage as
these entrants will not bear the costs of migrating onto the platform as compared to current
broadcasting incumbents. Thus the SABC requested for a regulatory impact study which includes a
market study to be first undertaken before introducing additional players into the market.

4.3.10. Multichoice/MNET /Orbicom feedback
Multichoice/MNET stated that it is very risky for the broadcast industry to give up the 700MHz band
and that the 7 MUXes proposed by ICASA in channels 21 to 48 may not be achievable.
Multichoice/MNET additionally stated that the industry needs to have capacity for a possible of 10 to
12 MUXes capability in order to accommodate the new entrants envisaged by ICASA
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DTT Regulations have recently been published on the 14 December 2012 by ICASA. SABC is still to apply its mind on the
implications of these.
SABC submission on the Draft Digital Terrestrial Television Regulations made on 12 March 2012
SABC submission on the Draft Digital Terrestrial Television Regulations made on 12 March 2012
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Orbicom is of the view that broadcasters have accepted the allocation of 800MHz band to IMT
services. Orbicom did however express reservations about broadcasters ‘giving away’ the 700 MHz
band which will be vacated post analogue switch off, to other services.
With respect to ICASA’s draft plan to have 7 national MUXes for broadcasters post ASO, Orbicom
expressed a concern that there will not be sufficient capacity for broadcasters into the future. Orbicom
explained that DTT is ‘migrating’ from SD to HD as a defacto content format. There is also the
prospect of UltraHD and 3D technologies which would require more capacity than is currently the case
with SD or HD. Thus according to Orbicom, a single MUX will not be enough for MNet and
Multichoice and it tentatively expects at least 2 MUXes for the MNet offering to be attractive to
audiences and commercially viable. Multichoice is of the view that 8 to 10 channels per broadcaster is
a viable proposition.
Lastly, Orbicom stated that there should be capacity for 10 to 12 MUXes for the broadcast industry
moving into the future and in anticipation of new entrants into the broadcasting sector; this must
remain allocated to broadcasters. Orbicom expressed concern about how achievable the goal of 7
MUXes will be by utilising channels 21 to 48 alone and therefore recommended that the 700 MHZ
band should still remain with broadcasters.

4.3.11. eTV feedback
eTV indicated that if the second Digital Dividend were to be assigned entirely to IMT, it would be left
with 140 SD channels or 58 HD channels (using the ICASA proposed 7 MUXes). eTV highlighted that
this will not be sufficient for all the FTA broadcasters, given that eTV plans to move to HD and that its
competitor (Multichoice) offers a lucrative offering of 25 channels with the ‘compact view’ product on
satellite.
eTV explained its intention to move from SD to HD TV which requires capacity equivalent to 4 or 5 SD
channels (using the DVB-T2 standard). eTV further believes that in order to be competitive it will need
to offer the market multiple channels in order to satisfy market demand for a multichannel offering.
eTV explained that it lost viewership to DSTV, the satellite subscription broadcaster and to this end it
is planning to offer 5 HD TV channels in the first five years of operating on the DTT platform.
eTV indicated that it does not support the allocation of 700 MHz band to IMT and broadcasting on a
co-primary basis and that the 700 MHz band should remain allocated to broadcasting. With reference
to ICASA’s post ASO broadcast frequency plan for 7 MUXes, eTV indicated that this will not be
sufficient to cater for the needs of broadcasters into the future. Therefore eTV does not support the
‘relinquishing’ of the 700 MHz band to IMT as it foresees that this will be required in the future.
In response to a question on the spectrum requirements for broadcasters, eTV indicated that it will
require at least two MUXes to remain competitive in a DTT environment.

4.3.12.Expansion strategies Requirements
The various inputs solicited for expansion strategies is as per below:


The NAB suggested that broadcasters will require more capacity from a MUX given the
situation where there is preference for SD towards HD.



eTV indicated that it is planning for 5 HD channels within five years of DTT operations.



The SABC is scheduled to launch regional television services and will therefore require MUX
capacity configured on a regional basis.



MNET stated that it requires additional multiplex capacity to improve its service offering and
plans to add more channels in HD TV format.
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Provision should be made for additional community services which are likely to emerge as
ICASA plans to licence new operators.

4.3.13.Forecast of spectrum demand for broadcasters
The forecast calculation for spectrum demand is based on a future projected view of sustainable
channels. The capacity of 140 SD channels will be delivered by the proposed ICASA plan which will
be published for comment from industry. Current broadcasters have faced multiple challenges to
acquire, produce and deliver new content within the current analogue capacity. Similarly the failure of
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the newly licenced four satellite subscription DTH broadcasters to establish and run financially viable
businesses evokes strong doubt that many multi-channel terrestrial broadcast operators will deliver
sustainable channels exceeding more than the current cumulative channel outputs. Thus overall the
technological capabilities of DTT when contrasted against the market forces do not provide for a
straight forward implementation plan within the three tier broadcasting system in South Africa.

Table 13: Spectrum Capacity forecast (Using MPEG4 DVB-T2)
Year

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Available
Capacity SD

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

140

available
Capacity HD

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

requirementmuxes:

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

6

7

7

SD Channels

60

60

80

80

80

100

100

120

140

140

HD Channels

15

15

20

20

20

25

25

30

35

35

Based on analysis of the information received from broadcasters, a forecasted spectrum requirement
is provided Table 13.

4.4.

Spectrum Capacity Requirements

4.4.1. Spectrum requirements consideration
Factors to note in the consideration of future spectrum requirements include:
 Service types,
 Source coding,
 MUX usage with future formats and with future coding techniques,
 Statistical multiplexing,
 Capacity of a SFN configured transmitter; and
 Regional broadcasting configuration.
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There is a need to define how many services (SD and/or HD programmes) will be carried on the
platform whereby;
 The HD TV format and expectations that broadcasters may offer an increasing number of HD
channels in the long term,
 The possibility of Ultra HD content offering taking into account all sustainability factors,
 3DTV being a possibility into the future,
 Spectrum requirements to cater for national and regional service variations under the SFN
transmitter configuration and
 Forecasted demand for local, regional and community broadcasting content within the three tier
broadcasting licence system and public service broadcasting remit.

In order to determine the total required bit rate, calculations considering the source and the channel
coding need to be made. South Africa has already adopted DVB-T2 as the broadcasting standard and
MPEG-4 (H.264/AVC) for the video source coding. Table 14 below provides typical requirements for a
programme indicating suggested lower limits for any programme.
It should be acknowledged that different content genres have different bit-rate requirements for
transmission. Broadcasters are in a position to make some trade-offs in respect of the video quality
levels applied to programmes. The video data component makes up most of the bit rate setting in
comparison to programme associated data which forms part of data to be transmitted with the video
data rate. This associated data is made up of the following parameters:
 Sound: 0.2Mbit/s to 0.5Mbit/s - dependent on number of audio channels (stereo/surround
sound/multilingual) (0.3Mbit/s in table)
 Service information (SI) and Electronic Programme Guide (EPG): 0.1 to 0.3Mbit/s (0.15 used in
table)
 Interactivity/Teletext: 0.1 to 1.0 Mbit/s (0.1 Mbit/s used in table)
 Access services (Subtitles/audio description/spoken subtitles) 0.1Mbit/s
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Table 14: Required data rate for one programme , for different formats and source coding
Format

Source
coding

Video data
rate (Mbit/s)

Programme
associated
(Mbit/s)

SD

MPEG-2

3

0.85

3.85

SD

H.264/AVC

2.1

0.85

2.95

HD – 720p/50

H.264/AVC

7.5

0.85

8.35

HD – 1080i/25

H.264/AVC

8.25

0.85

9.1

HD – 1080p/50

H.264/AVC

12

0.85

12.85

50

data

Total data rate for one
programme (Mbit/s)

From ‘Defining Spectrum Requirements for Broadcasting in the UHF Band’ Technical Report 015 of EBU (July 2012)
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Consideration of statistical multiplexing
A ‘standard’ MUX configuration typically caters for each video service via a fixed allocation of data rate
irrespective of the content genre where for example motor car racing sport content will have
demanding bandwidth requirements and be allocated the same data rate as news content which is
relatively static in respect of changed information per frame. In the case where statistical multiplexing
is deployed, bandwidth is allocated to a programme/service based on its real time needs so that
content services with relatively complex scene changes receive more bandwidth than less complex
51
services . Statistical muxing can occur within a fixed multiplex bandwidth allocation and thus in
practise would amount to the provider being able to provide a bouquet of content with various content
genres within one MUX.
An additional consideration of the application of statistical multiplexing lies with the MUX operator
whereby multiple broadcasters sharing a single MUX will have to jointly agree on the configuration
parameters for statistical multiplexing to be successfully applied by a single MUX operator.

Single MUX Capacity requirements
Parameter information for MFN DVB-T2 mode for fixed reception, SFN DVB-T2 mode for fixed
reception and SFN DVB-T2 mode for portable reception is presented in
Table 15 below. This information also provides a good comparative view where the choice of the
standard, transmission mode and frequency arrangement viz. MFN or SFN will need to be taken into
account during frequency and spectrum planning. South Africa has selected the SFN configuration.

Table 15: Capacity of a single multiplex
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with examples of MFN DVB-T2 mode for fixed

reception, SFN DVB-T2 mode for fixed reception and SFN DVB-T2 mode for portable reception
Fixed MFN DVB-T2

Fixed SFN DVB-T2

Portable SFN DVBT2

Channel Bandwidth

8 MHz

8 MHz

8 MHz

FFT mode

32k

32k

16k

Carrier mode

Extended

Extended

Extended

Scattered Pilot Pattern

PP7

PP4

PP3

Guard interval

1/128 (28 μs)

1/16 (224 μs)

1/8 (224 μs)

Modulation

256 QAM

256 QAM

64 QAM

Code rate

2/3

2/3

2/3

C/N

20.0 dB

20.8 dB

17.9 dB

Capacity (Data rate) per multiplex

40.2 Mbit/s

37.0 Mbit/s

26.2 Mbit/s
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See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_time_division_multiplexing
From ‘Defining Spectrum Requirements for Broadcasting in the UHF Band’ Technical Report 015 of EBU (July 2012)
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Table 16: Number of programmes per MUX for a fixed MFN, Fixed SFN, and portable SFN mode
using DVB-T2 and statistical multiplexing

Fixed
DVB-T2

MFN Fixed SFN DVB- Portable
T2
DVB-T2

SD

H.264/AVC

18

16

12

HD – 720p/50

H.264/AVC

6

5

3

HD – 1080i/25

H.264/AVC

5

5

3

– H.264/AVC

4

3

2

HD
1080p/50

SFN

In order to calculate the number of SD, SD and HD or HD only channels which can be allocated within
8 MHz, the programme data rates contained in Table 14 together with the capacity requirement of a
single MUX as contained in Table 13 should be into consideration. Finally the number of programmes
per MUX can be determined as indicated in
Table 15 and
Table 16 A few scenarios aimed at a practical understanding of the assessment of spectrum
requirements follows.

4.4.2. Current MUX allocation
In this scenario, broadcast spectrum requirements are determined by matching broadcasters’ current
MUX allocation on the assumption of the SD content format being applicable to current service
offerings. Table 17 below refers. Firstly, the SABC is currently broadcasting three television channels
which will be migrated to the DTT platform in SD format. Considering that the SABC has been
allocated 85% of DTT1 which is equivalent to 15 SD channels, the SABC will accordingly enjoy
additional capacity to provide 12 more SD channels when migrating its services to the DTT platform.
In the case of eTV which has been allocated 55% of DTT2, this translates into 9 SD channels.
Accordingly, eTV will have 8 spare SD channels once its single FTA channel has been migrated onto
the DTT platform. For MNET, following on from the migration of its two terrestrial channels onto the
DTT platform as SD channels, the broadcaster will have capacity to broadcast an additional 5 SD
channels on DTT2. Additionally DTT1 can cater for up to 3 spare SD channels to accommodate the
needs of community broadcasters.
Thus over and above providing for the number of ‘status quo’ channels currently broadcast by the
SABC, eTV and MNET, there seems to be sufficient spectrum to cater for expansion requirements
across the broadcasters.
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Table 17: Multiplex allocation to current programmes

Service type

Current No.
of Analogue
terrestrial
channels

No.
of
equivalent
SD
DTT
channels

Est Available Allocated
MUX Capacity Multiplex
(3x
DVB-T2 Capacity
MUXes)

Allocated
MUX
capacity in
SD

Public Broadcaster

3

3

18

85%

15

Commercial

1

1

18

50%

9

Subscription
Broadcaster

2

2

18

40%

7

Community

1

1

18

15%

3

Community

1

1

18

15%

3

Community

1

1

18

15%

3

Community

1

1

18

15%

3

Community

1

1

18

15%

3

4.4.3. Consideration of broadcasters future requirements
An analysis of the information gathered during the stakeholder interview process revealed that the
broadcasters did not provide a definitive answer to the enquiry on future spectrum requirements.
Instead the information provided was based on a likely indication of forecasted spectrum with some
broadcasters citing confidentiality as the reason not to share additional information.
The information which was obtained is summarised in Table 18 below. This information shows that
the SABC, eTV and MNET indicated a future requirement for at least 6, 5 and 8 HD channels
respectively. Provision for MUX capacity has been made for both future envisaged commercial and
subscription broadcasters. Similarly, the forecasted broadcast spectrum requirements to cater for
regional broadcast services was taken into account. The requirements for community television
broadcasters where an assumption was made that there will not be more than one regional television
station were included. Based on this input, the result shows that the MUX capacity would amount to
less than what has been estimated below.
For the scenario where all television channels are assumed to use the HD format, it is further
assumed that new subscription entrants will offer a total of approximately 4 HDTV channels and
similarly new FTA broadcasters will offer a total of 4 HDTV channels. The results for this scenario
indicate a spectrum requirement equivalent to that contained within 7.2 MUXes.
Thus in this scenario, there appears to be a requirement for at least 6 MUXes. Broadcasters have
indicated an intention to utilise MUX capacity for the carriage of radio, data, multi-media and Value
Added Services (VAS) in addition to television content. This implies that the indicated capacity
requirement as shown in Table 18 might not be sufficient.
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Table 18: Broadcasters' future spectrum requirements

Service type

Current No. of No.
of
Analogue
equivalent
terrestrial
HD
DTT
channels
channels

Future capacity
requirements
(HD
Channels
with 5=1xMUX)

Public Broadcaster

3

3

5

Commercial

1

1

5

Subscription Broadcaster

2

2

8

Community

1

1

1

Community

1

1

1

Community

1

1

1

Community

1

1

1

Community

1

1

1

Regional TV1

0

0

1

Regional TV2

0

0

1

Regional TV3

0

0

1

Regional TV4

0

0

1

Pay TV entrant(s)

0

0

4

FTA TV entrant(s)

0

0

4

Total no of equivalent HD Channels

36

No of Multiplexes required

7.2

4.4.4. An assessment of the future spectrum plan
ICASA outlook for terrestrial TV
According to ICASA, there is currently insufficient ‘analogue’ terrestrial frequencies to accommodate
additional Community TV stations, public service broadcasting regional TV stations and other TV
stations to cater for an ‘opening up of competition’ in the commercial FTA market.
As part of its preparations for the post dual illumination period, the Authority has embarked on a
frequency ‘re-planning’ exercise in order to ‘restack’ the digital broadcasting frequencies within the
470 to 694 MHz band and thereby free up spectrum in the first and second Digital Dividend spectrum.
The Authority is already engaged in efforts to introduce new entrants for both subscription and FTA
terrestrial broadcasting services in order to stimulate market competition leading to resultant industry
growth.

ICASA DTT Re-planning exercise
ICASA has undertaken the task of re-planning the terrestrial broadcast Frequency plan post
ASO/DSO. This plan is expected to accommodate 7 DVB-T2 MUXes which will include DTT1, DTT2,
MDTT1 and MDTT2 (acknowledging that the future status of a DTT3 MUX is subject to a consultative
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process) to form part of the 7 ‘re-planned’ MUX services. The Authority has also developed a draft
dual illumination frequency plan intended to provide for frequency assignments (both analogue and
digital) during the dual illumination period thus preceding ASO.
Post ASO, the ‘restacking’ of digital channels, whereby those located above 694 MHz are moved to
between 470 MHz and 694 MHz will enable the freeing up of spectrum in the Digital Dividend bands.
ICASA is in the process of a DTT replanning exercise in order to ‘optimise the broadcast plan and
53
derive maximum benefit inherent in the DVB-T2 standard ’. The current frequency plan as contained
in the GE06 Agreement is deemed inefficient in its use of broadcast frequency spectrum as catered
for in bands III, IV and V. This planning exercise is informed by amongst other factors, a
consideration of WRC-12 resolutions 232 and 233.
The plan is proposed to be a ‘hybrid’ regional SFN with a frequency reuse pattern as shown in Table
19 below. A single group of frequencies as depicted in the table represents the group of frequencies
that would be reused in a particular region’s SFN.

Table 19: Frequency Re-use pattern and the Single Frequency Network

MUX No.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

1

CH21

CH22

CH23

CH24

2

CH25

CH26

CH27

CH28

3

CH29

CH30

CH31

CH32

4

CH33

CH34

CH35

CH36

5

CH37

CH38

CH39

CH40

6

CH41

CH42

CH43

CH44

7

CH45

CH46

CH47

CH48

Based on this, for Gauteng the proposed ‘hybrid’ SFN model will typically utilise channels 24, 28, 32
and 36 for MUXes 1, 2, 3 and 4. For MUXes 5, 6 and 7 the frequency re-use pattern suggests the use
of channels 40, 44 and 48 respectively. ICASA indicated that it is already engaging neighbouring
countries in an effort to harmonise the frequency plan for SADC countries.
According to ICASA, the benefits of larger SFN include the following:


Simpler coordination with neighbouring countries where these countries are also considering
the use of this model



Higher spectrum efficiency



More broadcast MUXes; and

 More spectrum that can be allocated for other use.
In the event of the plan being successfully implemented, digital to digital migration is a pre-requisite
and therefore the full impact of this must be accordingly considered and planned for upfront.

4.4.5. Analysis of spectrum plans for band IV and V for DTT
ICASA has recently updated both the analogue and the DTT frequency assignments in preparation for
the migration of analogue broadcasting services.
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From a presentation made to the ITU-R Working Party 6D Meeting by ICASA titled ‘ Situational Analysis”
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Updated Analogue Frequency Networks
The updated analogue frequency network contains 880 assignments that now include community
television assignments, which were not included in the 2008 broadcast frequency plan.Table 20 below
shows the updated list of analogue frequency assignments assigned to channels with 77% of
assignments allocated to the SABC channels.

Table 20: List of Updated Analogue frequency assignments

Channel Name

Number of analogue assignments

Assignments as a % of total

CAPE

1

0.1%

CSN

26

3.0%

Etv

95

10.8%

MBTV

1

0.1%

MNET

72

8.2%

SBC1

228

25.9%

SBC2

260

29.5%

SBC3

186

21.1%

SWET

1

0.1%

TBNC

9

1.0%

TSHW

1

0.1%

Total

880

100.0%

In accordance with the current GE 06 agreement, these 880 frequency assignments will have to be
switched off on the GE06 agreed deadline of 17 June 2015 and only the assignments for DTT will be
left operational.

Proposed DTT Frequency Networks
In the proposed plan which ICASA will still take into a public consultative process, there are 418
assignments for DTT1, DTT2 and DTT3. In this plan ICASA proposes to convert MDTT2 into DTT3
thereby creating additional DTT capacity for possible new entrants. Based on original plans MDTT2
was primarily targeted in the metro areas implying that DTT3 will most likely be targeted in a similar
way.
Both DTT1 and DTT2 have an equal number of assignments while DTT3 has about 9% of the overall
DTT assignments being far fewer than for the other MUXes. MDTT2 was planned for metropolitan
mobile TV coverage hence this explains the lower number of stations serving the DTT3 MUX during
the dual illumination period. Thus these three MUXes are expected to form part of the 7 MUXes that
are being planned by ICASA. It should be noted that a parallel planning process for DTT post ASO is
being considered by ICASA.
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Based on Figure 20 below it can be seen that 30% of frequency assignments fall within Digital
Dividend 1 and Digital Dividend 2 (694 – 862 MHz) with another 12% falling within the band 173 – 238
MHz.

Number (& %) of updated DTT frequency assignments

105, 12%
265, 30%
173 -238 MHz
470 - 694 MHz
694 - 862 MHz
510, 58%

Figure 20: The proposed dual illumination DTT frequency assignment
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5. Sustainable Television Channels

The aim of this section is to determine the maximum number of sustainable channels for the South
African broadcasting market.
Channel sustainability in the context of this study implies that broadcasters need to be either profitable
or self-sustaining in terms of the broadcast licence and public service broadcasting remit respectively.
Based on a typical level of investment required for digital broadcasting market conditions will need to
be conducive to enable sustainability or profitable status to be achieved in a medium to long term time
horizon. To determine the maximum number of sustainable channels, a model has been built which
takes into account the market revenue potential and cost functions of channels within the three tier
broadcasting system. These factors will furthermore be used as principles for scenario based
analyses to understand fluctuations in the profitability per channel to determine the optimum number
of channels. The scenarios look at applying changes to various income and expenditure components
and the cost and revenue drivers thereof in order to analyse the impact of additional channels in the
market. Fluctuations between the principles indicate market sensitivity to the addition of new channels.
An analysis of global media trends in digital terrestrial broadcasting is presented, with a focus on
viewership and impact of the transition from analogue to digital. The methodology used in the
development of the model, to determine the number of sustainable TV channels, looks at the current
state of the TV broadcasting market and whether this is currently sustainable. The current state of the
broadcasting market is constructed from the relevant financial statements of the different industry roleplayers. These income and expenditure factors are forecast using applicable industry drivers to
determine the sustainability of the addition of new television channels for the next ten years. The
results are analysed under three different scenarios; a base case scenario, conservative scenario and
an optimistic scenario. The results from the model under the different scenarios are discussed later in
chapter 5.6 of this report, followed by concluding remarks.
The output from this component of the study serves as key input into the determination of the
spectrum requirements as well as into the calculation of the value ascribed to the second Digital
Dividend. Relevant information from this report will be further distributed via a Discussion Document
to invite input from a wider group of stakeholders before compiling the country position for submission
to the ITU.

5.2.

TV Broadcasting Market Revenue

Subscription income forms the largest component of revenue for the television broadcasting market
and underwent a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18% over the last three years, followed by
advertising revenue with a CAGR of 11% for the same period;
Programming revenue saw a growth of 32% over the last three year period.
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TV Broadcasting Revenue
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Figure 21: TV Broadcasting Market Revenue analysis

5.2.1. TV Broadcasting Market Expenditure

Content costs form the largest component of television broadcasting expenditure and saw an increase
of 14% over the last three year period, followed by staff costs increasing by 9%.
It is important to observe the significant drop in ‘Other Costs’ from 2010 to 2011 being largely
attributable to admin and general overheads, sales and marketing, hardware and signal distribution
costs being included in ‘Other Costs’ as per the annual financial statements of MultiChoice prior to
2011.

25

TV Broadcasting Market Expenditure
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Admin and General
Overheads
Sales and Marketing

20
R's Billions

Hardware Cost

15

Land and Building Cost
Staff Costs

10

Broadcasting Costs
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Signal Distribution Cost
Equipment Cost

0
2009
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2012

Figure 22: TV Broadcasting Market Expenditure analysis
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In the model, profitability for the TV broadcasting market was calculated using information from the
annual financial statements of the broadcasters. Assumptions were made with regard to the financial
statements for the SABC as no distinct revenue split between radio and television was provided.
Similarly for MultiChoice, group financial statements were used to determine the revenue and
expenditure for DSTV and M-Net respectively. E TVs revenue and expenditure items were estimated
using the financial statements of its parent holding companies – Hosken Consolidated Investments
Limited and Remgro Limited. Further details on assumptions pertaining to financial statement use and
treatment are provided in Appendix A.
The total TV broadcasting market profitability is illustrated in Figure 23. It can be seen that the overall
profitability of the market has been increasing over the last four years.

TV Broadcasting Market Profitability
30%

Profit Margin %

25%
20%
15%
21%

10%
5%

13%

24%

17%

0%
2009

2010

2011

2012

Year
Figure 23: TV Broadcasting Market Profitability over the past four years

5.1. Definition of a Television Channel
For this study and the development of the model, the definition of a television channel is important
because the current and historic number of channels is used as a basis to predict the number of future
sustainable channels.
For the purposes of this study the following principles were used to consider whether a channel or
broadcast is a television channel:


The channel has to be receivable on terrestrial television or by means of a satellite receiver



Special bouquets channels were considered to be channels



If a channel is broadcast on separate broadcasting platforms or by two different broadcasters,
it is considered to be one channel in the total South African broadcasting market. If a channel
did not broadcast exactly the same content at the same time it was considered to be a
separate and different channel.



A channel was considered to be a terrestrial channel if it is available on terrestrial television
even if it is simultaneously available on satellite.



TopTV channels were not considered for the purposes of this study as at the time of study,
TopTV is under business rescue which brings the sustainability of TopTV’s channels into
question.
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The current number of channels that are available is 129 excluding TopTV. The table below provides
a breakdown of the different broadcasters and number of broadcast channels.
Table 21: Current Number of Channels per Provider
Broadcaster

Number of channels

eTV

1

MultiChoice

111

Mnet

2

SABC

3

TopTV

47

On
MultiChoice
TopTV

and

6

Community

6

Total

176

5.2. Channel Sustainability and Market Sustainability
The question of when a channel is sustainable becomes important because channel sustainability
differs depending on type of channel and type of broadcaster.
The channels of the public service broadcaster and community broadcasters do not have to be
profitable to be considered sustainable. The purpose of these channels is to primarily provide public
service content. These channels are considered unsustainable if they make sustained losses over
multiple years. Over the past four years, the public service broadcaster SABC, has only shown a profit
for financial period 2012, still however considered to be sustainable. For these channels to be
sustainable as per the public service broadcasting remit, they have to be in a position to at least
break-even.
The channels of FTA and subscription TV broadcasters have to show some profit to be able to
operate in the medium to long term thereby can exhibit financial growth. These commercial
broadcasters are expected to return a profit for shareholders in order to be deemed successful in the
market. A challenge in defining channel sustainability is the determination of an optimal profit margin
as this is subject to differing shareholder requirements. From the financial results analysed, it can be
seen that profit margins of over 20% per annum over the last four years have been realised. These
margins may be artificially high due to lack of competition in the FTA and the subscription markets.
eTV being the only FTA commercial broadcaster in South Africa competes directly with the SABC and
Multichoice for advertising revenue as its main source of income. MultiChoice has seen some
competition from TopTV in recent years but swiftly countered competition by launching additional
services targeted at the same market segments. This has expectedly not caused a decrease in
MultiChoice’s profitability and growth momentum. MultiChoice has held a monopoly in the subscription
television market for a considerable amount of time meaning that new entrants will face significant
barriers to entry requiring a significant amount of funding to effectively manage onerous working
capital requirements of a TV broadcaster. The situation of TopTV applying for business rescue
illustrates this point. A question that remains to be answered is: what is the target profit margin
required for a business to continue to broadcast a channel in the long term?
The growth of the media sector together with the all share sectors is shown in Figure 24 below. The
figure illustrates the performance of the FTSE/JSE All Share Index, and the FTSE/JSE Media sector
respectively, from 2003 to 2012. During this time a compound annual growth rate of 15.92% and
31.47% for the All Share Index and the Media Sector Index was achieved respectively.
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Figure 24: Relative Market performance of the All Share Index and the Media Sector for the past ten years

It is clear that the media sector has outperformed the overall market. The lowest profit margin between
2009 and 2012 was 13%. It was therefore decided to use 13% as the required profit margin for
calculations within the sustainability model, due to the rationale that if profit margins remained at these
levels it would become attractive for investors and owners to move capital from the broadcasting
sector to either the rest of the media sector or the other industries.
The future profitability of the market is dependent on the extent to which the public broadcaster and
community broadcasters grow versus how much the FTA and subscription broadcasters grow. The
most likely outcome in terms of number of sustainable channels will likely be somewhere between the
breakeven profit and the profit margin that satisfies business requirements.
To determine sustainability of channels the following two separate scenarios were considered in the
model, where market sustainability will be considered using the same approach under both the
scenarios


the broadcasting industry has to break even (neither a profit nor a loss is recognised), and



the broadcasting industry makes a profit of at least 13%.

5.2.1. Methodology to determine the number of sustainable TV channels
A model consisting of a structured methodology, relevant inputs and valid assumptions was built in
order to forecast the number of sustainable channels within the South African broadcasting market.
The selected methodology examines the total South African Television Broadcasting Market (TBM)
where an opposing methodology would look at broadcasters individually. When using the individual
broadcaster methodology, one would have to take into account the impact of a competitive market on
the different broadcasters as the broadcasters operate in the same economic eco-system and cannot
be assessed in isolation. Another consideration would be what impact a new broadcaster would have
on the existing broadcasters and how revenue would move between the different broadcasters. When
using a total market methodology these considerations have a marginal impact on the broadcasting
market as a whole. The total market methodology looks at how the whole television broadcasting
market has performed in the past assessing TBM revenues and expenses in this period. The total
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TBM methodology assumes that the total revenue available to the TBM is fixed at a point in time. The
individual methodology would assume the same fixed revenue; however allocation of this revenue
amongst the different players would be a challenge. This problem is avoided when using the total
market methodology. When splitting the market into the different competitors or providers of similar
services, the number of assumptions and calculations are similarly multiplied without any marked
increase in accuracy in forecasting the total number of sustainable television channels for South
Africa. Similarly, when allocating drivers to future revenue and expenses, assumptions multiply when
using the individual methodology hence rendering this methodology unsuitable.
The current number of channels in the market is used to forecast a sustainable number of channels in
the future. Based on an analysis of the television market there were 12 terrestrial channels and
54
117 satellite channels available to the public in South Africa making a total of 129 channels. The
model takes these channels and the market performance of the different competitors in the
broadcasting industry into account when calculating the number of sustainable channels. Where the
55
total broadcasting market shows (excess ) profit this implies there is room for more sustainable
channels in the market. Conversely when the total broadcasting market makes a loss or the level of
profit is too low some channels may need to be removed in order to ensure sustainability.
The methodology assumes that each channel that is added or removed from the market is an
‘average’ channel. This implies that when a channel is added, market expenses increase by the
fraction (
) of the total market cost. The model has the capability to
introduce some economies of scale savings for different scenarios. The methodology assumes that
income remains constant when a new channel is added or removed from the market. The model has
the capability to take into account that a new channel might grow the income for the broadcasting
market. These model capabilities are called new channel drivers or factors in the model and are
discussed in more detail in the paragraphs that follow.
The methodology makes use of financial drivers to forecast growth or decline in future revenue and
expense streams. The different income and expense streams are show in the table below.
Table 22: Financial Drivers
Income Streams

Expense Streams

Advertising Income

Content Cost

Government Grants

Equipment Cost

Subscription Income

Broadcasting Cost

Programming Revenue

Signal Distribution Cost

License fees

Staff Costs

Other Income

Land and Building Cost
Hardware Cost
Sales and Marketing
Admin and General Overheads
Other Cost

Financial drivers linked to the different revenue and expense streams were calculated using the
CAGR (“compound annual growth rate”) based on actuals using the annual financial statements of
broadcasters during the period 2009 to 2012. An exception was the signal distribution cost financial
drivers where for this, Sentech’s annual financial statements were used. The revenue from terrestrial

54
55

This excludes all channels only on TopTV
Acceptable profit for commercial broadcasters is subject to shareholder requirements
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television services was used and CAGR, calculated from the 2009 to 2012, was used as a driver. The
detailed calculation method and assumptions for each driver is presented in Appendix A. The increase
or decrease in the respective streams is calculated as:
(

)

(

)

The formula illustrates the change in income from one year to the next.
The table below provides the yearly growth drivers used in the model and is calculated using the
various financial statements which were accessible or made available for the purposes of the study.
.
Table 23: Yearly Growth Drivers

Driver %
INCOME
Advertising Income

11.14%

Government Grants

6.90%

Subscription Income

18.13%

Programming Revenue

32.07%

License fees

1.07%

Other Income

8.74%

EXPENSES
Content Cost

14.17%

Equipment Cost

25.09%

Broadcasting Costs

18.86%

Signal Distribution Cost

7.52%

Staff Costs

13.35%

Land and Building Cost

-1.67%

Hardware Cost

15.63%

Sales and Marketing

34.70%

Admin and General Overheads

26.78%

Other Cost

-4.81%

It must be noted that because admin and general overheads, sales and marketing, hardware and
signal distribution cost were included as part of ‘other costs’ in the annual financial statements of
MultiChoice prior to 2011, the resultant cost drivers only used the 2011 and 2012 CAGR for these
expense streams.
The channel drivers affect how revenue increases; and expenses increase less than the fraction of the
total number of channels (
). So with the addition of a new channel the
market size increases. This is a risky assumption because the consumer market might not have the
capital or the willingness to fund a new channel in such a manner. It is however probable that market
revenue will increase because of the addition of a new channel - the question is by how much. The
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model uses three different scenarios to take this into account; namely, a conservative, an optimistic
and base case scenario within the three tier broadcasting system. The channel drivers or factors are
stated in the table below:
Table 24: Channel Factors under the Different Scenarios

Scenario

Conservative

Base

Optimistic

INCOME
Advertising Income

0%

5%

10%

Government Grants

0%

0%

0%

Subscription Income

0%

5%

10%

Programming Revenue

0%

5%

10%

License fees

0%

0%

0%

Other Income

0%

5%

10%

Content Cost

100%

100%

100%

Equipment Cost

100%

95%

90%

Broadcasting Costs

100%

100%

100%

Signal Distribution Cost

Other

Other

Other

Staff Costs

100%

95%

90%

Land and Building Cost

100%

95%

90%

Hardware Cost

100%

95%

90%

Sales and Marketing

100%

95%

90%

Admin and General Overheads

100%

95%

90%

Other Cost

100%

95%

90%

e-Commerce Revenue

EXPENSES

e-Commerce

The model uses the following formula to calculate the new value of revenue via respective income
streams:
[(

)

]

The formula has the effect that when the factor is 0%, the new advertising income remains constant
with an increase in the number channels. When the factor becomes 50%, advertising increases with
50% of an average channel.
The model also takes into account the economies of scale savings using the three different scenarios.
The model uses the following formula to calculate the new value of revenue for the different income
streams, as illustrated by the forecasted value of staff costs below:
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.
[(

)

]

The formula has the effect that when the Factor is 100%, the new Staff cost increases per new
channel at the current average cost per channel. When the Factor is 50% Staff Costs increases with
only 50% of the current average per channel. In the real situation, this is however subject to the type
of channel and will vary depending on genre of content and whether the content is locally acquired
and produced by the broadcaster or purchased externally.
When revenue increases per new channel the whole market size increases.
Another important consideration to take into account is whether a new channel will be SD or HD and
whether existing SD channels will transition into HD. Currently the South African market has 14 HD
channels which are all available on the satellite television platform. The model has two separate
scenarios for HD and SD. The first model assumes all channels are SD and the second assumes all
channels are HD. It is assumed that converting from analogue to digital television will enable 20 SD
channels and 6 HD channels to be accommodated per multiplex using the DVB-T2 standard. The
methodology assumes that when all channels are SD, the signal distribution costs for the terrestrial
channels constitute 30% of that for HD channels.
As previously stated, when calculating costs for a new SD or HD terrestrial channel, cost drivers are
handled differently to that of cost drivers applicable to satellite broadcasting. When using the total
market methodology there is no split between channels using terrestrial or satellite platforms. There
were two basic options in “allocation” of new channels to either terrestrial or satellite platforms. The
first option would allocate channels using a ratio of (
) and similarly for satellite the
ratio of (
) would apply. This option was considered problematic because the number
of channels on terrestrial television is much lower than that for a typical satellite bouquet. With the
migration of analogue terrestrial television to digital terrestrial television using the DVB-T2 standard
the number of channels that can be accommodated on the current spectrum increase significantly.
The second option allocates channels using the market revenue size of terrestrial using the ratio of
(
) and similarly uses the ratio of (
). It was assumed the
current market revenue is an indication of funds available to launch a new channel. The second option
was used to split the number of new channels allocated to terrestrial or satellite broadcast platforms.
Currently there are 12 terrestrial channels, of which 6 are community broadcasters. It was assumed
that half of all terrestrial channels will be community channels going up to a maximum of 15
community channels. It was also assumed that all community channels in the digital domain will take
56
up the equivalent space of one national channel on a multiplexer .

5.2.2. Illustration of Methodology to determine number of sustainable TV
channels
The methodology used to determine the number of sustainable channels for the purposes of the study
is depicted in Figure 25. A description of the methodology used is also outlined. The study did not
delve into the value to be attributed to the economic multiplier pertaining to broadband. A comparative
view of whether the frequencies would yield more value when assigned to broadband versus
broadcasting was the main focus of the study.

56

This does not equate to one MUX being dedicated to community broadcasters – the reference is rather in terms of equivalent
total capacity and where the community broadcasters could be configured over different MUXes
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Figure 25 Graphical Representation of the Methodology

1. Current number of channels
 This will form a starting base for calculations
2. The current value of market income
 Increases by revenue drivers on an annual basis


Can be influenced by an increase in the number of channels

3. The current value of market expenses
 Increases by cost drivers on an annual basis where the cost drivers are linked to the
differences inherent in the three categories of commercial, public service and
community broadcasters


Increases with an increase in the number of channels
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4. Current market profitability

5. Calculating number of channels
(
)



(

)

Increase or decrease number of channels until Total profit (new) equals:
 Zero or as close to zero as possible but not less than zero
 A predetermined profit margin



Iterative process that repeats each year with increases caused by drivers

6. Determine split between sustainable number of terrestrial and satellite channels
 Calculate relative proportional market size of terrestrial and satellite broadcasting
content and services
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New channels are allocated to terrestrial or satellite based on proportion of market
share

5.3. Scenario Analysis
For purposes of this study, the following scenarios were considered:
 Scenario – All channels are SD or HD
 Scenario – Solve profitability for breakeven and a profit margin of 13%
For each of the above mentioned cases the following scenarios were used for the revenue and
expenditure drivers:
 Scenario 1: Conservative Case



All the inputs and drivers were set to the upper or lower most range that caused the
lowest number of channels
All future income drivers were set 1% below the Base Case and all future expense
drivers were set 1% above the Base Case



The channel drivers are as mentioned in the table above

 Scenario 2: Base Case


All the inputs and drivers were set to be at the calculated CAGR based on the annual
financial statements of the broadcasters during the period 2009 to 2012.



The channel drivers are as mentioned in the table above

 Scenario 3: Optimistic Case


All the inputs and drivers were set to the upper or lower most ranges that caused the
highest number of channels



All future income drivers were set 1% above the Base Case and all future expense
drivers were set 1% below the Base Case



The channel drivers are as mentioned in the table above

When using scenarios for a long-term projection model, even small differences between scenarios will
have a large impact on the outcomes of the different scenarios. In the model deployed, the difference
in growth rate of revenues between the conservative and optimistic scenarios is 2% per annum per
revenue stream. The effect of this is a difference of approximately 22% higher revenue for the
optimistic case compared to the conservative case after a period of ten years, with progressively more
volatile results as this increases exponentially each year. Conversely, there will be a 22% lower
expenditure for the optimistic case compared to the conservative case after a period of ten years.

5.4. Additional analysis of different market categories
An analysis of the different broadcasting models wihin the three tier broadcasting system in South
Africa is presented below. The broadcasting regime in South Africa consists of three different
catergories of broadcasters, viz., Public Service Broadcasting (PSB), commercial broadcasters and
community broadcasters.
For the purposes of the study, with respect to capacity calculations, it was assumed that the
community broadcasters would have a minimal impact on the total market. It was also difficult to
access financial information for the community broadcasters and indicators show that their total
viewership market share currently sits at only 3% therefore this assumption prevailed. It was also
reasonable to assume that the community broadcasters will for the foreseeable future be non-profit
operations and will depend on government and grant funding.
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5.4.1. Market Methodology
The same methodology as the total market methodology was used on a per category basis. This
means that the drivers used for the total market could be used on a per category basis. Another
similarity is that the starting point for the drivers would be the current financial position for the specific
category of broadcasting.
Using this methodology, PSB would start making a loss within two years without adding any additional
channel using the base case drivers. A scenario was developed where a positive outlook would be
given to the PSB. This scenario entailed that the PSB would take market share from commercial
broadcasters for each new channel at a rate of 100% of the average advertising income per channel
and 50% of the subscription revenue of an average channel. However, even when using this type of
extreme scenario the PSB would still not be sustainable in its current funding model format.
The commercial operators were hugely profitable using this methodology being able to add over 50
new channels using the base case drivers.
By using the total market drivers on both the PSB and the commercial broadcasters, the same result
as the total market methodology is produced.

5.4.2. Category Methodology
A second methodology looks at the different market categories on an individual basis by devising
drivers on a per category basis per income or expense stream applicable to the three tier broadcasting
model.
The drivers were calculated using the same method as for the total market drivers. This meant that
there were drivers for both the PSB and the commercial operators for each income and expense
stream. It should be noted that increasing the number of drivers did not increase accuracy because
the more detailed or granular the drivers become, the chance of a random spending spike off a low
base of a specific item increases. Such events can have a significant effect when applied over a 10
year period. A simple example in an extreme case would be assuming an increase in marketing
expenditure over the last three year period of 50%. The compounding effect of this over a ten year
period would be that marketing spending would escalate more than 56 fold in 10 years.
Using the category segmented methodology the PSB model is sustainable and reaches break even
with 5 new channels added to the PSB. These channels are average channels as defined previously
and do not grow the market share or revenue for the PSB. The PSB has over the past 3 years
increased revenue by 6% per annum while at the same time it decreased expenses by 2% per annum.
If the PSB continues with this trend the PSB will see a profit of more than R4 billion in ten years’ time.
However, it must be noted that this financial performance is subject to various conditions and that the
past and current financials of the SABC do not accurately reflect requirements to fulfil the PSB remit.
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For commercial broadcasters the profit increases without the addition of new channels up to the 8
year of the projection and starts to decline after this. This is because the cost drivers increase at a
quicker rate than the drivers for revenues. This means that using this methodology and a break-even
profit margin the number of sustainable new channels reaches a maximum of 39 but declines to 13 in
year 10. This is subject to the genre of content, scheduling costs as well as costs of acquisition or
production which could differ from that which were derived off the current and past financials.
The largely different results using the category model approach applicable to the three tier
broadcasting system versus the total market approach show the sensitivity of forecasting for a 10 year
period. Using a market or less granular approach tends to lessen the effects of short term volatility of a
specific revenue or expense stream. In terms of market revenue size, the commercial operators were
almost 4 times the size of the PSB in 2012. This would indicate the use of the total market
methodology for the PSB being approximately 20% of market would be incorrect noting again that
segmenting per category introduces more volatility in the model’s results.
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5.5. Results from model and different scenarios
Below is an output from the model under the different scenarios described in the previous section.

Table 25: Results from the Model under the Different Scenarios
Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (SD) (Conservative)
2012
Terrestrial
27.00
Community
13.00
National Terrestrial 14.00
Satellite
145.00
Total
172.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

27.00

27.00

26.00

25.00

24.00

23.00

22.00

20.00

19.00

18.00

13.00
14.00
145.00

13.00
14.00
144.00

13.00
13.00
143.00

12.00
13.00
141.00

12.00
12.00
139.00

11.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
11.00
134.00

10.00
10.00
132.00

9.00
10.00
129.00

9.00
9.00
126.00

172.00

171.00

169.00

166.00

163.00

160.00

156.00

152.00

148.00

144.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (SD) (Conservative)
2012
Terrestrial
21.00
Community
10.00
National Terrestrial 11.00
Satellite
132.00
Total
153.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

21.00

20.00

20.00

19.00

18.00

17.00

16.00

15.00

14.00

12.00

10.00
11.00
132.00

10.00
10.00
132.00

10.00
10.00
131.00

9.00
10.00
130.00

9.00
9.00
128.00

8.00
9.00
126.00

8.00
8.00
124.00

7.00
8.00
121.00

7.00
7.00
119.00

6.00
6.00
117.00

153.00

152.00

151.00

149.00

146.00

143.00

140.00

136.00

133.00

129.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (HD) (Conservative)
2012
Terrestrial
26.00
Community
13.00
National Terrestrial 13.00
Satellite
143.00
Total
169.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

26.00

26.00

26.00

25.00

24.00

23.00

22.00

20.00

19.00

18.00

13.00
13.00
143.00

13.00
13.00
143.00

13.00
13.00
141.00

12.00
13.00
139.00

12.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
11.00
134.00

10.00
10.00
132.00

9.00
10.00
129.00

9.00
9.00
126.00

169.00

169.00

167.00

164.00

161.00

158.00

156.00

152.00

148.00

144.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (HD) (Conservative)
2012
Terrestrial
21.00
Community
10.00
National Terrestrial 11.00
Satellite
132.00
Total
153.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

21.00

20.00

20.00

19.00

18.00

17.00

16.00

15.00

14.00

12.00

10.00
11.00
132.00

10.00
10.00
132.00

10.00
10.00
131.00

9.00
10.00
130.00

9.00
9.00
128.00

8.00
9.00
126.00

8.00
8.00
124.00

7.00
8.00
121.00

7.00
7.00
119.00

6.00
6.00
117.00

153.00

152.00

151.00

149.00

146.00

143.00

140.00

136.00

133.00

129.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (SD) (Base Case)
2012
Terrestrial
29.00
Community
14.00
National Terrestrial 15.00
Satellite
147.00
Total
176.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

30.00

31.00

31.00

31.00

31.00

31.00

30.00

30.00

29.00

28.00

15.00
15.00
150.00

15.00
16.00
151.00

15.00
16.00
152.00

15.00
16.00
153.00

15.00
16.00
152.00

15.00
16.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
150.00

14.00
15.00
149.00

14.00
14.00
147.00

180.00

182.00

183.00

184.00

183.00

182.00

181.00

180.00

178.00

175.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (SD) (Base Case)
2012
Terrestrial
21.00
Community
10.00
National Terrestrial 11.00
Satellite
134.00
Total
155.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

23.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

23.00

23.00

22.00

11.00
12.00
136.00

12.00
12.00
137.00

12.00
12.00
138.00

12.00
12.00
139.00

12.00
12.00
139.00

12.00
12.00
138.00

12.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
11.00
134.00

159.00

161.00

162.00

163.00

163.00

162.00

161.00

160.00

158.00

156.00
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Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (HD) (Base Case)
2012
Terrestrial
28.00
Community
14.00
National Terrestrial 14.00
Satellite
145.00
Total
173.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

29.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

29.00

29.00

28.00

14.00
15.00
148.00

15.00
15.00
149.00

15.00
15.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
151.00

15.00
15.00
150.00

14.00
15.00
149.00

14.00
15.00
147.00

14.00
14.00
146.00

177.00

179.00

181.00

181.00

181.00

181.00

180.00

178.00

176.00

174.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (HD) (Base Case)
2012
Terrestrial
21.00
Community
10.00
National Terrestrial 11.00
Satellite
134.00
Total
155.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

23.00

23.00

23.00

24.00

24.00

23.00

23.00

23.00

23.00

22.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
12.00
137.00

12.00
12.00
137.00

12.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
12.00
137.00

11.00
12.00
136.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
12.00
135.00

11.00
11.00
134.00

158.00

158.00

160.00

161.00

161.00

160.00

159.00

158.00

158.00

156.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (SD) (Optimistic)
2012
Terrestrial
30.00
Community
15.00
National Terrestrial 15.00
Satellite
151.00
Total
181.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

33.00

36.00

38.00

39.00

41.00

42.00

43.00

44.00

44.00

45.00

15.00
18.00
156.00

15.00
21.00
160.00

15.00
23.00
164.00

15.00
24.00
168.00

15.00
26.00
170.00

15.00
27.00
172.00

15.00
28.00
174.00

15.00
29.00
175.00

15.00
29.00
177.00

15.00
30.00
177.00

189.00

196.00

202.00

207.00

211.00

214.00

217.00

219.00

221.00

222.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (SD) (Optimistic)
2012
Terrestrial
23.00
Community
11.00
National Terrestrial 12.00
Satellite
135.00
Total
158.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

25.00

27.00

29.00

31.00

32.00

33.00

34.00

35.00

35.00

36.00

12.00
13.00
141.00

13.00
14.00
145.00

14.00
15.00
148.00

15.00
16.00
151.00

15.00
17.00
154.00

15.00
18.00
156.00

15.00
19.00
157.00

15.00
20.00
158.00

15.00
20.00
160.00

15.00
21.00
160.00

166.00

172.00

177.00

182.00

186.00

189.00

191.00

193.00

195.00

196.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (Breakeven) (HD) (Optimistic)
2012
Terrestrial
29.00
Community
14.00
National Terrestrial 15.00
Satellite
149.00
Total
178.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

32.00

34.00

36.00

38.00

38.00

40.00

41.00

42.00

43.00

44.00

15.00
17.00
154.00

15.00
19.00
156.00

15.00
21.00
161.00

15.00
23.00
164.00

15.00
23.00
166.00

15.00
25.00
168.00

15.00
26.00
170.00

15.00
27.00
172.00

15.00
28.00
174.00

15.00
29.00
175.00

186.00

190.00

197.00

202.00

204.00

208.00

211.00

214.00

217.00

219.00

Total Terrestrial and Satellite Television Split (13.2% Profit Margin) (HD) (Optimistic)
2012
Terrestrial
22.00
Community
11.00
National Terrestrial 11.00
Satellite
135.00
Total
157.00

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

24.00

26.00

28.00

30.00

31.00

33.00

33.00

34.00

34.00

35.00

12.00
12.00
139.00

13.00
13.00
143.00

14.00
14.00
147.00

15.00
15.00
149.00

15.00
16.00
152.00

15.00
18.00
154.00

15.00
18.00
154.00

15.00
19.00
156.00

15.00
19.00
158.00

15.00
20.00
158.00

163.00

169.00

175.00

179.00

183.00

187.00

187.00

190.00

192.00

193.00

As illustrated in Table 25, each of the different scenarios produces a different number of sustainable
channels. The base case scenario with a profit margin of 13% and all channels in SD format results in
156 sustainable channels after a ten year period.
The scenario resulting in the lowest number of 129 channels is the conservative case with a profit
margin set at 13% where all channels are in HD format. It should be noted that in this scenario, the
number of channels decreases in the period 2012 to 2022. This is because the drivers used in this
scenario have the effect that expenditure increases faster than revenue.
The scenario resulting in the highest number of 222 channels is the break-even optimistic case where
all channels are in SD format. It should be noted that for this scenario, the number of channels
increases in the period 2012 to 2022.
The impact of SD versus HD under the different scenarios is negligible. As previously discussed this is
due largely to a difference in signal distribution costs i.e. ignoring cost of production for the purposes
of this study.
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It can be seen from the results under the different scenarios that what may seem a small change in
the drivers can have a large impact on the results over the term of the model.
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6. Economic/Social Benefits for
700MHz spectrum

This section considers the economic impact of use of the 700MHz spectrum by broadcasting and
mobile communications. This is considered in terms of the additional impact that may be felt from this
spectrum award, given other existing and planned awards.
Spectrum will continue to de defined as a scarce and valuable resource. It supports a wide range of
applications and services, including public mobile, broadcasting and radio, special events, public
services and defence. Many users of spectrum contribute significant benefits to a country,
economically and socially. However, the size of these benefits varies by use and by the existence of
alternatives.
57

For example, in the UK, a recent study found that the contribution to GDP of spectrum use (across
the whole spectrum band) was as shown in Table 26.
Table 26: Benefit from spectrum use in the UK
Spectrum use

2011
(£ billion)

10-year NPV
2012–2021
(£ billion)

Public mobile communications

30.2

273.0

Wi-Fi

1.8

25.6

TV broadcasting

7.7

86.0

Radio broadcasting

3.1

28.6

Microwave links

3.3

22.1

Satellite links

3.6

31.3

Private mobile radio

2.3

19.2

Total

52.0

485.8

The spectrum needs of each type of use themselves vary. In most cases, increasing the amount of
spectrum available for use will increase the benefit that can be realised as it allows for more content to
be broadcast, more simultaneous uses, or high quality of data transfer. However, this is generally not
a linear relationship, and there are limits to the amount of spectrum that can be used.
The “Second Digital Dividend” or the “700MHz band” describes spectrum that lies between 694MHz
and 790MHz. This spectrum is currently used for analogue television broadcasting. However, this
broadcasting is due to be terminated in the near future as part of the switch over to digital terrestrial
TV broadcasting.
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Analysys Mason (2011): “Impact of radio spectrum on the UK economy and factors influencing future spectrum
demand”
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This report examines how spectrum is currently used and how mobile communications or
broadcasting would use the additional award of 700MHz band spectrum and the value that each could
add to the economy through its use.
The methodology deployed for this study consisted of primary and secondary research including
consultation with key public sector and private sector broadcasting and telco parties in South
Africa. For the purposes of comparison, selected international case studies were also referenced and
cited in this report.
As part of this study, Deloitte interacted with current and potential users of spectrum. The
discussions were intended to reveal users’ plans for any potential spectrum award as well as to
understand existing constraints impacting on business from a lack of spectrum. Feedback from these
interviews is included within the analysis presented in this report.

6.1.

Evaluation framework

Firms add value to the economy by producing outputs and providing services. In order to do this, a
firm purchases materials and services from their suppliers which, this generates revenues to these
suppliers. These suppliers will in turn buy goods and services from a range of other firms, which
generates another round of value. This continues throughout the economy.
Firms also pay wages to their employees. These employees will spend their wages on consumer
goods and services which will help support business, and hence create additional value to the
economy.
Economic impact assessment is a framework used to define and assess the value created at each
stage of the production process. The economic impact of a company (firm) is defined as the total
contribution it makes to the economic output of a country measured in terms of gross value added and
jobs created. Economic impact can be disaggregated into two categories of effect: narrow effects,
caused by a firm’s day-to-day activities; and broad effects, accruing to third parties as a result of
enhanced productivities or additional demand in the national economy enabled by the firm’s activities.

Narrower impacts

Direct
impacts

Broader impacts

Indirect and
induced impacts

Consumer
surplus

Job
creation

Increased
productivity

Figure 26: Economic impact assessment framework

The economic impact of a company can be divided into three groups: Gross Value Add (GVA)
impacts, broad economic effects and other economic benefits.

6.1.1. Broader economic effects
Subscribers and audiences obtain benefit from ICT services through communication or watching
television respectively. The benefit that they obtain from consuming these services is categorised as
part of the broader economic impact. Part of the benefit they obtain is captured within the GVA
calculations outlined previously, but there is an additional benefit which is measured using a concept
known as consumer surplus; this measures the difference between the amount that consumers are
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willing to pay and the amount that they actually pay. As the number of subscribers increases or the
price of services decreases, consumer surplus will increase. This consumer surplus will not be
included in the direct value add calculation above, as it is not included in revenues paid.

6.1.2. Other economic benefits
In the case of 700 MHz spectrum usage, there are other economic benefits, such as the lowering of
communication costs, creating job opportunities, and increasing productivity due to greater coverage.
This study focuses on quantifying the following impacts:
 Impact on GDP: The use of mobile communications has been shown to increase productivity for all
58
workers in an economy . This is a spill over impact of mobile communications which is in addition
to the direct and indirect contribution of the industry to the economy.
 Impact on employment: From an economic and policy perspective, on top of the gross value
added, employment opportunities created by a firm’s activities are also important to the
government and society. This study also assesses the employment impacts following a similar
framework as gross value added, which includes direct, indirect and induced impacts. The direct
employment impact is the number of Full Time Employees (FTEs) employed in the mobile industry;
the indirect and induced impacts are measured by applying an employment multiplier to the direct
59
FTE number .

6.1.3. Examination of the incremental benefit
This study is not designed to measure the primary economic impact of the mobile communications or
broadcasting industries in South Africa. Rather, it is designed to look at the benefits gained by using
700MHz spectrum in either industry. Therefore, the models have been designed to calculate economic
impact of a market without 700MHz awards, and one with 700MHz.
This study estimates the incremental economic impact of issuing the 700MHz spectrum to either
60
mobile communications or to broadcasting. This is the economic contribution of the industries over
and above the economic value that is already being generated by the industries. The calculation
carried out therefore compares:
 the economic impact of the industry if the 700MHz spectrum is awarded to it; and
 the economic impact of the industry if the 700MHz spectrum released through the migration of
analogue broadcasting is not awarded to it.

6.1.4. Limitations on data
In order to accurately measure the economic impact of industries, detailed financial and operating
data was required from all operators in the market. As part of this study, therefore, Deloitte
interviewed stakeholders in both broadcasting and telco industries, and requested the completion of a
detailed data sheet.
Unfortunately, a number of pieces of data requested were not supplied by stakeholders, due to
concerns over confidentiality or unavailability of data. Some data was received from two stakeholders

58
59
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See, for example, Deloitte (2012): “What is the impact of mobile telephony on economic growth?”
It must be noted that South Africa is a net importer of mobile technologies; hence this will impact on the number of jobs
created.
Mobile includes wireless connections
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and this was used to infer projections for the other operators. The methodology was therefore
adapated to allow for an international benchmark to be used where South Africa specific data was not
available.

6.2.

Using 700 MHz spectrum for mobile services

This study did not define the use of 700MHz spectrum other than by the technologies that it may carry
– that is, mobile communications or broadcasting. For mobile communications, there are a number of
potential uses.
 700MHz spectrum has a long reach and as such is an efficient way to roll out any mobile/ wireless
service in rural areas. Therefore, it may be used to carry 2G voice service. However, three
operators already hold 900MHz spectrum and this also carries the advantage of long transmission
lengths. Therefore there is unlikely to be a significant increase in network footprint through the
specific use of 700MHz spectrum on the existing network and from a technical perspective,
additional network rollout could occur on existing spectrum holdings.
 The large allocations of 700MHz spectrum could allow operators to operate LTE at the maximum
bandwidth, of 2×20MHz, which would provide high quality and fast mobile broadband or large
numbers of connections.
 Similarly, the high quality and high bandwidth of connections could be used to provide mobile TV
services.
The first of these uses is unlikely to occur, as there is already significant competition in the voice
telephony market which encouraged coverage rollout in the early days of mobile communications.
Investment into telco infrastructure in the last five years has been predominatly on 3G networks in
order to cater for data growth. With respect to television being carried on mobile networks,
consideration will have to be given to the earmarked T-DMB mobile TV multiplexes in the VHF band
as well as the DVB-H services. In any case, mobile TV should be viewed as a special case of mobile
broadband, where subscribers may or may not use single voice and broadcast capable devices.
Mobile broadband plays an important role in the overall telecommunications sector, which in turn has
proven to significantly stimulate economic growth. Globally, (as well as on the African continent and
within South Africa) there is increasingly high popularity of accessing the Internet via mobile devices at
broadband or near broadband speeds.
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Figure 27: Mobile broadband subscriber penetration7

Overall broadband penetration (fixed and mobile) in South Africa has historically been slow to
develop. This has been for a range of reasons including the low rate of fixed telephone line
penetration and the absence of a cable TV industry both of which have been the primary drivers of
broadband access in other countries.
However, the rapid growth of mobile broadband in South Africa has changed this situation with the
current rate of mobile broadband penetration of around 7% comparing favourably to many countries,
61
including those with a much higher average income than South Africa as shown above . The number
62
of subscribers continues to steadily rise (with a 140% growth between 2010 and 2012 ) and usage
per subscriber is predicted to grow further.
It is estimated that the annual turnover of the existing mobile service industry was R101 billion in 2010
and it rose by 4% to R106 billion in 2011. The sector directly employed over 15,000 people in 2011.
63
The direct gross value added generated by the sector was estimated at R6.1 billion in 2011 .
Through its procurement in the supply chain and its employee spending salaries on goods and
services, it is estimated that the mobile service industry indirectly contributed R 13.4 billion of gross
64
value added to the South African economy in 2011. The mobile industry indirectly supports the
employment of a further over 21,000 FTE jobs in South Africa through the supply chain and employee
65
spending effects. A high level assessment of various press articles show potential downsizing of
employees in the short to medium term however this could be reversed given a boost in the industry
through expanded broadcasting or broadband services.
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SouthAfrica.info (2012), “Broadband doubles as SA shifts to mobile”, available from
http://www.southafrica.info/about/media/broadband-141212.htm#.UQqq3vJLf20
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SouthAfrica.info (2012)
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Plum Consulting (2012)
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This value was estimated based on a GVA multiplier value of 2.2, using Input-Output analysis.

65

This value was estimated based on an employment multiplier value of 1.4, an assumption that is consistent
with the GSMA report.
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6.2.1. Use of 700MHz spectrum
The base case (i.e. the situation in the market without an award of 700MHz spectrum) is assumed, for
the purposes of this study, to be one in which there are seven operators in the market at the time of
the 700MHz award. This number of operators may lead to reduced market shares and possibly
inefficiencies due to duplication of networks assuming that operators will continue with individual
investment into infrastructure versus a shared approach as per recent trends in the UK. It will also
result in each operator holding relatively little amounts of spectrum which means that LTE will not be
deployable at its maximum speed (which requires 2×20MHz of contiguous spectrum).
Given this situation, it is likely that 700MHz spectrum would be desirable to:
 Existing operators, if they do not win the 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum (other than for an open
access platform) and find themselves unable to offer LTE on 1800MHz spectrum. In this case,
700MHz spectrum would enable operators to roll out a better quality of service for a lower cost (as
fewer base stations would be needed for coverage).
 New 800MHz operators, who would then be able to offer a better quality of service. It is unlikely
that there would be significant cost savings for these operators.
 New 2600MHz operators, if they were not awarded 800MHz spectrum, as this would enable a
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greater footprint for the network at much lower cost .
 New entrants who do not hold any other existing spectrum. However, given the extensive
competition that would exist in the market by this point, any new operator would find it difficult to
offer a sufficiently differentiated product to be competitive. Furthermore, new retail competition
could enter without a need for new spectrum on an open access network.
Following the 700MHz awards, if this spectrum were to be allocated to mobile operators, it is likely that
the number of operators in the market could be around eight. This is reinforced by considering the
responses to questions during interviews. MTN and Cell C stated that the 700MHz will be needed by
existing operators in order to have adequate bandwidth for LTE services. Cell C highlighted that it
would be of benefit to have contiguous blocks of spectrum (possibly across 700MHz and 800MHz
spaces), as this could result in fewer base stations and more coverage. Vodacom stated that their
plans for LTE rollout would require 2×20MHz at a low frequency (700MHz, 800MHz or 900MHz) and
at a high frequency (2100MHz, 2300MHz or 2600MHz).
Potential entrants in so far as the study could identify these parties did not share details of rollout
plans, but stated that they would require large blocks of spectrum in order to reduce costs and provide
good quality of service. A discussion of how additional spectrum affects costs is set out below.
Cell C appeared to be in favour of an open access network configuration at 800MHz and 2600Mhz,
which would mean that the incremental benefit of 700MHz to them could be lower as they would have
spectrum holdings already. However, in aggregate the market would likely not be affected by this –
either Cell C would be the open access network and another operator would acquire the 700MHz
band; or this other operator would be the open access provider and Cell C would then find the
700MHz band to be more valuable.

6.2.2. Impact of spectrum holdings on cost
A number of operators stated additional spectrum to be the most cost-effective way of increasing the
capacity of a network, with the implication that this cost saving could be passed on to consumers.
Cost savings due to additional spectrum can be made in two main ways:
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Sentech Press conference 9 April 2013: CEO Setumo Mohapi says the entity has decided to give back spectrum in 2.6GHz
and 3.5GHz while it waits for clarity from government as to what role state-owned entities will play in the broadband
space.
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 Low frequency spectrum has a long reach, which means that fewer base stations are required for
coverage. This is particularly true when looking at the difference between 2100MHz and 800MHz
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spectrum, say, which have cell radii in rural areas of around 4km and 17km respectively .
 If there is twice the bandwidth of spectrum available, then twice the number of subscribers can
connect to any particular base station before it needs to be split into two.
The first of these points is important for new operators, particularly in the award of 800MHz and
2600MHz spectrum. If an operator has no spectrum other than 2600MHz, they will only be able to
effectively compete in urban areas, since low subscriber density in rural areas would mean that there
may be only a few subscribers in the reach of any particular base station, making it uneconomical.
Thus this would not particularly advantage the attainment of universal service.
However, for the purposes of this study there is unlikely to be an effect on coverage, as each of the
major operators in the base case scenario has holdings of 800MHz or 900MHz spectrum. There is a
difference in cell radius between 700MHz and 900MHz, but it is not material. Therefore, no operator
would be able to make a significant cost saving on their coverage network through the specific use of
700MHz.
The second point is more relevant, as it means that there may be less need for base station
investment when operators are finding themselves capacity constrained with existing spectrum
holdings. In interviews, all operators raised the issue of potential capacity constraints as data usage
grows. While none of the operators were able to quantify the extent of these constraints, it was stated
that with the delay of 800MHz and 2600MHz awards until 2015, the networks will be operating at
capacity by the time the new spectrum is available.
To include this factor in the model, assumptions were made over the relative costs of increasing
capacity through increased spectrum use against increased physical infrastructure. In the first case,
there is likely to be capital expenditure on upgraded antennae and possibly on transmission systems.
In the second case there would need to be an entire replication of site equipment. Experience from
other countries indicates that the capital costs of antennae represent only around 20% of total base
station costs. Therefore, if networks are operating at capacity, then capital expenditure where
spectrum is available (with 700MHz being awarded to mobile) will be only 20% of the capital
expenditure that would be incurred through deploying new base stations if spectrum were not
available. This is likely to be a significant saving.

6.2.3. Impact of spectrum on quality
LTE technology can run at different speeds depending on the amount of spectrum allocated and the
number of subscribers on any particular base station. Maximum speeds for LTE can be attained if an
operator has a 2×20MHz block of contiguous spectrum; however, no operator in South Africa currently
has such a block which is available for LTE based on the ICASA frequency plan and licensing data.
Following an award of the 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum, a number of operators could have such
an allocation in the 2600MHz band but this would only be useful for urban areas, leaving a significant
proportion of the country with lower quality access. This could be rectified through the award of
700MHz spectrum in suitable blocks.
Therefore, there could be a difference in the quality of connections available to consumers if 700MHz
spectrum were awarded. Based on experience in other countries, full-bandwidth LTE networks are
able to offer speeds around 5 times those of 3G networks, and around twice those of LTE running
over 2×10MHz.
While the technical impact of additional 700MHz on network speeds is well established, the economic
impact of this increase is less clear. Experience of slow uptake in the UK with the first 4G network to
be launched, EE, indicates that consumers are unwilling to pay a significant premium for the additional
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Benchmarks from Deloitte industry experience.
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speed, over and above what they are currently receiving from 3G . The consistency of service must
also be taken into account whereby LTE networks may not be available on a national basis.
To be conservative, therefore, this study focuses on the economic impact of additional subscribers
and reduced costs arising from 700MHz rather than the economic benefit of increased broadband
speeds.

6.2.4. Social impacts
In addition to the impacts quantified above, increased use of mobile communications has a number of
benefits to society. These will serve to increase the overall benefits of mobile broadband. In
particular, increased mobile usage will:
 Increase social cohesion, particularly among families where family members travel for work. This
is especially important in rural areas, where users may travel long distances to deliver goods to
markets or as is often the case in South Africa migrate to other areas for the purposes of work.
 Assist in the case of natural disasters or major healthcare issues. Again, this is important in rural
areas, and may ensure that travelling doctors are able to coordinate efforts more effectively to save
lives and improve the quality of healthcare rendered.
 Encourage local content provision, as the potential audience is increased as caters for diverse
needs.
This last point is particularly true where the increase in mobile communications is due to availability of
mobile broadband. Local government and information websites can increase the cohesion of a
community and citizens via more interaction with government information and services. Specific
information on medical services and weather reports can assist rural areas with quality of life.
Broadband infrastructure is able to bring communities that are geographically distant into closer virtual
proximity with the benefits of efficient governments and online resources. The United Nations has
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described broadband access to broadband as a basic human right . The different benefits derived
from broadband can be classified into four main groupings viz., Government Efficiency, Business
Enabler, Knowledge Creation and Universal Access. Finally, information on market times and prices
can increase economic equality across regions and can lead to an overall improvement in productivity.

6.3.

Economic impact modelling for mobile communications

This section sets out the methodology and results of the economic impact model that was built to
quantify the benefits that could be obtained from an award of 700MHz spectrum to mobile
communications. This model was built on the scenarios outlined in the next section.
As part of this study in order to build a robust model, Deloitte attempted to collect extensive data from
operators on investment, assets, employees, market share, as well as subscriber behaviour and traffic
volumes. Limited data was however provided by telco operators. Selected data was available from
annual reports, and supplementary information was mainly collected from other published documents.
It was therefore necessary to list a number of assumptions on how the market will change following an
award of 700MHz spectrum. These assumptions which apply to the model are set out below.
If additional information were to be received from telco operators, it may be possible to increase the
accuracy of this model.
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At launch, EE charged an extra £5 per month to access LTE speeds over its 3G offerings. After two months,
the bundled data allowance for all tariffs was increased so that the bundles were more aligned with existing
3G offers.
Dr. Hamadoun Touré (UN spokesman)
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6.3.1. Overview of scenarios
700MHz spectrum is likely to be awarded around 2017, after the analogue TV broadcasts have been
migrated, the spectrum vacated and frequencies restacked thereafter followed by an award process.
This will therefore occur sometime after the 800MHz and 2600MHz awards are concluded (expected
in 2015), and it is likely that operators who win spectrum in these awards will have commenced using
this. This study focuses on the economic impact of the 700MHz spectrum being available. It is
therefore assumed that mobile services will have been launched using 800MHz, 2300MHz and
2600MHz spectrum by 2015 and the model is run over two scenarios from 2015 onwards, as shown in
Table 27.
Table 27: Scenario matrix

800MHz, 2300MHz and 2600MHz
awarded and launched in 2015

700MHz not awarded to mobile

700MHz awarded to mobile

Scenario A

Scenario B

This part of the study is designed to examine the economic impact of awarding 700MHz spectrum to
mobile communications services. In order to do this, an economic impact assessment model is built
to measure the total economic impact of the industry. The incremental impact of 700MHz spectrum is
then measured by comparing the economic impact of the industry with and without the 700MHz
spectrum being awarded.

Incremental benefit

Market without
700MHz

Market with
700MHz

Figure 28: Calculation of economic impact of 700MHz spectrum

6.3.2. Assumptions
The assumptions incorporated into the modelling of economic impact are summarised in Table 28.
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Table 28: Modelling assumptions
Parameters

Value

Notes

Busy hour traffic

10% of traffic in busy hour; 70% of
annual traffic in weekdays; 260 busy
days per year

Standard industry benchmarks

Number of all base stations

19,000 in 2010

Estimated total

Number of coverage base stations

9,500 in 2010

Estimated

6% growth until 2014
2% growth after 2014

Consistent with previous studies of
economic
impact
of
mobile
communications in South Africa

0% growth after 2017 if 700MHz
awarded to mobile

Reflecting better coverage from low
frequency band

Base station utilisation rate

60%

Industry benchmark

ARPU growth

0.63% decrease for every 1% increase
in subscriber number

Estimated based on historic data in
2010 and 2011.

EBITDA margin

40%

Industry benchmark

2% increase after 2013

If the number of operators increases,
margin growth is decreased in that year

Capital expenditure

Increases at the same rate as the
number of base stations

Operating expenditure

130% of capital expenditure

Industry benchmark and analysis of
operators’ data return

Cost of sales

30% of total revenues

Industry benchmark

Employee numbers

4.6% growth per year

Growth rate is increased
operators enter the market

Salary growth

if

new

Set at same growth rate as inflation

GVA multiplier

2.2

Based on analysis result of the South
African Input-output Analytical Table in
2011 published by the OECD

Employment multiplier

1.4

Industry benchmark, consistent with the
value used in mobile economic impact
assessment reports published by the
GSMA.

Discount rate

15%

Industry benchmark WACC

Initial spectral efficiency

0.35bps per Hz

Industry benchmark
GSMA papers

Productivity improvement from use of
mobile communications

5%

GSMA research papers

Table 29: Chronology assumptions
Parameters

Value

Notes
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consistent

with

Parameters

Value

Notes

800MHz spectrum awarded

2015

Combined with 2600MHz award

700MHz spectrum awarded

2017

Table 30: Scenario assumptions
Parameters

700MHz not awarded to
mobile

700MHz
mobile

2011 – 2014

4

4

2015 – 2016

6

6

2017 – 2025

7

8

2011 – 2014

2.00%

2.00%

2015 – 2016

2.25%

2.25%

2017 – 2025

2.25%

2.50%

2011 – 2014

0.05bps/Hz

0.05bps/Hz

2015 – 2016

0.10bps/Hz

0.10bps/Hz

2017 – 2025

0.10bps/Hz

0.20bps/Hz

awarded

to

Number of operators

Subscriber growth

Spectral efficiency increases

These scenario assumptions have been built on the following basis:
 Operator numbers are as derived above.
 In 2015, two new operators will launch mobile broadband services using existing spectrum
holdings and also possibly 800MHz spectrum.
 Subscriber growth varies with the number of operators and technology available. If 700MHz is
available, networks have a slightly larger footprint and therefore can potentially attract new
subscribers.
 Spectral efficiency can be improved at a faster rate where more spectrum is available, as new
technologies can be implemented faster.

6.3.3. Net present value
The economic impact model considers benefits which are accrued in each year until 2025. A discount
rate of 15% is applied to the time series of values to give a Net Present Value (NPV) total. This
discount rate is chosen as a typical telecommunications and broadcasting industry discount rate.
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Each of the economic impact estimates reported in this report is the NPV of the market from 2015 until
2025.

6.3.4. GVA impact results
The narrow economic impacts include the direct, indirect and induced impacts which are measured in
terms of the total Gross Value Added (GVA).
Direct value added in the mobile services industry is the contribution to the GDP as a result of the dayto-day business carried out by the operators. It is measured by adding the total employee salaries and
benefits to the operating profit before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation. Data from the
financial statements published by the mobile operators was used to assess the historic direct value
added.
To project the values for future years, assumptions were made on the likely growth rate of revenue,
EBITDA margin and the employee salaries and benefits.
The indirect impact is the output and employment supported by the mobile service industry through
supply chain in South Africa. In other words, the mobile industry is indirectly responsible for supporting
activity in other industries, such as manufacturing, electricity and fuel, and wholesale and retail trades,
to the extent that other industries rely on supplying to mobile services as part of their revenues.
Table 31: NPV of Gross Value Added (GVA) over 2015-2025, discount rate 15%
Scenario

Direct impact of 700MHz (Rm)

700MHz not allocated to mobile

879,244

700MHz allocated to mobile

881,685

Incremental impact

2,414

These results show that the introduction of 700MHz spectrum allows the number of subscribers to
grow at an increased rate, which will therefore drive up revenues and EBITDA. The incremental
benefit ascribed to 700MHz spectrum is R2,414m over the ten year period between 2015 and 2025.
This is significantly lower than the incremental benefit shown by the GSMA and Plum Consulting of
the award of 800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum in South Africa. However, this result is intuitively
correct, as the introduction of 700MHz spectrum will not bring in new services and coverage but
instead will simply expand the subscriber base by a small amount. Analysing the current market
consisting of four MNOs, there is evidence of voice saturation and where there is growth in data usage
but not significant revenues attributed to data growth. This is also a function of pricing which has to
remain competitive whilst growing data and where investment is still being made into data networks.
Broadband affordability will remain a key focus of government in South Africa. The benefits of
800MHz and 2600MHz spectrum will already have been realised in the base case, and so the added
benefit that can be realised from 700MHz spectrum is lower.

6.3.5. Economic welfare results
The direct economic welfare impacts are measured in terms of the consumer surplus generated by the
industry.
Consumer surplus is calculated based on the assumption of a linear, downward-sloping demand curve
illustrated in Figure 29 below. The supply curve crosses the demand curve at a point where the
quantity is equal to the current number of subscribers or users and the price is equal to the current
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selling price or average spend per user. The price at which demand becomes zero (where the
demand curve crosses the y-axis) is referred to as the choke price.
Price

Choke
price
Supply

Consumer
surplus

Selling
price
(ARPU)

Demand

Subscribers

Quantity

Figure 29: Illustration of consumer and producer surplus

Consumer surplus is a measure of the difference between the amount that customers would be willing
to pay and the amount that they actually pay.
The area of the triangle shown in blue in Figure 29 represents the total consumer surplus. This can be
calculated using the formula:
(

)

Commissioning new primary research to determine consumers’ willingness to pay for mobile services
(and thus the choke price and the slope of the demand curve) was outside the scope of this study, and
consequently the estimates are based on available existing data on price elasticity of demand
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estimate .
Average spend per user is based on historical data on the Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)
extracted from financial statements of the operators; dividing total revenues by the total number of
subscribers. According to the assumption of a downward sloping demand curve, ARPU decreases as
the number of subscriber increases. It is estimated that for every 1% increase in subscribers, there is
0.63% decrease in ARPU. This assumption is applied to the projection of the ARPU for the rest of the
modelling period. The prepaid versus postpaid / contract subscriber base relative to ARPU was also
taken into account.
The choke price is defined as the point at which demand for a service would fall to zero. Choke prices
are best calculated based on consumer surveys of willingness to pay. The value of choke price is
estimated assuming the price elasticity of demand is -1.2.
(
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)

Gasmi et al An empirical analysis for cellular demand in SA, 2008
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Table 32: Consumer surplus
Scenario

Impact of 700MHz (Rm)

700MHz not allocated to mobile

245,474

700MHz allocated to mobile

246,072

Incremental value

598

The increased subscriber numbers from 700MHz leads to greater consumer surplus. The incremental
impact of the 700MHz spectrum on consumer surplus is R598m for the 10 years between 2015 and
2025. This is primarily driven by increased numbers of subscribers, as prices are not assumed to fall
significantly.

6.3.6. Impact on productivity enhancement
In addition to the GVA impact and the direct welfare impact, the impact of mobile services on further
GDP growth is measured in terms of the productivity improvement experienced by workers who
benefit from the use of mobile broadband, i.e. the effective users. The evaluation framework is
71
illustrated in Figure 30 below.

Total number of
effective users
x

=

Total output of
effective users

x

Average GDP
contribution per
mobile worker

Average
productivity
improvement
5%

=

Total
productivity
increase

Figure 30: Calculation of economic impact of productivity improvements

Multiplying the total estimated number of effective users and the average GDP contribution per
72
worker gives the total output of the effective user. It is assumed that there is a 5% productivity
73
improvement if the workers have access to mobile communications . Applying this percentage to the
total output of effective user gives the incremental economic value of the effective users.
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There are a number of previous studies in this area. The approach used here is referenced in the paper by
GSMA, “Mobile telephony and taxation in Latin America”, 2012
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The detail calculation on the average GDP contribution per worker is found in the Appendix.
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No established economic methodology exists to quantify the exact productivity improvements across the
economy. However, available evidence from the literature in this area was considered. Furthermore, in
similar context, Deloitte conducted interviews with stakeholders in other countries previously which provide
an indication of the demand-side impact of mobile telecommunications is around 5%.
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Table 33: Productivity improvement impact
Scenario

Impact of 700MHz (Rm)

700MHz not allocated to mobile

1,133

700MHz allocated to mobile

1,363

Incremental impact

229

Again, there is a positive impact of using 700MHz spectrum for mobile services on GDP in terms of
productivity improvement. This is due to the increase in the network capacity led by 700MHz being
deployed for mobile services and therefore more people can access mobile broadband.

6.3.7. Impact on job creation
From an economic and policy perspective, employment is an important product of economic activity.
The staff employed in the mobile service industry to carry out day-to-day business operations are
considered as a direct impact on employment. These activities also create jobs through the supply
chain: suppliers employ staff to produce goods or provide services to the mobile industry, or in some
instances the existence of the supplier may largely depend on supplying to the mobile industry which
are an indirect contribution to employment. In turn, employees in the mobile industry and its suppliers
spend their wages on goods and services, which results in companies in other parts of the economy
employing staff to meet the demand and such effect goes on. This is referred to as the induced impact
on employment.
As 700MHz spectrum increases the number of subscribers and possibly the number of operators,
there will be a consequent increase in the number of employees needed to serve these customers.
Data to inform the number of employees was extracted from the financial statements of the operators.
The number of direct employees is assumed to rise by 1.5% annually. Applying an employment
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multiplier of 1.4 to the number of direct employees gives the indirect and induced impact on
employee numbers. The number of job opportunities created by the mobile industry, via direct, indirect
and induced impact, by 2025 is summarised in the Figure 35 below.
Table 34: Impacts on job opportunities in 2025
Scenario

Impact of 700MHz (FTEs)

700MHz not allocated to mobile

45,711

700MHz allocated to mobile

46,018

Incremental impact

247

The results show that by 2025, there will be 247 additional jobs created if the 700MHz spectrum is
awarded to mobile services. This is largely due to an increased number of operators as a result of
more spectrum being available.
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Source: GSMA research papers.
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6.3.8. Summary of economic value
The total economic value of the 700MHz spectrum can be calculated by considering each of the
previous results. This is shown in the tables below.
Table 35: Gross value added impact of 700MHz spectrum
Rm

700MHz not awarded
to mobile

700MHz
mobile

Direct value add

274,764

275,518

754

Indirect and induced

604,481

606,140

1,659

Total gross value add

879,244

881,658

2,414

awarded

to

Incremental Impact

Table 36: Economic welfare impact of 700MHz spectrum
Rm

700MHz not awarded to
mobile

700MHz
mobile

Consumer surplus

245,474

246,072

awarded

to

Incremental Impact

598

Table 37: Other economic benefits of 700MHz spectrum
awarded

to

Incremental Impact

700MHz not awarded to
mobile

700MHz
mobile

Impact
on
productivity
improvement (Rm)

1,133

1,363

229

Impact on employment in
2025 (FTEs)

45,771

46,018

247

This illustrates a significant non-negative benefit of awarding 700MHz spectrum to mobile
communications. The incremental benefit attained from 700MHz spectrum is considerably lower than
that that could be attained from 800MHz spectrum, as derived in previous studies by the GSMA and
Plum Consulting. This should be expected, as while 800MHz would be used to launch new services
and allow for new technology, introducing mobile broadband to a large area for the first time, 700MHz
is likely to be used only to increment coverage and provide for additional capacity. The largest saving
comes from the ability of operators to consolidate the base station network and therefore reduce
costs.

6.3.9. Social impacts of mobile services
There are a number of additional benefits that may be realised through an increase in spectrum
availability to mobile communications. These are driven through the increase in subscribers that are
expected as 700MHz widens the footprint of networks and (where 800MHz was awarded to existing
operators) new operators look to expand their market share by attracting niche consumer groups.
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These impacts are particularly important in rural areas, which is where 700MHz spectrum is most
useful due to its long propagation characteristics. Therefore, on top of the quantitative economic
impacts derived as stated above, South Africa could expect there to be further qualitative social
impacts from an award of the 700MHz spectrum to mobile use.

6.4.

Using 700 MHz spectrum for broadcasting services

Chapter 5 set out the current market for broadcasting services, and discussed the long-term demand
for television channels. Following Deloitte’s analysis of the number of sustainable channels in the
market, it has been concluded that the existing allocation of 600MHz spectrum, which can allow seven
multiplexers, will be sufficient.
South Africa is already set to receive large increases in broadcasting service as the switch to digital is
made over the coming years. Digital broadcasting was originally planned to launch in 2010, with
analogue switch-off before the end of 2014. However, delays in finalisation of specification and
broadcasting agreements have meant that this timetable is unrealistic, with analogue transmission
continuing until 2015 at the earliest. Once digital transmission is established on 600MHz spectrum,
viewers will have a much greater choice of free-to-air channels than currently exist.
The incremental benefits from awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting are therefore likely to be
minimal. This section considers whether any changes would be expected in terms of the number of
broadcasters, channels (including community channels), costs of transmission, and content
acquisition and production.

6.4.1. Impact on the number of broadcasters
There are currently three key broadcasters in South Africa: SABC, e.tv and Multichoice. ICASA stated
that it plans to increase the number of broadcasters in order to introduce new competition to the
market.
A number of respondents have questioned whether the 600MHz band, containing seven multiplexers,
is capable of holding further broadcasters. In particular, the NAB has estimated that the number of
channels that will be operated by each broadcaster is as follows:
 SABC will run 16 channels;
 e.tv will run 6 channels; and
 Multichoice will run 8 channels.
If these channels are realised, and each is in high definition format, then this would imply that SABC
would require three MUXes alone, and there would thus be very little space for additional
broadcasters.
However, as stated above, it is likely (particularly given international experience) that a significant
number of channels will not be broadcast in HD in the foreseeable future; further, it is unclear whether
NAB’s channel numbers
are representative of the existing broadcasters’ plans, and appear likely to overstate broadcasters’
75
operations . Given this situation, it is likely that there will be some spare capacity for new
broadcasters to operate. Further, it is not necessary for each broadcaster to own an individual MUX.
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These channel numbers are higher given international comparisons. For example, in the UK the BBC
broadcasts eight channels, which include four which time-share over two frequencies and a channel
dedicated to government coverage. France Télévisions operates five channels. The only broadcasters with
significantly greater numbers of channels are subscription-based satellite operators, such as Sky and
Canal+.
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It is possible for an aggregator company to bid for a MUX and then act as a wholesaler charging
channel operators for frequency space. This situation will have to be viewed in lieu of Sentech being
a signal distributor as well as licence conditions to self-provide.
A further question arises over the number of broadcasters that the market can sustain. As stated
previously, Deloitte’s analysis has shown only a limited number of sustainable channels, and while
these could theoretically be owned by separate broadcasters, it is more likely, due to economies of
scale, that there will be a lower number of broadcasters in total.
Overall, therefore, there is no reason to suggest that an award of 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting
would have a significant increased impact on the number of broadcasters in the market.

6.4.2. Impact on the number and types of channels
Deloitte found that the number of sustainable channels is below the maximum capacity of the seven
MUXes available on the 600MHz band. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that an award of
700MHz spectrum would lead to an increase in the number of channels and more importantly nor
were there any indicators to suggest a market demand for additional services.
A supplementary question revolves around the types of channels available. In South Africa there
already exist a small number of local TV channels broadcasting on analogue frequencies. ICASA
stated that it sees an increase in community and local channels to be beneficial, particularly as this is
likely to lead to diversified language programming.
Given the availability of spare frequencies on 600MHz spectrum, there is no reason to believe that
community or local channels will not be able to secure a broadcast position. Where MUXes are
owned in totality by individual broadcasters, and these broadcasters are not outputting the full capacity
of the MUX, it is likely that this space will be ‘rented’ to community or local channels as this represents
a revenue source at no significant increased opportunity cost. The current MUX configuration for the
two national MUXes is specified for proportionate and shared use across the three tier broadcaster
categories.
Again, therefore, there is no reason to suggest that an award of 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting
would have an impact in this area.

6.4.3. Impacts on content
As an award of 700MHz spectrum is unlikely to have any impact on the number or range of channels,
then there is no reason to suggest that the amount of content produced or purchased would differ
other than what is dealt with as per Chapter Five.

6.4.4. Impacts on the cost of transmission
Unlike for mobile communications, 700MHz spectrum carries no inherent cost saving in broadcast
transmission other than what is attributed to digital broadcasting irrespective of frequency deployment.
Indeed, as it is of a higher frequency than 600MHz spectrum, it has a slightly shorter reach and
therefore it is possible that additional transmitters may be needed to achieve the same coverage.
In addition, there is virtually no quality improvement observed through the utilisation of different
frequencies on digital terrestrial television. With analogue television, adjoining broadcast areas would
typically use different frequency bands as stipulated in the broadcasting standards to prevent
interference. If the same frequency was used, then a television viewer could receive two different
signals which may be offset in time, meaning that the resulting picture would be unwatchable.
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Figure 31: Analogue television interference

However, with digital television this interference issue can be overcome through technology of
Forward Error Correction (FEC), low average power density transmission, as well as screening
signals. Therefore, increases in the amount of spectrum would not lead to increases in the quality of
viewing experience. Thus there is no equivalent comparison in the digital domain.
Interference can be more on an issue when considering local television content, as a receiver
between two areas may not be able to distinguish a particular signal. However, in South Africa the
regional television channels are considerably distant from each other based on frequency planning
that looks at spectrum reuse at spatially diverse distant transmission sites, making the prospect of
interference unlikely.

Figure 32: Regional television footprints in South Africa

Given this, there would be no need for additional spectrum to avoid interference issues. Therefore,
there is no reason to suspect that the cost of transmission would be affected if 700MHz were allocated
to broadcasters. The use of white spaces for ‘unused’ frequencies and which could theoretically
include spectrum within the guard bands is dealt with in Chapter Eight.

6.4.5. Summary
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The arguments set out above indicate that there would be no incremental benefit gained from
awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasters, in terms of allowing additional channels to be broadcast,
increasing the number of broadcasters, or positivey affecting the cost of transmission. As such, the
incremental economic impact of awarding 700MHz spectrum to broadcasting is taken as zero in the
medium-term.
As previously stated, additional spectrum requirements may occur in the long-term if there is a move
to UHDTV as a de facto standard. However, continued improvements in transmission compression
technology may allow for such channels to be carried over existing spectrum; in addition, holdings in
the VHF spectrum may also allow for additional channels to be carried. It was also noted that
broadcasting requirements will always include the deployment of DTH systems alongside that of DTT
systems.

6.5.

Aggregated impact assessment

Previous sections of this report have discussed benefits from allocating the 700MHz spectrum band
either to broadcasting or to mobile communications. A number of stakeholders have stated in
interviews that it would be optimal for the entirety of the 700MHz spectrum to be allocated to one
service or the other. However, it is possible that the spectrum could be allocated in part to
broadcasting and in part to mobile.

6.5.1. Splitting 700MHz spectrum
Allocating spectrum to both mobile and broadcasting could allow each industry to accrue some
benefits. Indeed, this split of spectrum may allow for a higher total benefit than if it were allocated
entirely to one industry or the other. This is because industries are likely to experience diminishing
returns to scale as additional spectrum is added.
Such diminishing returns to scale exist because capacity constraints in mobile, for example, can be
alleviated by adding an additional 2×10MHz of spectrum to the total held, but any further spectrum
provides no benefit. If the number of sustainable channels were slightly above those that could be
supplied on 600Mhz spectrum, then an additional MUX could provide some benefit but further
additions would not.
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Total benefits

Benefits from
broadcast

Benefits from
mobile

100% to
broadcast

100% to
mobile

Figure 33: Benefits from splitting the 700MHz band

However, this analysis relies on both mobile and broadcasting experiencing a positive benefit from the
use of 700MHz spectrum. Following the analysis contained in this report, it is clear that there would
be no benefit to broadcasting, no matter how much additional spectrum was allocated. Therefore, the
overall benefits are as shown in Figure 34.

Total benefits

100% to
broadcast

100% to
mobile

Figure 34: Total benefits assuming no benefit to broadcasting
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6.5.2. Technical issues of sharing spectrum
Should it be decided that the 700MHz spectrum is to be split, stakeholders have stated that there
would be a number of technical difficulties to overcome. In particular, both Sentech and the NAB
stated that they believed there would be issues to overcome in terms of interference which would
require significant allocation for guard bands, which would in turn reduce the amount of spectrum that
could be allocated. Furthermore, the MNOs stated that interference with neighbouring countries could
make broadcast spectrum unreliable in significant parts of the country.
In addition, as stated previously, the ITU has recommended that 700MHz spectrum should be
allocated to mobile communications in “Region 1” – that is, Asia, Europe and Africa. This decision will
mean that both mobile communications and broadcasting equipment will be generally set up in the
same consistent way across this region, with mobile having the ability to work on the 700MHz
spectrum and broadcasting antennae not using this spectrum. This regional frequency harmonisation
will prevent signal interference issues as well as lead to economies of scale whereby equipment is
configured on the same bands etc.
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7. Spectrum requirements for
services ancillary to broadcasting

The following sections are covered in this chapter, with a specific focus on broadcasting and electronic
media and does not include any telecommunications based services linked to emergency services or
frequencies assigned for defense purposes etc. These groupings are considered as important
stakeholders which are accounted for in terms of frequency planning and where it is recommended for
input from these stakeholders to be solicited via the Discussion Document and other government led
processes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description of services ancillary to broadcasting;
Current spectrum allocated to ancillary services;
Broadcasters’ spectrum requirements vis-à-vis ancillary services; and
An analysis of the ICASA frequency plan and how it accommodates services ancillary to
broadcasting.

The outputs from this Chapter provided key input into the determination of the economic model as well
as into the calculation of the value ascribed to the Second Digital Dividend.

7.1.

Definition of Ancillary Services

Ancillary services are defined as non-broadcast services, i.e services which make use of broadcasting
spectrum on a secondary basis. Broadcasters and others operators, such as theatrical performance
halls, utilise broadcasting spectrum for other Services Ancillary to Broadcasting (SAB). These are
also called Broadcast Auxiliary Services (BAS), and Programme Making and Special Events (PMSE).
Included in SAB is a category of terrestrial radio links referred to as Electronic News Gathering and
Outside Broadcast (ENG/OB).
PMSE programme making and special events includes wireless audio and video equipment used in
the production of programmes (e.g. wireless microphones and wireless cameras). These services are
also referred to as “Services Ancillary to Broadcasting and Services Ancillary to Programme Making”
(SAB/SAP).

7.2.

Analysis of ancillary services and requirements

7.2.1. SAP/SAB applications
Typical examples of how SAP/SAB applications are deployed, including Electronic News Gathering
(ENG) or Outside Broadcast (OB) activities are contained in the illustration provided in Figure 35.
The following are classified as audio and video SAP/SAB links
 Radio microphone
 In–ear monitor
 Portable audio link
 Mobile audio link
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 Temporary audio point to point audio link
 Wireless/ cordless camera
 Portable video link
 Mobile airborne video link
 Mobile vehicular video link
 Temporary point to point video link
 Talk back
 Telecommand/remote control

Figure 35: Typical set up of Electronic News Gathering (ENG) operations

7.3.

ICASA Frequency Plan for Ancillary Services

7.3.1. SAB/SAP (Special Events Systems)
ICASA published a document titled ‘Special Events: Guide to Frequency Spectrum Use’ which serves
as a guide for users seeking temporary spectrum licencing for use of radio frequency devices for
special events. The radio services which are covered by this publication are based on a Government
76
Gazette Number 33409 of 2010 are:
 Radio talkback;
 Radio cameras – ground based;
 Radio cameras – air based;
 Radio microphones and;
 Satellite uplinks
These activities form part of SAB/SAP requirements. What the above implies is that ICASA deals with
the use of certain SAP/SAB services on an ad-hoc basis i.e. potential users have to follow a formal
ICASA driven process which enables coordinated use of these devices linked to production
requirements across the country.
ICASA assigns radio frequency spectrum for special events on a geographic basis. The Authority
would consider whether requested frequency assignments are available in a particular geographic
area and would also typically consider conformance to radio regulations. Table 38 below shows
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Government Gazette number 33409 notice 727 of 2010, 30 July 2010
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spectrum bands allocated per radio service for special events in South Africa. These allocated
spectrum bands are obtained from the South African Table of Frequency Allocations (SATFA) as
77
published in Government Gazette Number 33409.
Based on the list of radio services contained in Table 38 below, none of these services’ spectrum
bands are within 470 – 862 MHz band. However spectrum has been allocated on a secondary basis
for radio microphones operating in the 863 – 865 MHz range, which falls within the range of the First
Digital Dividend. This will therefore need to be reconsidered in light of the proposed National
78
Frequency Band Plan 2012 (NFBP 12) as published in the Government Gazette where the allocation
of the 800 MHz band to IMT services and subsequent channelling arrangements for this band will
require that radio microphones be migrated out of the abovementioned band.
It should be noted that wireless cameras have been allocated spectrum bands within the microwave
range.
Table 38: Possible radio services and allocated spectrum
Radio Service

Spectrum Bands

Radio Talkback

138 - 140.5 MHz paired with 141.5 - 144 MHz
146 - 148.95 MHz paired with 153.05 - 156 MHz
446.1 - 450 MHz paired with 441.1 - 445 MHz
Low power (5W) mobile radio operated in the band 463.975 464.425 MHz on licenced basis
The PMR 446 (446 - 446.100 MHz can be utilised without a licence)

Radio Cameras - Ground
based

2.400 - 2.4835 GHz
4.695 - 4.755 GHz
10.00 - 10.150 GHz
31.010 - 31.290 GHz paired with 31.510 - 31.790 GHz

Radio Cameras - Air based

2.400 - 2.4835 GHz
4.695 - 4.755 GHz
10.00 - 10.150 GHz
31.010 - 31.290 GHz paired with 31.510 - 31.790 GHz

Radio Microphones

36.65 - 36.75 MHz
40.65 - 40.7 MHz
53 - 54 MHz
173.965 – 174.015 MHz
402 - 406 MHz
863 – 865 MHz

Satellite Uplink

C-Band, Ku-Band. Extended C-Band not available in South Africa

In the next section additional data regarding the spectrum allocation to ancillary services is analysed.
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7.4.

Research data

In this section an analysis of data gathered from regulatory reports, regulations and spectrum plans
is covered. An overview of television “White Spaces” is dealt with where a more detailed analysis is
covered in Chapter Eight.
On digital switchover there will be ‘pockets of unused UHF channels’ on a geographic basis as a result
of mitigating against co-channel or adjacent DVB-T2 transmitter channel interference as part of the
SFN network planning process. These ‘unused UHF channels’ are called geographic interleaved
79
spectrum
(or Television White Spaces – TVWS). This capacity could theoretically be made
available for White Space Devices (unlicensed secondary users) and/or PMSE services to share on a
secondary basis with DVB-T2 transmitters. The decreasing range of broadcast frequencies in the
UHF band (from 470 – 862 MHz to 470 – 694 MHz) due to the deployment of a SFN digital television
transmitter configuration will have an adverse impact on the available capacity of interleaved
spectrum. The characteteristcs (e.g. capacity to use indoor receiver equipment and long range
coverage) of the UHF frequencies have made this band/interleaved spectrum attractive for
broadband use in rural areas. Also any increase in the number of MUXes to be deployed in the UHF
band will lead to a consequent reduction in the capacity of interleaved spectrum. It should be noted
that the use of the SFN transmission configuration (versus a Multi Frequency Network - MFN)
appears to lessen the impact these additional MUXes have on this capcaity.
The regional SFN’s currently being planned by the Regulator imply that potential secondary users of
UHF spectrum could have access to such spectrum on a regional basis as use of interleaved
spectrum may be licensed on a geographic basis.

7.4.1. Allocated spectrum for SAB/SAP services
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The draft National Radio Frequency Plan 2012 (NRFP 12), as published in the Government Gazette,
includes spectrum allocation to ancillary services - amongst others. The NRFP 12 addresses
allocation for the following SAB/SAP services: wireless microphones, wireless audio systems, STL
links and ENG/OB services.

7.4.2. National Radio Frequency Plan and SAB/BAS
The National Radio Frequency Plan contains a table of frequency allocations which refer to spectrum
bands and their respective planned services. The NRFP provides guidance regarding the allocation of
a scarce resource, viz. radio frequency spectrum bands to various services. An extract of
broadcasting related information is shown in Table 39 below.
The first column in the table of frequency allocations provides spectrum band (174 -223 MHz band)
according to the ITU Region 1 allocation, the primary service for which the spectrum is allocated e.g.
broadcasting and the related ITU footnotes. Column two provides the equivalent South African radio
frequency band, the RF service for which the band has been allocated and SA specfic footnotes.

Table 39: Extract of Table of Frequency Allocation from National Radio Frequency Plan
ITU Region 1 allocation
and footnotes

South African Allocation
and Footnotes

Typical application

174 – 223. MHz

174 – 223. MHz

Television
MHz)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
Wireless

79
80

broadcasting

microphones

Comments

(174-238

(173.7

–

Cognitive radio systems for efficient sharing of TV white spaces in European context
From Government Gazette No. 36025 dated 21 December 2012
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Broadcasting
allotment
accordance
GE89
plan
process

in
with
in
of

175.1 MHz
470-790
BROADCASTING

MHz

470-790
BROADCASTING

MHz

conversion to GE06

TV broadcasting (470-854 MHz)
Radio Astronomy (608-614 MHz)

RADIO
5.304

ASTRONOMY

MOBILE
aeronautical NF9
790 – 862 MHz

790 – 862 MHz

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE
aeronautical
5.316B, 5.317A

except
mobile

MOBILE
aeronautical
5.316B, 5.317A

IMT700 (694-790 MHz)
(except

Fixed links (856-864.1 MHz)
except
mobile

IMT800 BTX (791-821 MHz) IMT800
MTX (832-862 MHz)

Fixed links will be
migrated along with
broadcasting service
after
dual
illumination period

TV broadcasting (470-854 MHz)
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

Other footnotes

5.316A

862-890 MHz
FIXED

Fixed links (856-864.1 MHz)

MOBILE

Wireless audio systems and wireless
microphones (863-865 MHz)

GG 34172 dated 31
March 2011 (annex
B) as amended

Non-specific short range devices

ICASA is in the process of reviewing the current NRFP in order to incorporate WRC-12 modifications
and the SADC Frequency Allocation Plan (SADC FAP) proposals. South Africa, being a full member
of SADC it is obliged to consider inputs from all of these bodies as part of the effort to harmonise use
of spectrum with the rest of the region.
ICASA explained that the ‘re-planning of broadcast spectrum to accommodate digital television in the
470 MHz to 694 MHz is under way’. It is anticipated that following digital migration, the band 694 –
862 MHz is planned to be used exclusively for IMT. This decision will be taken by the WRC-15 to
address the use of 700MHz (Second Digital Dividend) which is currently allocated to broadcasting and
IMT services on a co-primary basis. It is also expected that ‘the process for the assignment of the
band 694 – 862 MHZ for mobile services will commence prior to the end of the dual illumination period
being achieved. Based on the information provided in Table 40 affected parties will include Neotel, the
SABC, etv, Mnet and Orbicom as well as certain self-help stations. Migration of the broadcasting
services from this band will thus be addressed in accordance with the Radio Frequency Migration
Regulations 2012.
Table 40: Entities likely to affected by the allocation of the 700 MHz spectrum to IMT
Broadcaster/Signal distribution operators

Telecommunications operators

South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC)

Neotel

Etv
Mnet/Orbicom
Sentech
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In accordance with the NRFP, the Government Gazette no 29345 of 31 October 2006 which allocates
channels 65 and 66 (Bands 822-830 MHz and 830 – 838 MHz) for non-broadcasting services will still
be applicable. It will also become necessary when a new channelling arrangement is put in place, for
existing operators utilising the above channelling plan (i.e. Neotel) to be migrated according to the
new plan.

7.4.3. Wireless microphones
For wireless microphones as per the National Footnote81 5 (NF5), and based on information provided
in the table of frequency allocations, the range 173.7 – 175.1 MHz has been allocated for the use of
these devices.
The plan states that the 173.7 – 175.1 MHz band may be used for wireless microphones for SAB and
for services ancillary to programme making. It is also stated that the use of wireless microphones
making use of this radio frequency band must be coordinated and licenced where this is applicable on
a national basis.
Wireless microphones are also allocated spectrum in the 863 – 865 MHz sub-band but do not require
82
a radio frequency spectrum license to be operated. Since the above sub-band is in the vicinity of
the first Digital Dividend (790 – 862 MHz) this allocation might be impacted negatively by the proposed
IMTplan. This will mean that the wireless microphones will need to be migrated from this band to a
new allocated band.

7.4.4. Wireless audio systems
Together with wireless microphones the wireless audio systems are allocated the same frequency
sub-band 863 – 865 MHz and do not require a radio frequency spectrum license with the proviso that
the maximum radiated power does not exceed 10 mW Effective Radiated Power (ERP) . Therefore
these systems will not interfere with the primary services due to low power and subsequent small
operating radius.

7.4.5. Studio to Transmitter Links (STL)
In the draft National Radio Frequency Plan it is stipulated that Studio to Transmitter (STL) links are
currently catered for in bands 470 – 792 MHz and 790 – 862 MHz. The Plan proposes that the
existing fixed links within these bands should be migrated to Point to Point microwave (PTP) links and
relevant bands. According to information provided by ICASA, there is an estimated one hundred and
forty three sound/FM STL links within the frequency range 802 -854 MHz range.
The draft band Plan states that consideration is being given to use of the 1.6 GHz band for STL linking
purposes. The Plan further proposes that STL links should be migrated out and the frequency
allocated to PTP based fixed assignments. It should be noted that this has financial implications.
OB linking facilities also utilise the 2300 – 2450 MHz band. It is proposed that these links be migrated
to the 1518 – 1559 MHz band. Given the high volumes of live content generated for news and sport
acquired in South Africa, the full impact and feasibility of this will have to be assessed to minimise
disruption of services.

7.4.6. Electronic News Gathering (ENG) and Outside Broadcast (OB) Linking
facilities
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As outlined in the National Radio Frequency Plan 2012 (NRFP 12)
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From Government Gazette No. 31290 of 29 July 2008 (notice 926 of 2008) on Regulations in Respect of
Licence Exemptions
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The Band plan also caters for the use of Electronic News Gathering (ENG) and Outside Broadcast
(OB) services.
83

According to the draft Band Plan the 5850 – 5926 MHz (C Band ) band may also be used for
temporary deployment for ENG and OB links under the mobile and fixed services arrangement
respectively and where this is carried out on a strictly coordinated basis.
From the table of frequency allocation NRFP 2010, it is noted that OB links (28 MHz) have been
allocated frequencies on a primary basis at 2377 and 2471 MHz, and on a secondary basis at 2321,
2349, 2415 and 2443 MHz. However as part of the DTT migration process ICASA is proposing to
move these broadcast links out of this band possibly into the 1518 – 1559 MHz band.

7.4.7. Other Ancillary Services Allocations
From the ITU footnote number 5.296 of NRFP 12, the land mobile service intended for applications
ancillary to broadcasting have been allocated the 470 – 698 MHz band on a secondary basis to
broadcasting. Secondary allocation implies that these services shall not cause harmful interference to
existing or planned stations operating in accordance with the frequencies table i.e. where the services
are allocated on a primary basis. In the event of secondary allocation use, there needs to be prior
coordination with other users before deploying services.

7.4.8. Video links
Low power video links have been allocated the 10 – 10.15 GHz band in the NRFP 12. These links
include ground based and air based radio cameras links as mentioned in the “Special Events: Guide
to Frequency Spectrum Use’ document.

7.4.9. Non-specific short range devices
The national footnote 8 (NF8) in the NRFP 12 states that the sub-band 433.05 – 434.79 MHz is
designated an ISM band for Region 1. It is also mentioned that this sub-band can be used for nonspecific short range devices on an unlicensed basis provided that the use of ICASA type approved
devices and prescribed regulations is observed.

7.5.

Feedback from consultation
respondents/stakeholders

with

broadcast

and

telco

7.5.1. South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC)
The SABC recognises that with the introduction of digital television, the spectrum available for use of
84
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SAB/SAP (sometimes referred to as PMSE ) will reduce from 470 – 862 MHz to 470 – 694 MHz.
This, according to the SABC will put pressure on the use of SAB/SAP services operating in the
broadcast band.
The SABC further pointed out that unlicensed PTP microwave links (used mainly for sound) also exist
within the broadcast spectrum and that links currently allocated within the Digital Dividend spectrum
portion may have to be ‘migrated’ out. Currently, broadcasters and signal distributors have been selfcoordinating the management and use of these for SAB/SAP services. In future, the SABC purports
that licenced directional microwave links could be an attractive proposition, but that whilst this will be a
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C band is frequency band between 4 and 6 GHz
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SAB/SAP is Services ancillary to broadcasting service ancillary to programme making

85

PMSE is Programme Making Special Events
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more effective technology, a negative factor is that it could warrant spectrum licence fees implying an
increase in operating costs for broadcasters.
The SABC being a PSB produces a significant volume of local sport, news and current affairs
programmes to meet its public service broadcast remit thereby needing to ensure onging acquisition
of content on a national basis across South Africa. This suggests an ongoing and dynamically
changing need for linking services depending on the genre of content, location and nature of live or
other packaged broadcast content.

7.5.2. eTV
In respect of spectrum usage by ancillary services such as wireless microphones, eTV is of the view
that there should be proper planning for these devices and cited the UK as an example. eTV also
suggested an inclusive approach to planning which deals with the management and use of STL links
as well. eTV further expects that with respect to STL links there will be a suitably planned spectrum
allocation for all broadcasters.

7.5.3. Sentech
Sentech affirmed that White Space devices and SAB/SAP services must be used on a coordinated
basis. In a DTT SFN environment, Sentech stressed that internal coordination of the SAB/SAP
services should serve as a guideline in the deployment of these applications in any one area. Sentech
further highlighted that ICASA should maintain an up to date database of channels/frequencies being
utilised in an area so that it could accurately serve the purpose of SAB/SAP services coordination.
Maintenance of this database requires significant effort and is critical to ensuring integrity of services.
STL’s, being fixed services, were allowed to operate within the band 856 -864.1 MHz. The use of
STLs although not regulated is required to operate without causing interference. Sentech stated that
the intention to migrate STLs to the microwave bands will increase financial costs for broadcasters as
this action will attract additional spectrum fees in the new environment. As per the current
deployment, STLs are mainly used for radio services for FM (which uses 50KHz to 150KHz of
bandwidth) and not as extensively for video linking services.
According to Sentech, a normal procedure for potential users of SAB would be to consult with the
regulator typically for planned events in order to be allocated frequencies. The regulator then would
advise which channels/frequency bands are available within the 470 – 862 MHz band for use. Other
services for OB, ENG and including SNG have been allocated spectrum within the national frequency
plan.

7.5.4. 8ta
8ta confirmed that STLs have been used on a secondary basis and mostly operate in the 800MHz
spectrum. According to 8ta, the use of UHF spectrum for PTP links is not an optimum use of
spectrum. 8ta pointed out that there are 30 to 40 standard frequency bands which can be used for
STLs and where 8ta provided potential examples within the 1.4 GHz and 2 GHz bands. Therefore, in
8ta’s view, the STLs can be migrated out of the 800 MHz band into alternative bands.
8ta supports a more effecient use of spectrum even if this has cost implications where in particular
broadcasters do not pay for the operation of STL links. Once the use of the 800 MHz band spectrum
is optimised, then the cost of frequency allocation and usage would be charged accordingly. 8ta is of
the view that broadcasters could become a form of competitor in thefuture.
8ta indicated that by function of design, the reserving of spectrum for low interference potential
devices (short range devices or SRDs) is meant to share spectrum on a secondary basis with primary
services. 8ta therefore did not see a need to reserve spectrum for such devices given the low
interference potential to primary services. Reference was made to the remaining broadcast
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frequencies which will not be fully utilised and that the possibility of utilising unused portions of the
spectrum (as per the case of Interleaved spectrum usage in the UK) should be emulated.

7.5.5. Neotel
Neotel indicated that the broadcasters STLs were moved from 2.4GHz and 2.6GHz band to 4.5GHz.
In response to the spectrum requirements for SAB services, Neotel requested that ICASA consider
the inclusion of equipment that is brought into South Africa without passing through official channels.
This is typically applicable to events management service providers. This situation is not unique to
South Africa and Neotel provided examples of how this is dealt with in other jurisdictions viz. the UK
regulator OFCOM which stipulates a band in which these technologies and services can operate.
Neotel suggested a need to reserve a low power band for such devices in South Africa.

7.5.6. Cell C
On the future of SAB, particularly involving the use of STLs and which are currently utilising broadcast
spectrum on an unlicensed basis, Cell C expects any user of spectrum to pay a fair price. Cell C
explained that broadcasters utilise the lower frequency (broadcast spectrum in the 800 MHz subband) which is regarded as prime spectrum enabling coverage over long distances and should
thereore also be expected to pay as is the case for other users in this band. Cell C acknowledged that
the frequency migration regulations makes reference to future spectrum allocation of STL.

7.5.7. MTN
In response to questions on the amount of spectrum that is likely to be required by ancillary services
MTN suggested that such devices could utilise mobile radio access technologies, such as GPRS,
EDGE, UMTS, HSPA or LTE, or even look to potentially use unlicensed spectrum radio access
technologies, such as WiFi or Bluetooth. According to MTN these technologies have the necessary
capacity to support all the ancillary services described. MTN also explained that such an approach
would result in a high degree of QoS for devices and services thereby reserving the 470 to 698MHz
band for White Space or mobile broadband services. MTN did not support that separate UHF
spectrum should be reserved on a nationwide basis for the purposes of ancillary services and was of
the view that mobile broadband or unlicensed wireless access technologies should rather be
deployed.

7.6.

Technologies/Services operating in the 470 – 862 MHz band: High
Level Overview

In this section broadcast and mobile technologies that can be be deployed in the UHF spectrum are
briefly discussed. These include technologies that help improve the performance of digital broadcast
platforms such as MPEG-4 compression technologies. The following topics are covered:
 DTT technologies that are planned for this band;
 New technologies that can improve MUX capacity ;
 Multi-media making use of the broadcast bands;
 Mobile Services/Technologies operating in the 470 – 864 MHz band.

7.6.1. DVB-T
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Digital Video Broadcasting Terrestrial (DVB-T) is a digital terrestrial television transmission standard
that was first published in 1997. It has widely been adopted by the European countries as their DTT
standard. DVB-T has four reception modes viz. fixed, mobile, portable indoor and outdoor reception
modes.
Digital terrestrial transmitter technologies enable the implementation of Single Frequency Networks
(SFN). Compared to the analogue television networks, the SFN enable the reuse of the same channel
over much larger areas leading to a resultant increase in spectrum efficiency.
DVB-T Transmission characteristics
DBV-T has a number of characteristics that have an impact on the robustnes and capacity of the
associated transmission network. These include the following:
 Three different modulation schemes (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM);
 Different Forward Error Correction (FEC) rates viz. 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, and 7/8;
 Guard interval options (4x);
 2k or 8k carriers - with the actual numbers of carriers used for the 2k and 8k services being 1705
and 6817 carriers respectively;
 Channel bandwidths: 6, 7 or 8 MHz channel bandwidth;
 Video at 50 or 60Hz;
 OFDM i.e. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing as a form of modulation; and
 Base band signal to be transmitted is a MPEG-2 TS – where before the base band signal can be
transmitted it has to first undergo channel coding and modulation.

Modulation Scheme for DVB-T
DVB-T makes use of the Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (CODFM) modulation
system. This system copes well with multipath propagation conditions and allows for implementation
of SFN networks, taking into account delayed and reflected signals.

7.6.2. DVB-T2
DVB-T2 is a second-generation digital terrestrial broadcast technology. It is expected to produce at
least a 40% increase in efficiency of use of terrestrial spectrum when compared to predecessor
standard DVB-T. The introduction of the combined DVB-T2 platform with MPEG-4 compression
technique is expected to produce an increase in MUX service capacity of 100% to 160% (UK OFCOM
estimates). This additional capacity is generally expected to be used for HDTV services. DVB-T2
require its own channel slot and cannot co-share with DVB-T.
The partitioning of a DVB-T2 MUX so that it accommodates different services is possible because of
high levels of flexibility of the DVB-T2 standard. This configuration is called DVB-T2 Lite and is
discussed further under the Mobile TV section. As an example, the low data rate services (audio or
mobile television services) can be operated on the same channel as the high data rate services (SD
and/or HD TV services).
DVB-T2 Transmission characteristics
The transmission characteristics of digital systems involve a number of parameters which can be
adjusted to trade-off across varying service areas, quality reception, transmission power, data
capacity and spectrum. These include, in particular:
 frequency channel bandwidth (1.7, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10 MHz), which is 8MHz in SA’s case;
 type of digital modulation (QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM) with the high 256-QAM
modulation scheme made possible because of improved FEC coding (rates include ½, ¾);
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 compression algorithm (e.g. MPEG2, MPEG4);
 reception mode (e.g. fixed, portable, portable indoor, mobile);
 network configuration (number, location and size of transmitters, SFN or MFN); and
 constraints arising from cross-border frequency coordination.

Table 41 shows a comparison of the characteristics of DVB-T and DVB-T2 standards. DVB-T2 has an
additional digital modulation technique (256-QAM) compared to DVB-T, amongst other improvements.
Table 41: Comparison of DVB-T and DVB-T2 characteristics
DVB-T

DVB-T2

Modulation

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM

FEC

Conv. Coding + RS 1/2 2/3 3/4, 5/6,
7/8

3/5 LDPC + BCH

Guard Interval

1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32

1/4, 19/256, 1/8, 19/128, 1/16, 1/32,
1/128

FFT size

2k, 4k, 8k

1k, 2k, 4k, 8k, 16k, 32k

Scattered pilots

8% of total

1%, 2%, 4%, 8% of total

Continual pilots

2.6% of total

0.35 of total

7.6.3. MPEG Compression
Significant advancements in compession technologies in the last 5 years allow for an increased
number of video channels to be transmitted in the 8Mhz bandwidth allocated per MUX.
Moving Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) is an audio visual compression technique designed to
provide good quality video at lower bit rates than its predecessor compression algorithms.

Key drivers of the development of MPEG-4 were identified as:
 Mounting importance of audio visual media on all networks,
 Growth in requirement for interactivity, and
 Increasing trend with mobility
The bit rate needed to encode a single TV programme depends on the type of picture compression
technique used. The MPEG-4/AVC (or H.264 AVC) compression technique is a video and audio
coding compression standard designed to provide good quality video at lower bit rates than its
predecessors. It is expected to operate at up to double the efficiency of MPEG-2 coding standard.
European HD/DTT standard is expected to use the video compression standard MPEG-4/AVC (ETSI).
The MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 formats can coexist within a single MUX. The DVB organisation approved
the use of H.264/AVC for broadcast television in 2004.

7.6.4. Statistical Multiplexing
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In a ‘standard’ MUX each video service has a fixed allocation of data rate irrespective of content. In a
Statistical Multiplexing environment, bandwidth is allocated to a service based on its real time needs
86
so that content with relatively complex scenes receive more bandwidth than less complex content .
Whilst great advancements have been made in statistical MUX configurations, the genre of content
mix is a key input. Given the varying bandwidth requirements for sport content which is typically more
demanding than news content where changes in frame scenes have minimal new information, the use
of statistical MUXing can appropriately allocate processing capacity to the more demanding content
requirement. In order to better manage quality transmission and broadcasts, a single MUX operator
has key benefits especially where broadcasters have a national footprint. This is however not the
approach adopted for the RSA digital migration plan. The impact of different MUX operators for a
shared MUX needs to be investigated.

7.6.5. Standard Definition TV (SDTV)
SDTV is a television system with the following picture resolutions:
 480 (480i) or
 576 (576i) interlaced horizontal lines
SDTV is not considered to be either enhanced-definition television (EDTV) or high-definition television
(HDTV). The term is usually used in reference to digital television, in particular when broadcasting
occurs at the same (or similar) resolution as analogue systems. SDTV makes use of MPEG-2 video
compression system and is transportable by DTT formats such as DVB-T, ATSC and ISDB-T.
Typical SDTV data rates are around 2.65 Mbits/s (for MPEG-2 compression and DVB-T) or 3.55
Mbits/s (MPEG-4 and DVB-T). The aspect ratio supported by SDTV is 16:9 in the PAL analogue
standard 4:3.

7.6.6. High Definition Television (HDTV)
HDTV is a digital broadcast signal that delivers a widescreen and high-resolution picture. It has the
following characteristics:
 HDTV Resolutions
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 720p
 1080i and
 1080p
 The main objective of HDTV is the delivery of a high quality picture. This however requires higher
data rates than SDTV and leads to a limited number of services in a MUX.
 In order for a broadcast service offering to be considered appealing to viewers in Europe, it
requires a provision of a relatively high number of services (about 20-25 in Europe on SDTV)
 Data rates configuration for HDTV could differ by country:
 UK proposal 12 Mbit/s with MPEG-4 compression technique
 France implemented 8 Mbit/s with MPEG-4
 Germany is advocating between 6 and 10 Mbit/s
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See www.dvb.org/technology/standards/a133_DVB-T2_Imp_Guide.pdf
The number depicts the number of lines used in creating image. The letter describes the method of scanning
used to display the picture either progressive (p) or interlaced (i) scanning. The progressive method scans
the image twice as fast and thus produces a clearer image.
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The Ultra High Definition Television (UHDTV) format is an even higher resolution television format
than the HDTV format. There are currently two UHDTV formats, namely 4k UHDTV and 8k UHDTV.
The 4k UHDTV (2160p) has a resolution 3840 x 2160 (8.3 megapixels) which can be interpreted as
being twice the resolution of the HDTV format (1080p).

HDTV transmission capacity
The digital transmission capacity needed to deliver HDTV depends on a number of factors,
such as:


Type of compression used;



The number of SD channels which are transmitted in the same channel bandwidth with HD
channels;



The degree to which picture impairments are acceptable; and



Whether the HDTV signal is part of a statistical MUX configuration.

In Table 45 it is shown that typical HDTV capacity in a MUX varies from 8.05 Mbit/s to 8.85 Mbit/s
depending on the video resolution.

7.6.7. Mobile Broadcasting
Combination of mobile services and broadcasting services has led to some demand for multimedia
services (including voice and data) and applications being served via broadcast as well as mobile
platforms. DVB-H and T-DMB comprise two standards through which mobile multimedia services,
primarily video using DVB and DMB (within DAB) standards respectively can be provided.
There are a few major factors that should be considered when providing for mobile television viz.,
content and services: mobility, varying signal reception conditions, operability with GSM (in the case of
South Africa) networks and limited receiver battery life. Another key factor relevant for South Africa is
that most of the handset and device manufacturers have ceased to show DVB-H handsets in their
future roadmaps. Therefore device and handset manufacturing must be

T-DAB
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Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is the standard used for terrestrial transmission of radio broadcast
signals. From its inception, DAB was originally intended for digitising audio programmes (e.g. services
typically broadcast using Frequency Modulation - FM) to achieve CD quality sound. This digital
technology has since been further developed to be able to carry other types of data such as digitised
text and video, whilst noting that it was possible to also transmit text services within the FM
transmission. DAB is one of the first standards that was based on the OFDM modulation technique.
DAB is in general referred to as Terrestrial – Digital Audio Broadcasting (T-DAB) as its signal is
broadcast on a terresrial network. In this report T-DAB and DAB will be used interchangeably.
The DAB project was initiated by Eureka 147 a body that was made up of European Union (EU)
members. This entity since merged with others to form the WorldDMB Forum. The WorldDMB
89
Forum is an international non-government, membership organisation whose primary objective is to
promote, harmonise and coordinate the implementation of all Eureka 147 based technologies which
include DAB.
DAB has allowed for a more efficient use of spectrum as a single analogue FM channel is now
capable of carrying nine or more digital services. In addition the DAB signal has reduced interference
sensitivity, improved reception and ability to receive programme associated data, targeted data

88
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From http://www.worlddab.org/ accessed on 13 March 2013
From http://www.worlddab.org/ accessed on 13 March 2013
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services amongst other benefits. Since broadcasters are able to transmit a variety of information
services together with audio within a single frequency allocation, this implies a reduction in
broadcasting costs.
An improved version based on the DAB technique called DAB+ was later introduced. DAB+ provides
the same functionality as the DAB radio service. This makes use of more efficient audio codec called
HE AAC v2 (MP4 or AAC+) where this is compared to MPEG Audio Layer II (also known as MP2).
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Figure 36: Generation of a DAB signal (source: www.worlddab.org)

From Figure 35, it can be seen that each service signal is coded individually at source level, error
protected and thereafter time interleaved in the channel coder. The services are then multiplexed in
the Main Service Channel (MSC), according to a pre-determined, but adjustable MUX configuration.
Following on from this, the MUXed output is combined with Multiplex Control and Service Information
– this then travels in the Fast Information Channel (FIC) to form the transmission frames in the
Transmission Multiplexer. Finally, OFDM multiplexing is applied to shape the DAB signal, which
consists of a large number of carriers to increase the signal robustness. Lastly, the signal is
transposed to the appropriate radio frequency band, amplified and transmitted.
The mobile multimedia services standard, viz. T-DMB is based on the DAB standard where an
explanation of this standard follows. ICASA has via the draft NRFP 12, allocated spectrum bands 214
– 230 MHz and 1452 -1492 MHz to T-DAB.

DVB-H
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DVB-H is a technical specification used for the transmission of digital TV to handheld devices
including mobile phones. DVB-H is an enabling technology for mobile television services and is based
on the DVB-T specification for DTT. The DVB-H standard includes features which are particularly
designed to maximise the limited battery life of small handheld devices.
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From http://www.dvb-h.org/PDF/dvb-h-fact-sheet.0409.pdf accessed on 24 January 2013
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 It is designed for the delivery of audio, video and data services to handheld devices, including
portable reception and reception inside buildings. Internet Protocol Datacasting (IP Datacasting) is
used to enable the delivery of content in data packets as per the Internet transport method,
 DVB-H employs additional FEC techniques to improve the mobile performance of DVB-T implying
a robust signal even during high speeds for moving vehicle or mass transport mode,
 In addition to the 2k and 8k modes, DVB-H can be configured in a 4k mode which is meant to
provide increased flexibility to the network design, and
 DVB-H can be deployed in both SFN and MFN topologies
A key consideration during the development of the DVB-H standard was when compared to DVB-T,
there should be a ‘significant power saving in the receiver’ as the same receiver was also designed to
receive and transmit voice and data traffic. To achieve power savings, a ‘time-slicing’ technique was
deployed in the DVB-H specification which effectively means that the receiver constantly monitors for
transmission versus remaining in a steady receive state consuming more battery life. This is done in a
manner which is unnoticable to the user.
DVB-H is also capable of accommodating statistical multiplexing which ensures optimum use of
bandwidth during the delivery of video, audio and data services. DVB-H can be deployed in bands
IV/V as well as the L-Band. DVB-H is viewed as an extension of the DVB-T standard and can share
the same MUX and transmitter configured for DVB-T/ DVB-T2 services using a hierachical
configuration method.
DVB-H is seen as being extremely spectrum efficient compared to TV content served over IP
networks via GSM, wireless and DSL networks. A single 8 MHz channel is capable of delivering
between 30 and 50 video streaming services to the small handheld screens or larger screen devices,
whereas for GSM transmission using IP, the quality and bandwidth required for transmitting video is
susceptible to cell congestion, cell handover as well as IP latency, making cellular based configuration
considerably expensive to transmit acceptable quality video content.
Designers of the DVB-H system expressed a preference for spectrum in the broadcast Band IV
between 470MHz and 650MHz. This is regarded as prime spectrum real estate for wireless radio
services. This is because the low frequency offers long distance propagation characteristics with the
frequency still being high enough to avoid signal degradation through man-made noise interference,
thus making it an ideal mobile broadcasting medium operating in this range. Currently in South Africa,
Multichoice offers active DVB-H broadcasting services. The details of the DSTV Mobile services are
covered in chapter 4.

Table 42: Implementation of T-DMB and DVB-H networks in frequency bands allocated to
91

broadcasting – a comparative view (Source: tech.ebu.ch )
Frequency
Bands

Channel raster
(No.
of
channels)

Possible systems

Comments

470 - 862

8 MHz (49)

DVB-T

DVB-H restricted to channels
below 55 (7750 MHz) in case of
interactivity between DVB-H and
GSM/GPRS in the same terminal.

DVB-H

With regards to RRC-06, DVB-H
could be implemented by means
of the mask concept
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Reference: “Network Aspects for DVB-H and T-DMB” an EBU Tech – 3327 article Geneva December 2009
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1452-1479

1.5 MHz (15)

T-DAB
DVB-H

T-DMB
Introduction of DVB-H requires
larger channel bandwidths which
may be achieved by aggregating
adjacent T-DAB frequency blocks

DVB-H and T-DMB networks have been assumed to provide the services with the characteristics
provided in Table 42 above and Table 43 below.
Table 43 below shows the characteristics of a DVB-H system. If the DVB-H platform is deployed in
the UHF band then the expected bit rate (multiplex capacity utilisation) can be as high as 3.75 Mbit/s.
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Table 43: Characteristics of DVB-H systems (Source: tech.ebu.ch )
Parameter

VHF

UHF

L-Band

RF Channel Bandwidth

7 MHz

8 MHz

6 MHz

Transmission Mode

8k

8k

8k

Guard Interval

¼

1/4

1/4

Constellation

QPSK

QPSK

QPSK

Code rate

½

1/2

1/2

MPE-FEC Code Rate

¾

3/4

3/4

Bit Rate

3.28 Mbit/s

3.75 Mbit/s

2.81 Mbit/s

T-DMB
Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) is a standard extension of DAB that is compatible with Eureka147. DMB provides for video, CD-quality audio services and data services. It enables mobile
multimedia broadcasting services.
The provisions contained in GE06 Agreement allow for the introduction of multimedia applications,
provided the interference and the protection requirements are kept within the so-called interference
envelope of the corresponding Plan entry.
T-DMB is a multimedia enabled version of T-DAB designed for hand held reception. It may use the
same frequency spectrum as DVB-T/T-DAB but may also require dedicated networks. Some
characteristics of the T-DMB are shown in Table 44 below.
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Table 44: Characteristics of T-DMB systems (Source: tech.ebu.ch )
Parameter

VHF

L-Band
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Reference: “Network Aspects for DVB-H and T-DMB” an EBU Tech – 3327 article Geneva December 2009
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Reference: “Network Aspects for DVB-H and T-DMB” an EBU Tech – 3327 article Geneva December 2009
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RF Channel Bandwidth

1.71 MHz

1.71 MHz

1Transmission mode

1

1

Guard interval

¼

¼

Code Rate

½

½

Bit rate

1.06 Mbit/s

1.06 Mbit/s

Basic T-DMB services
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include:

 Mobile TV services – Video (H264 baseline profile level 1.3, VCD quality), audio (MPEG-4 AAC+)
and data (programme related data with local and remote interactivity);
 Audio only services;
 DAB audio with slide show & Dynamic Label Segment (DLS) – This is where synchronised visual
content may be added to radio broadcasts. DLS provides supplementary text data running
alongside the radio programme;
 Video Services which include Video, audio and programme related data
 HTML web content via Broadcast Website (BWS) – this enables the transmission of complete
websites for offline use in a digital radio receiver;
 Binary Format for Scenes (BIFS) Interactive data services;
 TPEG being Traffic information services;
 Emergency services broadcasting; and
 Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) – for programme schedule and descriptions.

Thus a classification of data services includes EPG, Headline news, Weather, Traffic, Navigation,
Slide show and broadcasting web services. It should be noted from case studies that T-DMB A/V
broadcasting avoids 3G/WiFi data traffic congestion as the service is encapsulated within a
broadcasting transmission configuration.
In the draft NRFP 12, ICASA has allocated frequency bands 214 – 230 MHz to T-DAB and 1452 1492 MHz to T-DAB and S-DAB services but stated that it does not expect the L-Band allocation to be
utilised. Therefore whilst T-DAB is the primary service allocation as per the current plan, T-DMB may
be configured in these frequency bands. At the time of writing this report, licensed T-DMB trials were
being conducted by a South African company called “ Mobile TV”. The latest global advancements
for T-DMB, viz., Advanced T-DMB, is in the pipeline and is expected to double the data rate of T-DMB.
T-DMB Spectrum plan
The effective data rate using T-DMB standard varies between 0.8 and 1.7 Mbit/s with a system
95
bandwidth of 1.536 MHz. The spectrum plan for T-DMB in a 6 MHz channel is described as follows:
 There are 3 blocks (with a bandwidth of 1.536 MHz each) in a 6 MHz channel
 Effective data rate of 1.152 Mbit/s in 1.536 MHz
 2 video services per 1.5 MHz are possible per block implying 6 services per 6 MHz ‘channel’
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Reference: ‘T-DMB Technology Overview’ presentation by Korea electronics Technology institute’s
TerimaKasih 29 November 2011
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Reference: ‘Overview of T-DMB/ATSC’ by Youngsu Kim of ETRI (Electronic and Communications Research
Institute), 22 May 2011
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 A typical service would comprise of 2 video services (392 + 344 Mbit/s) + 2 Audio services (96
+ 128 kbit/s) + 2 data services (128+64 kbps) per block resulting in an effective data rate of
1.152 Mbit/s

DVB-T2 lite
DVB-T2 Lite as the name implies is a simpler version of the DVB-T2 standard. The DVB-T2 Lite, was
introduced with an intention to optimise DVB-T2 for mobile broadcasting applications; viz. TV and
radio services. This is expected to allow fixed and mobile TV services plus sound broadcasting
services to co-exist in one 8 MHz radio frequency channel.
While DVB-T2 Lite is planned for simpler receiver implementations with low capacity applications such
as mobile broadcasting, it is also expected to be received using conventional fixed receivers. It is
further envisaged that the new profile will require minor modifications to be implemented in the current
DVB-T2 Network. Sentech believes that the introduction of DVB-T2 Lite for MDTT2 will complement
fixed TV services in South Africa and is in support of implementing it. The introduction of DVB-T2 Lite
is likely to create an opportunity for additional DVB-T2 MUXes to be introduced in the VHF band
currently planned for DAB services as per the GE06 Plan. Sentech envisages the possiblility of 50
radio stereo stations (assuming 4 Mbps PLP) in combination with a number of fixed services and what
it describes as a considerable number of mobile services being offered.

Thus the transmitter configuration deployed by Sentech can be put to advantage by introducing DVBT2 Lite. DSTV Mobile is deployed on an earlier generation DVB-T transmitter grid.

7.6.8. Multimedia service
The 470 – 698 MHz frequency band has been allocated to broadcasting on a primary basis with other
services, such as ancillary services, allocated to this frequency spectrum on a secondary basis. There
are various broadcasting and telecommunication technologies being employed in this band. These
include traditional terrestrial television broadcasting and DTT platforms such as Digital Video
Broadcast Terrestrial (DVB-T) as well as the upgraded DVB-T2 system. Mobile broadcasting using TDMB within T-DAB is also deployed in this band.

7.6.9. Bandwidth requirements of identified technologies
Each technology has its unique bandwidth requirements depending on the modulation scheme
implemented. It is on this basis that a plan has to be possibly developed for new services planned
within the Second Digital Dividend space. Broadcasting services may still exist this band even after
band preplanning. Therefore it is important to consider how these technologies can coexist adjacent
to each other.
Additionally, an implementation of MPEG-4 compression, DVB-T2 and statistical multiplexing
configurations can yield improvements in demand for MUX capacity and this should always form a key
consideration when determing bandwidth requirements in order to allocate MUX capacity.
Table 45 below shows capacity savings that are possible when the MPEG-2 compression technique is
replaced by MPEG-4/AVC technique in a SDTV format. The total capacity required by a SD MPEG-2
configuration is 3.55 Mbit/s compared to the capacity required by SD MPEG-4 which is 2.65 Mbit/s - a
difference of 0.9 Mbit/s i.e. a 25% decrease in bit rate capacity.
In addition to video data rates there are also benefits to be gained with programme associated data:
 Sound 0.2Mbit/s to 0.5Mbit/s
 Service information (SI) -0.1 to 0.3Mbit/s
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 Interactivity 0.1 to 1.0 Mbit/s
 Subtitles audio description 0/1Mbit/s

The information in Table 45 shows the lower bound settings which broadcasters are advised not to go
below.

Table 45: Required data rate for one programme, for different formats and source coding
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(Source: tech.ebu.ch )
Today

Expected in future

Format

Source
Coding

Required
video data
rate
(Mbit/s)

Programme
Associated
Data
(Mbit/s)

Total
(Mbit/s

Required
video data
rate
(Mbit/s)

Programme
Associated
Data
(Mbit/s)

Total
(Mbit/s

SD

MPEG-2

3.00

0.55

3.55

3.00

0.55

3.55

SD

MPEG4/AVC

2.10

0.55

2.65

1.79

0.55

2.34

HD720p

MPEG4/AVC

7.50

0.55

8.05

6.84

0.55

7.39

HD1080i

MPEG4/AVC

8.25

0.55

8.80

7.48

0.55

8.03

7.6.10. SFN and the technical implications of SFN
SFN is “a network of synchronised transmitting stations radiating identical signals in the same RF
channel” and can be used in a mixed configuration with MFN e.g.:



Main transmitters in SFN - main transmitter and related fill-in transmitters using MFN mode
Main transmitters in MFN - main transmitter and related fill-in transmitters using SFN mode

An SFN Network
All transmitters in a SFN use the same channel whereby:






Transmitters have a common coverage area and do not operate independent of one another,
A high degree of synchronisation between transmitters is required,
Signal from different transmitters must be identical in content – hence configuration for
regional broadcasting and content injection must be factored in at design stage,
Signal emissions must take place simultaneously or have precisely controlled delays, and
There should be RF carriers compliance with stringent frequency precision requirements.

SFN coverage could comprise of:
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Reference: “Spectrum usage and requirements – for future terrestrial broadcast applications” an EBU Technical Review, R
Brugger & A. Gbenga-llor Quarter 4, 2009
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A National SFN where all stations use the same channel across a country. This implies a
potential coordination challenge with neighbouring countries as well as possible self
interference effects.
A Regional SFN where all stations in a region use the same channel but neighbouring
regions use a different channel. This may also include a hybrid with MFN and cater for
broadcasts of different programmes per region.
Sub-regional SFN configuration whereby the main station and its associated relays use the
same channel. In this scenario, the neighbouring main station and its relays may use different
channels.

More than four channels are needed to achieve full area coverage. For National or Regional SFN
coverage 5 – 6 channels are typically needed. As a requirement for networks intended for portable or
mobile reception, the largest Guard Interval (GI) setting is recommended. Additionally a higher
transmitter density is required.

Limitations of SFN
Self-interference
The power of all signals in an SFN received within time width of the GI is treated as useful signal and
contributes to the total available signal power. Outside a GI, a portion of the echo power received is
associated with a previous/subsequent OFDM symbol and this signal therefore constitutes intersymbol interference and is unwanted.
Therefore if the signal delay is progressively increased beyond the GI, the useful contribution
decreases and the inter-symbol interference increases.
The Guard Interval (GI) Length
In a SFN topology, each transmitter is required to radiate the same OFDM symbol at the same time.
OFDM receivers set a time window during which it samples the on air OFDM signals.
Where the transmitters deliver the same OFDM symbol at the same instant, or with a negligibly small
small time delay of a few microseconds (μs), the differential propagation path delay to the OFDM
receiver will remain inside the GI period. Therefore the sum of the received signals will be constructive
because they constitute the same OFDM symbol and this is acceptable. Thus reflected signals are
dealt with effectively.
The DVB-T specification offers a selection of system GI settings, i.e., 1/32, 1/16, 1/8 or 1/4 times the
duration of the active useful symbol duration. For the 8K (2K) mode this represents a permitted GI
duration of 28(7) μs, 56(14) μs, 112(28) μs and 224(56) μs, respectively.
The selection of an acceptable GI parameter for DTT provides resilience against delayed signal and
signal degraded through interference affecting television reception. Additionally, the GI value chosen
to operate an SFN has a major implications on the topology of the SFN network: this is mainly linked
to the number of transmitters, ERP of transmitters and spacing of transmitters where as the GI
duration governs the maximum echoes delay admissible by the system, it accordingly governs the
maximum possible distance between co-channel transmitters producing active echoes sources which
can be usable or discarded. Some modes allow setting up large SFN networks having a great
distance between high and medium power transmitter sites whereas others allow for smaller service
areas using a greater density of low power transmitters.

Maximum transmitter separation distance and maximum allotment area size
Inter-symbol interference gives rise to two restrictions imposed on SFN.
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As per the recommendation provided , the GI selection for DVB-T should be based on the
distance between the transmitters.
Secondly, even if the maximum separation distance for neighbouring transmitters is
maintained, it is possible depending on topography etc that more distantly installed
transmitters in the network could still contribute unwanted signals. This suggests that a
maximum extension of the SFN service area should not be exceeded in order to keep the
number of relevant self-interfering transmitters small and to ensure signal integrity.

The significance of the impact of self-interference, the resulting maximum separation distance
between neighbouring transmitters in an SFN configuration and whether there is an overall maximum
extension of the SFN service area is inherently linked to:


the selected GI parameter,



sensitivy of the system to self-interference as indicated by the relevant Carrier to Noice (C/N)
value, and



the density of the transmitters in the network.

For DVB-T, only the most rugged system variants allow for a national extension of the SFN coverage
area and where this is typically deployed for larger countries spanning geographical mass. These
rugged system variants, however, provide only restricted data capacity (typically, 5 - 6 Mbit/s). For
more practical system variants, with a data capacity between 13 and 24 Mbit/s, the size of the SFN
coverage area is restricted to a diameter of 150 - 250 km.

DVB-T2 and SFN planning
DVB-T2 has 16k or 32k carrier modes. Due to these longer symbol lengths attributed to the 16k and
32k modes the GI expressed in μs increases. This can be used to increase the possible SFN size, by
maintaining the GI as a fraction of the symbol length unchanged. Alternatively, it can be used to
increase the capacity by changing the GI as a fraction of the symbol length in a manner which leaves
the guard time expressed in μs intact from change. By carefully choosing the parameters and
potentially using a combination of settings, an overall increase of the SFN size with a moderate
increase in capacity can be realised.

7.6.11.Other wireless Services/Technologies operating in the 470 – 864 MHz
band
LTE
th

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a 4 (4G) mobile technology and is regarded as the next advancement
to cellular 3G services. It is based on the 3GPP standard that provides downlinks speeds of up to
150Mbit/s and uplink speeds of up to 50 Mbit/s. LTE provides improved spectral efficiency to cellular
networks.
LTE is a departure from the so-called historical cellular and telco networks which were circuit switched
technologies. LTE is the first GSM/3GPP standard that is fully IP and packet-based. There is
increasing data growth on GSM networks presenting challenges to configure networks in a manner
which avoids cell congestion whilst handling voice and data traffic and catering for cell handover. In
order to meet the challenges of increasing demand for mobile broadband usage within the constraints
of limited spectrum availability, it is possible that LTE may offer some relief to avoid network
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in ETSI TR 101-190 (Implementation guidelines for DVB terrestrial services; Transmission aspects)
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congestion. Data is also more typically consumed whilst users are in a stationary mode whereas the
needs for voice will still require cell handover during motion.
LTE is designed to improve end user throughput and to lower operating costs for operators due to the
simplicity of its network design. Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) LTE, which uses paired spectrum
(one for uplink and the other for downlink), is a traditional modulation technique used by 3GPP
operators and is the first to be deployed relative to Time Division Duplex (TDD) LTE which can be
deployed in an asymmetrical configuration thereby allowing for the benefits of larger downloads
versus uploads of data. 8ta offers TD LTE.

LTE Frequency Band Allocations
FDD LTE appears to be the more popularly deployed system within the Digital Dividend spectrum.
FDD LTE offers a natural upgrade path from GSM and W-CDMA technologies, which are already
widely implemented. It is expected to be able to provide both mobile and fixed-wireless broadband
services.
The different LTE frequency allocations or LTE frequency bands are allocated specific band numbers.
Currently the LTE bands between 1 & 22 are for paired spectrum, i.e. FDD, and LTE bands between
33 & 41 are for unpaired spectrum, i.e. TDD. This is listed in Table 46 below and is of interest as this
makes use of the Digital Dividend spectrum. For the normal duplex configuration, the uplink
frequencies are lower than the downlink frequencies. However in the case of LTE bands listed in the
table below, channel numbers 13, 14 and 20 have their duplex configuration reversed from the
standard, where the uplink frequency is higher than the downlink frequency.
To address the limited availability of spectrum many different bands have been allocated for use with
LTE. This is to cater for differences in availability of spectrum for LTE by various countries/regions.

Table 46: LTE bands falling within the Digital Dividend spectrum

LTE
Band
Number

Uplink (MHz)

Downlink
(MHz)

Width of Band
(MHz)

Duplex
(MHz)

5

824 - 849

869 - 894

25

45

20

6

830 - 840

875 - 885

10

35

25

12

698 - 716

728 - 746

18

30

12

13

777 - 787

746 - 756

10

-31

41

14

788 - 798

758 - 768

10

-30

40

17

704 - 716

734 - 746

12

30

18

18

815 - 830

860 - 875

15

45

30

19

830 - 845

875 - 890

15

45

30

20

832 - 862

791 - 821

30

-41

71

Spacing

Band Gap (MHz)

The channel bandwidths are not yet defined for this band but it is likely that the widest (20 MHz) LTE
channel option will be allowed. The current 3GPP specification 36.101 mandates a 100 kHz channel
raster which would enable a 20 MHz channel to be positioned practically in the middle of the band.
This scenario requires a full 20 MHz overlap of duplexers, informing a requirement of 2 x 32.5 MHz
duplexer pass bands.
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LTE may also be deployed in other spectrum bands other than the Digital Dividend band including
the GSM 900, GSM 1800, UMTS Core 2.1 GHz, 2.3 GHz and IMT2000 bands.

Table 47: IMT Frequency Arrangement
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Paired arrangement
Frequency
Arrangement

Mobile Station
Transmitter
(MHz)

Centre
(MHz)

A1

824-849

A2
A3

Un-paired
arrangements (e.g.
for TDD) (MHz)

Base Station
Transmitter
(MHz)

Duplex
Separation
(MHz)

20

869-894

45

None

880-915

10

925-960

45

None

832-862

11

791-821

41

None

A4

698-716
776-793

12
13

728-746
746-763

30
30

716-728

A5

703-748

10

758-803

55

None

A6

None

None

None

Gap

698-806

LTE has a number of attractive characteristics, particularly when deployed in the 700 MHz band.
These include:


an ability to support data speeds of 100 Mbps and higher,



large cell sizes,



improved indoor and urban/rural coverage,



an ability to be deployed in different channel sizes and bands, and



lower latency to enable conversations over broadband as well as to support the rapidly
increasing use of mobile video services.

Thusfar, the focus of deploying LTE networks has been to provide broadband data capabilities, with
voice services falling back on the use of legacy 2G and predecessor 3G networks. For this reason. as
well as due to its attractive propagation characteristics, LTE deployment in the 700 MHz spectrum
band will be considered as complementary to its deployment in other spectrum bands.
Most new handsets particularly smart phones are LTE enabled. This implies that the users of these
devices will require more speed as they consume data. The iPhone 5 and new Blackbery 10 are some
of the newer devices available in South Africa which are LTE enabled.

CDMA
CDMA operates in the 800 MHZ and 1800 MHz bands. CDMA2000 fixed mobile telephony has been
deployed by Neotel in the 800 MHz band. Neotel currently utilises the 800 MHz band (Channel no.65
(867 – 875 MHz) and 66 (875 – 883 MHz) ) spectrum to provide telecoms services on a national scale
and on a coordinated basis.
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Motorola White paper titled ‘Spectrum Analysis for Future LTE Deployments’ 2007

99

Reference: data extracted from ITU-R M.1036-4
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Internationally, the 850 MHz band (CDMA 2000 or GSM 850 band plan) has 2x25 MHz total
bandwidth assignable spectrum. In South Africa, this allocation is much less due to this band
overlapping with the GSM900 band which is used for mobile services and the use of analogue
broadcasting in the UHF band. It is likely that the use of the 800 MHz band will take precedence over
the use of the 850 MHz band, however no new assignments and existing 850 MHz deployments will
be moved to 800MHz.

DVB-T2 versus LTE
100

Studies of the performance measurement of DVB-T/DVB-T2 receivers in terms of measured carrier101
102
to-interference
(C/I) protection ratios
(PR) and overloading thresholds in the presence of
interference from mobile services e.g. LTE have been conducted by various bodies including the
103
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT). The purpose of
such studies is to “assist administrations seeking to protect their broadcasting services in the band
470-790 MHz from interference generated by LTE in the band 790-862 MHz”. As the 694-790 MHz
band has also been allocated to the IMT and broadcasting on a co-primary basis in WRC-12 there is a
requirement to define required PRs for adjoining broadcasting and IMT mobile services that will
operate in these bands.

7.7.

Proposed Spectrum Allocation for Ancillary Services

ICASA is responsible for managing spectrum in South Africa. To this end, the Authority has in the past
prepared a South African National Table of Frequency Allocations in accordance with the international
agreements viz. ITU and for the SADC region. Towards the end of 2012, the Authority published a
draft National Radio Frequency Plan 2012 (NRFP 12) which incorporates recent developments in
spectrum allocation from both the ITU and the SADC Regional level. The NRFP 12 proposed existing
band allocations for SAB and also new IMT allocations in the Digital Dividend spectrum amongst other
changes.
A summary of the proposed spectrum allocations is shown in Table 48 below. As these consist of
proposals at this stage, ICASA expects feedback from stakeholders on the proposed allocation in
order to finalise the allocations. Thus it is possible that the listed allocations could change once the
NRFP 12 has been finalised.

100

See ECC Report 148 in website http://www.erodocdb.dk/docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCRep148.pdf accessed on 14 March
2013 titled MEASUREMENTS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DVB-T RECEIVERS IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERFERENCE
FROM THE MOBILE SERVICE (ESPECIALLY FROM LTE)
101

Carrier-to-interference (C/I) is the ratio, generally expressed in dB, of the power of the wanted signal to the total power of
interfering signals and noise, evaluated at the receiver input. C/I is expressed as a function of the frequency offset between the
wanted and interfering signals over a wide frequency range
102
The radio frequency protectiuon ration (PR) is the minimum value of the signal-to-interference ratio required to obtain a
specified reception quality under specified conditions at the receiver input. PR is specified as a function of the frequency offset
between the wanted and interfering signals over a wide frequency range.
103
CEPT is a coordinating body for European state telecommunications and postal organizations.
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Table 48: Summary of proposed spectrum allocations to various ancillary services to
broadcasting
SAB/SAP services/applications

Allocated Spectrum (sub)Band

Wireless microphones

173.7 – 175.1 MHz
863 – 865 MHz

Wireless audio systems

863 – 865 MHz

low power devices ancillary to broadcasting
services

243.05 - 246 MHz

Studio to transmitter links (STL)

1518 – 1559 MHz (1.6 GHz band)
Point to Point microwave (PTP) bands

ENG and OB

5850 – 5926 MHz (C Band)

land mobile service intended for applications
ancillary to broadcasting

470 – 698 MHz

Low power video links

10 – 10.15 GHz

non-specific short
unlicensed basis
OB links (28 MHz)

7.8.

range

devices

on

an

433.05 – 434.79 MHz

1518 – 1559 MHz band.

Spectrum requirements for SAB

During the consultation process conducted for this study, the broadcasters did not provide specific
technical details regarding their use of SAB for digital broadcasting purposes. The study did not
include consultation with events companies as most of the significant requirements were covered
within live broadcast events. However based on information provided, a number of observations have
been made.

7.8.1. SAB/SAP operating in the 470 – 862 MHz range

The introduction of DTT and migration of broadcast services from the Digital Dividend spectrum will
result in reduced spectrum availability for SAB/SAP applications operating within this range. The
available tuning range of SAB/SAP applications in the broadcast band will be effectively reduced from
the range 470 – 862 MHz to the new range 470 – 694 MHz. Also additional digital television
broadcasting assignments will need to be accommodated in the 470 – 862 MHz during the dual
illumination period. Before ASO occurs there could potentially be an ‘overcrowding of spectrum’ which
143

could impact on ancillary services allocation. Hence it is reasonable to assume that spectrum
specifically allocated to ancillary services outside of the 470 – 862 MHz range will be under pressure.
The STLs located within the 800 MHz band will have to be migrated out of this band and placed within
the microwave PTP spectrum. It is expected that linking facilities will be moved to the bands above 3
GHz as this is regarded as spectrally efficient, but elsewhere in the NRFP 12 it is proposed that the
links might be moved to the 1.6 GHz band.
None of the broadcasters specified which part of spectrum should be reserved or utilised for these
services but some nevertheless expressed a need to reserve spectrum. The use of SAB/SAP services
require that these have to be coordinated through the regulator, ICASA.
It was established that ICASA made allocations for SAB/SAP services in the NRFP 12 as detailed in
this report. In the NRFP 12 there are proposals for migrating some of the ancillary
services/applications sub-bands as these are proposed to be reallocated to other services, e.g. fixed
services located in the 2.6 GHz band may be migrated to the 1.6 GHz band.
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8. Use of “White Spaces”

8.1.

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the possible use of white space within the frequency
bands primarily used for television broadcasting services in South Africa. Specifically, the DoC wishes
to explore the opportunity for providing rural broadband services via a deployment of white space
technologies. Throughout the course of this chapter, the following is considered:


The definition and state of TV White Space (TVWS) and associated technologies;




International best-practice planning and management of TVWS technologies;
Identification and quantification of the potential TVWS opportunities within South Africa; and



Recommended next steps for the DoC to carry out a further assessment and, if appropriate,
development of a functioning white space ecosystem.

This chapter does not provide a detailed plan for roll out of white space technologies, recognising that
this requires a multi-year programme of policy development, consultations with key stakeholders and
field-based trials and measurements. TVWS is still in early stages of deployment taking global case
studies into account.

8.1.1. Definition of TV White Space (TVWS)
Electromagnetic spectrum has become an increasingly valuable commodity particularly over the last
decade; driven by increased modes of communication, device penetration, growing usage of data and
the opportunities created through connectivity. As a result, governments and commercial operators
are looking to maximise the potential returns, both economic and social, through more efficient use of
the finite spectrum resource.
TVWS describes the unused fragments of spectrum at a given time and location between the
frequencies actively occupied by television broadcast transmissions. These typically fall within the
UHF band of 470–694 MHz.
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Figure 37: Typical spectrum white space applications
Source: Ofcom

The unused fragments, also referred to as interleaved spectrum, is referred to as ‘a natural product’ of
frequency planning, whereby different frequency channels are used to broadcast in adjacent locations.
Different frequencies are used to avoid interference in receivers that are within range of more than
one broadcast transmitter. For example, seven different frequencies as shown in the Figure 37
frequency diagram are required to ensure that adjacent areas do not use the same frequency and risk
causing interference.

Figure 38: Spectrum planning of alternating frequencies
Source: Deloitte LLP

While TV broadcasters deliberately leave or create the formation of white spaces, this unused
spectrum presents the possibility for other users to utilise these channels on an opportunistic basis.
Typically this would require users of white spaces to operate at lower power levels and therefore
contain their signals within a shorter-range, so as to reduce the risk of interference on TV reception.
The dynamic management of such TVWS technologies can be complex, is relatively new and forms
the basis of exploration in this section of the discussion document.

White space exists under both analogue and digital terrestrial TV (DDT) frequency plans but typically it
is only as governments complete the Digital Switchover (DSO) that accessing the white space has
become feasible. In part, this is because white space in the analogue plan is used during the DSO
process. Following switchover, DTT will enable a tighter packing of channels than analogue
broadcasts and so yield Digital Dividends in the 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands. These bands above
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694 MHz could potentially be used for non-TV purposes. As a result this chapter focuses on the 470–
694 MHz range.

8.1.2. State of white space technology
TVWS technologies have been built and tested by major global technology companies, including
Microsoft, Google, Dell, HP, Intel, Philips, Earthlink, and Samsung Electro-Mechanics. Acting
individually and as part of several consortia these companies are involved in developing the white
space ecosystem required to exploit the unused spectrum. To date there have been publicised tests of
such systems across the globe including Brazil, Finland, Kenya, Singapore and South Korea, UK and
104
US.
Consumer products are not yet readily available but are in development. The world's first
prototype base station and consumer premise equipment based on the IEEE 802.22 standard
105
operating in TVWS has recently been announced.
In response to the growing interest in TVWS, regulators in countries where DSO is complete have
reacted positively to the possibility of operators exploiting white space. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) appears to be most advanced, allowing the world’s first commercial white space
106
network to launch last year in Wilmington, NC.
However, regulators Ofcom in the UK, the IDA in
Singapore and FICORA in Finland have also undertaken activities to develop regulatory frameworks
for TVWS technology management. The consultations and policies developed by these regulators
have been referred to in order to articulate international best practice and our recommendations for
the DoC to explore TVWS opportunities in South Africa via a consultative process.
Interviews with the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) confirmed that ICASA, the
South African regulator, does not intend to permit commercial operations of white space devices until
after completion of the DSO. The ASO, originally planned for November 2011 has been pushed back
until June 2015, although recent legal disputes threaten to jeopardise the chance of meeting this
107
deadline.
Until a post-switch over frequency plan is finalised, and the licensed spectrum users
migrate, managing the opportunistic use of white space could prove challenging, even if technically
possible.
Despite the switchover delay ICASA has recently authorised South Africa’s first TVWS technology
108
trial.
Google, in partnership with the CSIR, Tertiary Education and Research Network of South
Africa (TENET) and eSchools are set to begin proof of concept trials in early 2013. The first trial will be
based in the Cape Town area and will provide broadband internet services to ten schools within 10km
of the Tygerberg Hospital base station site. The aim is to provide each school with a dedicated
2.5Mbps connection whilst demonstrating that TVWS can be utilised without interfering with TV
109
reception.
Google is sponsoring the trial and is using its spectrum database to determine
appropriate network channels using data provided by ICASA. CSIR will be taking field measurements
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105

106

107

108
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Recommendations for Implementing the Use of White Spaces: Conclusions from the Cambridge TV White Spaces Trial,
Cambridge White Spaces Consortium
World's First TV White Space Prototype Based on IEEE 802.22 for Wireless Regional Area Network, WECT, See:
http://www.wect.com/story/20654502/worlds-first-tv-white-space-prototype-based-on-ieee-80222-for-wireless-regional-areanetwork
World's First Commercial White Spaces Network Launching Today In North Carolina, Forbes, See:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/elizabethwoyke/2012/01/26/worlds-first-commercial-white-spaces-network-launching-today-innorth-carolina/
First as farce, then as tragedy, Tech Central, See: http://www.techcentral.co.za/first-as-farce-then-astragedy/37504/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+co%2FUqJF+%28TechCentral%
29

CSIR taking the lead in trailing future wireless communication technology based on TV white
space, CSIR, See: http://www.csir.co.za/enews/2012_nov/05.html
The Cape Town TV White Spaces Trial, TENET, See: http://www.tenet.ac.za/about-us/the-cape-town-tv-white-spaces-trial
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to determine if interference is avoided. Outcomes of the trial are expected to be available in Q2 2013
and will feed into ICASA’s policy framework planning.

8.2.

White space management

Management of white space spectrum and associated technologies generally falls under the mandate
of the communications regulator. The regulator’s objectives are to make efficient use of the spectrum
to deliver economic and social benefits to consumers. This must be balanced against obligations to
the primary users of the broadcast spectrum to prevent harmful interference to licensed services.
The licensed users of the spectrum are typically television broadcasters and programme making and
special events (PMSE) users. To avoid interference to these services both Ofcom and FCC are
allowing TVWS on an un-licensed and non-protected basis, whereby individual devices do not require
a licence but operators may not seek protection from the regulator in the event of interference as this
white space is unprotected from interference. In the UK, the licence exemption is conditional on
compliance with requirements set in a statutory instrument. Ofcom and the FCC propose managing
devices through an operational framework and multiple licensed database operators. The databases
will determine the eligibility and operational parameters of a device and so individual devices will not
have to be registered.
In this section international best practice for various aspects of white space management is
considered, including:


White space usage options;



Management strategy; and



Operational frameworks.

8.2.1. White space usage options
Due to the favourable propagation characteristics of the UHF band there are a number of possible
applications of TVWS. Ofcom has identified rural broadband, hot-spot coverage, in-home broadband,
in-home multimedia distribution and machine-to-machine (M2M) communication but state that
“policies with regards to authorising the use of TVWSs are both application-neutral and serviceneutral, and as such, support all envisaged use cases”.

Figure 39: Rural broadband application of white space technology
Source: Ofcom
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This report focuses on the example of rural broadband services, acknowledging the fact that there are
other possible use cases for TVWS that could operate alongside any future TVWS rural broadband
services.
The rural broadband solution envisaged by Ofcom is for fixed wireless broadband communications
through Master White Space Device (WSD) base stations and Consumer Premise Equipment (CPE)
slave devices (refer to Figure 39). A communications provider would provide radio coverage from the
master to slave devices over the UHF TV band. To determine operating frequencies, the master WSD
could refer to an authorised white space database (WSDB) operated by the communications provider
itself or a third party.
In-home broadband and multimedia distribution are alternate uses most akin to in-home Wi-Fi
networks. Both master and slave WSDs could comprise of consumer equipment similar to today’s
wireless routers and dongles or wireless cards respectively. Hot-spot coverage would work in the
same manner, although the master WSD would be owned by a communications provider rather than
the consumer. M2M communications, depending on the exact application could function in a similar
manner to rural broadband.

8.2.2. Management strategy
For white space technology to operate in a manner that does not disrupt the primary users, a form of
cognitive radio is required, capable of identifying useable frequencies at a given time and location.
Multiple strategies for providing this cognitive capability have been proposed, namely: beacon
110
reception, sensory, and geolocation.
A Beacon reception system functions by transmitting a beacon signal to provide information about
spectrum availability. Only when a device receives a beacon signal can it operate on the
communicated unused frequencies. The requirements to build and maintain a national beacon
network in the UK was considered impractical by Ofcom. It also judged that the possibility of a beacon
signal being received outside the intended area presented potential for harmful interference.
Precautions to reduce such a threat were likely to result in inefficient spectrum use. As a result this
111
strategy was discounted by Ofcom in 2009.
A sensory mechanism requires WSDs to scan the spectrum for transmissions and select an
operational frequency that would not disrupt existing transmissions. The shadow effect, also noted by
some South African stakeholders, presents a significant risk of harmful interference. The effect occurs
when the sensory WSD is shadowed from the signal that it is trying to detect and is thus ‘unaware’
that a frequency is in use. While this strategy benefits from limited infrastructure requirements, Ofcom
raised concerns over the reliability of sensing. The FCC originally proposed that WSDs must detect
transmissions in addition to incorporating geolocation and database access, but subsequently
112
eliminated the requirement, judging it unnecessary.
The FCC remains open to the possibility of
sensory-only devices and invites submissions for proposed devices from industry.
The third strategy for managing TVWS access is a geolocation system that relies on a database to
provide WSDs with suitable operating frequencies. The database can provide available frequencies,
and operating parameters based on the location and characteristics of the WSD. Ofcom considered
such an approach to offer minimal risks of harmful interference and an efficient use of spectrum. While
geolocation requires the building and maintenance of the database, it was deemed possible with
current technology and has emerged as the preferred strategy across countries leading white space
development and regulation.
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TV white spaces: A consultation on white space device requirements, Ofcom, See:
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/whitespaces/
Digital dividend: cognitive access, Ofcom, See:
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/cognitive/summary/cognitive.pdf
Unlicensed operation in the TV broadcast bands: Second memorandum opion and order, FCC Second MO&O, See:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-10-174A1.pdf
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8.2.3. Operational framework
Geolocation may provide an overall management strategy but an operational framework must be set
by regulators to govern the processes and responsibilities of each active participant and device. As a
case study, the framework proposed in the UK involves Ofcom, master and slave WSDs, and WSDBs
and includes device parameters, operational parameters and channel parameters. The overarching
framework and transmission of these parameters is shown below:
 Ofcom will provide TVWS availability data to WSDBs and maintain a list of qualifying WSDBs that
a master WSD can choose from. Master WDS will access the list on Ofcom’s website.
 The master WSD will communicate with its preferred WSDB via an internet or proprietary
connection. It will transmit its longitudinal and latitudinal position and device parameters to the
WSDB.
 The WSDB will transmit operational parameters to the master WSD based on information received
and potential for harmful interference of the specific request.
 The master WSD will respond to the WSDB with its intended or actual channel usage parameters
and may then proceed with transmissions according to those channel parameters.

Figure 40: General framework for operation of white space technology
Source: Ofcom

The operational parameters for a given master WSD will be determined by horizontal location and
device parameters across three categories. The three device categories are:
 Device type: currently determined by whether a device has a permanently mounted antenna on a
non-moving outdoor platform (type A), or an integral antenna not mounted in such a way (type B)
 Emissions class: the categorisation of spectral leakage of a WSD which can indicate the propensity
to cause harmful interference. Ofcom proposes four device emission classes
 Radio technology: different technologies can lead to different in-block time-frequency structure of
signals which impacts the propensity of the WSD to cause harmful interference
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Each of the three device categories must be declared by the device manufacturer. Multiple categories
are designed to allow manufacturers freedom to produce a range of devices, at different cost points
and will be treated accordingly. Devices which are less likely to cause harmful interference will be
awarded less restrictive operational parameters.

While Figure 40 depicts a general operational framework, Ofcom has proposed a sequence of
operations for each of the four defined phases of interaction between master WSD, slave WSDs and
WSDBs. This is listed as folllows:
 Generation and communication of specific operational parameters for individual master WSDs;
 Generation and communication of generic operational parameters for all slave WSDs in the
coverage are of a particular master WSD;
 Association of a slave WSD with a master WSD; and
 Generation and communication of specific operational parameters for individual slave WSDs.

The need for a detailed regulatory framework and set of policies is highlighted in this report. It should
be noted that the report did not deal with the long list of specific parameters adopted by foreign
regulators.

8.3.

Assessment of South African white space

The proportion of spectrum that constitutes white space can be considerable due to the broadcast
range of Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) signals and regional frequency maps designed to avoid
interference. The amount can vary considerably by country and region but trials in Cambridge, UK
found between 15 and 20 TV white space frequency channels for applications requiring transmit
powers of 1W or less. This corresponds to a bandwidth of between 120 MHz and 160 MHz in total and
113, 114
supports earlier average estimates of 150 MHz of TVWS across 18 UK cities.
In Japan, studies
115
suggest that approximately 85% of the country could expect greater than 100 MHz of TVWS.
In the next section an effort to identify and quantify the white space availability in South Africa is
made, focussing exclusively on the draft future frequency plan, post DSO. Using this frequency plan
several assumptions to estimate a theoretical value are made and a number of steps to refine this
figure are proposed.

8.3.1. Identification and theoretical quantification
Our high level analysis of South African white space is based on ICASA’s draft DTT Migration 2015
Frequency Plan and a top down logic as follows:
 Step 1: Define maximum possible TV broadcast spectrum
 Step 2: Account for First and Second Digital Dividends
 Step 3: Consider TV channel allocation according to DTT Draft Frequency Plan

113
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Recommendations for Implementing the Use of White Spaces: Conclusions from the Cambridge TV White Spaces Trial,
Cambridge White Spaces Consortium
Quantifying the Availability of TV White Spaces for Cognitive Radio Operation in the UK, Maziar Nekovee, UCL, See:
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0906.3394v1.pdf
Analysis of TV White Space Availability in Japan, Tsuyoshi Shimomura, Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd, See: http://wwwmobile.ecs.soton.ac.uk/home/conference/VTC12-Fall/DATA/PID1140906.PDF
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 Step 4: Calculate the remaining spectrum for potential white space applications
 Step 5: Highlight practical considerations and reflect on likely impact on estimate

Step 1: The maximum TV broadcast band considered is 470-862 MHz, representing the channels 21
to 69 inclusively.
Step 2: In South Africa it is proposed that the spectrum band of 798-862 MHz and 694-790 MHz (First
and Second Digital Dividend respectively) could be allocated to non-TV uses. If this spectrum is
allocated, for example, to mobile broadband operators it would be inappropriate for TVWS
applications. Deloitte therefore conservatively considered only the 470-694 MHz, or channels 21 to 48
inclusively, to be available for use of TVWS technologies.

Figure 41: First and Second Digital Dividend in South Africa
Source: ICASA

Step 3: The draft frequency plan proposes the use of 11 regional SFNs deployed across the nine
116
provinces of South Africa as shown in Figure 42 below . Only seven channels are planned for TV
usage within each province representing a total bandwidth of 56 MHz.

116

Lesotho and Swaziland, shown on the map, have been not been considered in this analysis. However, all international
boundaries and frequency plans should be considered in order that cross-border interference from WSDs is minimised
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Figure 42: Regional draft frequency map, 2015117

Step 4: In any given region therefore, 21 of 28 channels could potentially be used for white space
applications, equivalent to 168 MHz or 75% of the 470-694 MHz band.
The TV channel frequency plan for MUXes CA1-CA7 within the CA region is shown below, with
potential TVWS frequencies between allocated channels.

Allocated
TV channels
0

21
0

25
0

0

0

29
0

0

0

33
0

0

0

37
0

0

0

41
0

0

0

45
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 43: Frequency plan for multiplex CA1-CA7, 2015118

Step 5: In addition to the above calculation, a number of practical considerations are highlighted.
Each will have an impact on the accuracy of the white space estimate. These include:

117

Source: ICASA
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Source: ICASA
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 The plan for the First and Second Digital Dividend spectrum is currently unconfirmed. In the event
that either 700 MHz or 800 MHz bands are allocated to DTT broadcasters, this would represent
additional bandwidth for possible white space applications.
 TV broadcasters are not the only users of the 470-690 MHz band, with PMSE operators and radio
119
astronomy users also exploiting the band . As a result our calculation is likely to overestimate
available white space within vacant channels.
 DTT channels are not necessarily operational across the entire region for which they are licensed.
Instead usage is most likely to be concentrated around urban areas. Potential white space in a
channel licensed to TV broadcasters is therefore not included in our calculation.
 Geographic limitations on accessing white spaces may exist, for example WSDs in areas bordering
two or more regions or countries are likely to be restricted in operational frequencies and power.
This may reduce the overall TVWS accessible within vacant channels.
 Operational considerations, subject to white space management policies, are likely to further
restrict the accessible TVWS. Such considerations may include device type, antenna height, and
acceptable signal to noise ratios.

8.3.2. Quantification refinement
As described above and subject to the assumptions, a high level assessment of white space
availability is possible and indicates that white space may represent c. 75% of the total TV band
channels in any given South African region. This value is expected to reduce once outstanding data is
provided. However, despite the limitations of this estimate, it suggests that there is significant scope
to increase the efficiency of spectrum usage within the band.
Noting the practical considerations it is possible to refine the calculation though theoretical and fieldbased means.
Theoretical refinement
A detailed analysis of available spectrum could be conducted at a more granular geographical level,
utilising knowledge of location and power of each TV transmitter. By calculating coverage areas of
each transmission, the analysis would account for geographic boundary and topography limitations
and white space within licensed channels highlighted above. Details of radio astronomy zones and
likely levels of PMSE activity could be collected and considered to deliver a more accurate estimate of
available white space bandwidth.
Field-based study
Ultimately, simulations and field-based site sensing studies are required to take into account all the
practical considerations. This is because transmissions are affected by ‘real world’ features such as
topography and climate. ICASA has already conducted occupancy measurement audits of the 450470 MHz and 790-862 MHz sub-bands and discovered that the frequencies were under-utilised by
.120,121,122
more than 80% most of the time
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The band 606-614 MHz is allocated to the radio astronomy service on a primary basis within the Northern Cape Province.
Allocation will impact TVWS availability within the province and possibly adjacent provinces; Source: Staatskoerantm 21
Desember 2012
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450MHz – 470MHz Consolidated Audit Report, ICASA, See:
http://thornton.co.za/resources/Consolidated%20Spectrum%20Audit%20450MHz-470MHz%20final%20100510.pdf

121

790MHz – 862MHz Consolidated Audit Report, ICASA, See: http://thornton.co.za/resources/790MHz862MHz%20Consolidated%20Spectrum%20Audit%20Report.pdf

122

Both ICASA Consolidated Audit Reports cited in TV White Spaces for Wireless Broadband in Rural Areas: the regulator,
broadcaster and telecommunication(s) operator viewpoint, CSIR, See:
http://researchspace.csir.co.za/dspace/bitstream/10204/6307/1/Mfupe_2012.pdf
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9. International Benchmarks

This Chapter contains selected case studies showing global trends in terms of the approach and
realisation of the Digital Dividend. The selected countries were chosen on the basis of their relevance
to the strategic direction of spectrum management in South Africa.

9.1.

Spectrum allocation for Broadcasting

9.1.1. Australia
Australia expects significant spectrum to be freed up once analogue broadcast services are switched
off and has earmarked this spectrum for other purposes. The size of the Digital Dividend that will
become available consists of 126 MHz of spectrum in the frequency range 694 -820 MHz and will be
available as a contiguous block of spectrum as a result of the spectrum ‘restacking’ effort. The
availability is targeted as of 31 December 2013.
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According to information from a Government representative in Australia, “the contiguous dividend of
126 MHz will deliver substantial connectivity and productivity benefits for Australia, while ensuring that
the high quality free-to-air television that Australians enjoy will continue”. Broadcasters will be
accordingly relocated out of the Digital Dividend spectrum and frequencies vacated will be ‘restacked’
leading to a more efficient reorganisation of the remaining broadcast spectrum band. Thus the
process consists of three main steps viz. ASO, restack and then reallocate spectrum.
The Australian Media and Communications Authority (ACMA) is tasked by the Commonwealth
Government to deal with the responsibility of allocation within the 700 MHz band Digital Dividend.
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ACMA is scheduled to auction the 700 MHZ band together with the 2.5 GHz band in April 2013 .
Prior to arriving at this position, ACMA conducted an industry wide consultative process that informed
its current position on the allocation of the 700 MHz Digital Dividend. The 700 MHz and 2500 MHz
125
spectrums scheduled to be auctioned off is divided into ‘lots’ defined by frequency and geography.
When configuring the Digital Dividend spectrum, the ACMA believed that international harmonisation
with the Asia-Pacific region as opposed to America (Region 2) or Europe-Africa (Region 1) would
ideally maximise and yield economic benefits to Australia.
The ACMA is planning to allocate the following frequency ranges as spectrum licences through a
single auction commencing on 16 April 2013:


703–748 and 758–803 MHz (the 700 MHz band)



2500–2570 and 2620–2690 MHz (the 2.5 GHz band).
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For the 700 MHz band category, one product contains nine generic ‘lots’. Each lot consists of 10 MHz
in paired configuration (2×5 MHz), with a block of 5 MHz in the upper and lower parts of the band
separated by 55 MHz, and which includes a 10 MHz mid-band gap (748–758 MHz). The mid-band
gap would not be available in the auction.
For the 2.5 GHz band category, there are 11 products, each containing 14 generic ‘lots’. Each lot
consists of 10 MHz in paired configuration (2×5 MHz), with a block of 5 MHz in the upper and lower
parts of the band separated by 120 MHz, and which includes a 50 MHz mid-band gap (2570–2620
MHz). The mid-band gap will similarly not be available in the auction.
Each of the 11 products provides for coverage across a discrete area within Australia. An important
factor to consider when comparing South Africa’s approach to that of the model used in Australia is
that the Australian Digital Dividend is contained between the frequencies 694 and 802 MHz whilst in
South Africa the Digital Dividend will comprise two portions viz., between the frequencies 694 – 790
MHz and 790 – 862 MHz. It must be further noted that in the case of South Africa, the First and
Second Digital Dividend is unlikely to be realised simultaneously. Additionally in South Africa, the
delay in the attainment of the First Digital Dividend affects the realision of the Second Digital Dividend.

9.1.2. UK
The UK Government took a decision in 2003, that out of the 368 MHz of spectrum utilised by analogue
terrestrial television services, 256 MHz of this spectrum would be reserved for DTT as at Digital
Switch Over (DSO). This would effectively leave 112 MHz of spectrum available for other use. Within
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the 256 MHz of spectrum reserved for DTT, spare capacity ‘can be made available for new use that
will interleave (i.e. share) successfully with broadcast transmitters’. In the UK, the Digital Dividend is
made up of interleaved spectrum plus the 112 MHz spectrum made available after the DSO.
The UK government through its regulator OFCOM engaged in consultations on the best use of
spectrum in the 700MHz band. The UK adopted a view that DTT is many times more efficient than
analogue television, hence additional services can be provided to viewers whilst using less spectrum.
Following DSO, there are 2 main frequency bands that are planned to be released as part of the
vacated spectrum:


The “600MHz” band (UHF channels 31 to 37, from 550 to 606 MHz) where potential use after
DSO could include DTT, mobile broadband, mobile TV, programme making and special
events (PMSE), etc.



The “800MHz” band (UHF channels 61 to 69, from 790 to 862 MHz), harmonised throughout
Europe to be allocated to mobile broadband use after DSO.

The remaining UHF channels (21 to 30 and 39 to 60) are regarded as part of the “interleaved”
spectrum capacity available that will be used after DSO to carry the existing 6 DTT MUXes.
The “600MHz” band is being cleared through DSO and could be made available from 2013 onwards.
Ofcom has given an indication that the provision of new DTT MUXes is a possible use for this
spectrum. The UK currently has a total of 6 DTT MUXes and completed its digital migration in 2012.
.

9.1.3. France
The “France Numérique 2012” Plan sets out the roadmap for the evolution of digital services across
France. By 2012, the allocation of the majority of the Digital Dividend frequencies to audio-visual
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services was expected to allow for the equivalent of 11 DTT MUXes covering approximately 95% of
the French population and 2 mobile TV MUXes catering for 80% population coverage. The 11 DTT
MUXes were to have enabled a widespread move to HDTV with an expected total of 40 HDTV
channels being envisaged.
The allocation of 72MHz to electronic communications services will enable 99% of the French
population to have access to very high-speed fixed/mobile broadband and to benefit from new and
127
competitive electronic communications services. France allocated 72 MHz of spectrum
to
electronic communications services in the “France Numérique 2012” Plan which corresponds to the
sub-band identified by the 2007 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-07) for electronic
communications services, and lies between 790MHz and 862MHz.
The regulator in France, ARCEP awarded 60MHz of the 72MHz Digital Dividend to telecoms
operators as shown in Table 49 below.
Table 49: Digital dividend awarded to mobile operators in France

French 800 MHz Digital Dividend Licensees

129

128

December 2011

Spectrum gained

Frequency

Bouygues Telecom

2x10 MHz

Block A: 791-801 MHz, 832-842 MHz

SFR

2x10 MHz

Block B+C: 801-811 MHz, 842-852 MHz

Orange

2x10 MHz

Block D: 811-821 MHz, 852-862 MHz

France implemented the DVB-T standard in 2005 as follows:


The services use 6 MUXes



The network consists mostly of a MultiFrequency Network (MFN) configuration



The DVB-T MUXes are deployed using the following parameters:
 64-QAM modulation
 Guard Interval (GI) 1/32
 FEC rate 2/3
 Carrier type (FFT) 8k
 Overall MUX capacity of 24.1Mbit/s



Rooftop reception



Each MUX offers 6 SDTV programmes using MPEG 2 compression, or 5 SDTV and 1 HDTV
using MPEG 4 compression, or 3 HDTV channels.
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http://www.ihs.com .From article titled “France Awards Digital Dividend Mobile Licences to Three Main Operators, Iliad
Loses Out” published on 23 December 2011 accessed on 21 January 2013,
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France TV and radio regulator the CSA recommended the use of DVB-T2 as the next standard for
DTT. The adoption of the DVB-T2 standard is expected to allow broadcasters to air four or more HD
channels over a single MUX using MPEG4 compression. This will be favourable for the development
of HDTV, which is expected to be supported by 95% of TV sets in France by 2015. France completed
its digital migration in December 2011.

9.1.4. Germany
Germany uses the DTT broadcasting platform to provide mainly portable reception for terrestrial
television. DTT is received on a regional basis with approximately 16 different regions receiving
coverage.
The MUXes vary from 3 to 8 per region. MUX parameters include the following:


16QAM because it is more robust catering for a more demanding multipath environment



Large guard interval GI ¼ symbol length is used in order to allow the operation of SFNs



FEC 2/3 parameter yielding



MUX capacity of 13.27Mbit/s



MUX carries 4 SDTV programmes using MPEG 2 compression

Although Germany was once dubbed a front runner in conducting DVB-H and HDTV trials, only SDTV
with limited HDTV programmes are currently broadcast recognising that high MUX capacity is required
for HDTV whilst trying to balance efficient use of spectrum.

9.1.5. Kenya
Kenya plans to switch off analogue television broadcasting in 2013 in ‘Nairobi and environs’ where
DTT is in place. Kenya’s Digital Transition Committee (DTC) is responsible for the implementation of
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digital television and also for advising the Government on the digital migration process .
The Kenyan Government, on the advice of DTC approved the DVB-T standard which the public
broadcaster KBC has already implemented in Nairobi and its surroundings. This was subsequently
upgraded to the DVB T2 standard.
Benefits which Kenya expects to benefit from the deployment of DTT include:


Higher spectrum efficiency,



Improved picture quality and clearer sound,



Availability of more broadcasting channels providing more choice for audiences and consumers,



Interactivity and access to electronic programming guide (EPG) amongst other features,



Market for content creation is expected to grow as a result of providing content for additional
channels, and where



Pay television broadcasters are planned to be accommodated on the DTT platform
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The signal distribution market was opened up to competition in order to help fast track the deployment
of digital transmission and intended to lower barriers to entry. Signal distribution companies were
131
subsequently licenced into the Kenyan market including a company owned by KBC.
Furthermore, Kenya intends to conduct a replanning exercise with respect to spectrum freed as a
result of the migration to digital broadcasting. The spectrum is expected to be reassigned to the ICT
industry in order to enable and support an increasing need for wireless communication services.
Kenya has been quite progressive in establishing an Innovation Hub (iHub) in Nairobi to catalyse
growth in the ICT sector, creating jobs and where there is a focus on local content creation and
applications development.
Some of the challenges faced in the process of deploying digital television include a lack of availability
of STBs and private companies were encouraged to import STBs. There seems to be awareness in
Kenya for the need to balance public interest with investment in the television industry. Once the
migration process is complete, Kenya expects the Digital Dividend spectrum to be freed up and be
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surrendered to CCK , the telecoms regulator for re-planning and re-assignment. The reassignment
exercise aims to consider competing radio communication services that require access to spectrum.

9.2. Global Trends in Digital Television Broadcasting
Development of new high-quality DTT services will provide a valuable contribution in the upliftment of
the quality of socio-economic living standards for the majority of the population. DTT can also
address universal service goals and help to reduce unequal access to media delivery services
between urban and rural communities across the economic spectrum.
In the European Union (EU), 275 million people depend on terrestrial broadcast services for daily
access to audio-visual content. Over 1 800 TV channels are delivered via the terrestrial networks to
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consumers and citizens enabling diversity of choice and content.
A forecasted look at DTT deployment is unlikely to be limited to a straight-forward digital equivalent
replacement of the former analogue broadcast systems. An essential evolution of DTT systems will
include a significant increase of picture quality (replacement of SDTV by HDTV, and, ultimately by 3D
and UHDTV services) and the introduction of new services (non-linear television and multimedia
content broadcasting) with an associated increase of spectrum demand.
The relevant TV frequency bands in the GE06 Agreement are:
 VHF Band III: 174-230 MHz
 UHF Bands IV & V: 470-862 MHz
The significance of this spectrum has increased tremendously as a result of the transition from
analogue to DTT broadcasting.
Globally many Administrations have introduced or plan to introduce Digital TV in the UHF band and
envisage a realisation of the Digital Dividend yield in the near future. Compared with analogue
television services, DTT services provides viewers with high quality video and high fidelity audio as
well as with an overall interference resilient reception capability. Despite this, the transition to digital
broadcasting across many countries included dealing with TV audiences who were not always willing
or ready to change citing no net benefits as a reason. Therefore the trend shows that both public
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Source: Document 6A/TEMP/61Subject: WRC-15 Agenda item 1.2
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consultative processes as well as national communication campaigns are key components of a
migration plan.
With regard to spectrum management, DTT services enable a more efficient channel arrangement
due to its robustness to interference and if configured appropriately, can also provide wider coverage
than analogue equivalents using the same power. In relative terms, despite many setbacks in South
Africa’s transition to digital broadcasting, only a few countries across the globe have completed ASO
and DSO so it is still possible for South Africa to apply an accelerated program approach to meet the
ITU timelines as there are case studies to gain key insights from.
The realisation of the Digital Dividend in South Africa is difficult to predict with certainty as this is not
only contingent on spectrum being made available for broadband and other use, but on the
establishment of new players within a supportive regulatory regime attracting investment and where
jobs are created. This approach to the Digital Dividend is illustrated in Figure 43.

Figure 43: Approach for Calculation of Digital Dividend

This study provided a calculation of the spectrum as well as provided a comparative view of whether
an allocation of the spectrum for broadcasting or broadband purposes will be more economically
beneficial for South Africa. Like with other countries, the case for allocation to broadband is stronger.
Therefore, it is timely to consider how to most efficiently use the UHF band including the Digital
Dividend.
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A Look at Digital Transition in Other Countries
Country

Switch-off Date

Current DTT Status

Number of Viewers

Number of Channels

United
Kingdom
134
(UK)

DTT was launched in
the UK in 1998, with
analogue switch off
taking place between
2007 and 2012. The UK
completed its analogue
switch off or rather its
Digital Switch-on (DSO)
in 2012.

Three companies provide DTT channels in the UK,
Freeview, Top Up TV, and BT Vision. Freeview offers
the most free-to-air DTT channels. The UK is also
one of the few European countries where every
brand new digital TV comes equipped with a built-in
terrestrial tuner. DVB-T is the digital broadcasting
technology used by the UK.3 Digital TV in the UK
offers an assortment of benefits and services. The
benefits include HD channels and on-demand access
to TV shows and movies. The services range from
electronic programme guides being made available
on-screen, interactive content, improved sound and
picture quality, and there is even an option for easyto-use hard-disk recorders.

In 2011 the UK had
recorded 62.6 million DTT
receivers, with 34 million of
them being set-top boxes
and the remainder being
Integrated
Digital
Televisions, IDTVS. DTT
coverage after digital switch
on (DSO) increased to
between 90% and 98.5%

DTT in the UK contains
over 100 TV, radio and
interactive
services
broadcast via the UK's
terrestrial
television
network and which are
receivable with a standard
aerial. The majority of the
services which include
those from the former five
analogue
broadcasters,
are broadcast free-to-air
and a further selection of
encrypted pay TV are also
available.

DTT commenced in
January
2001
in
Australia’s
largely
populated areas. Since
then a staged area-byarea analogue switchoff program has been
announced with digital
transmitters
being
rolled
out
and

Digital television has been planned in VHF Band III
and UHF Bands IV and V; this is on the basis of an
assumed DVB-T system operating in 7 MHz
channels.

Australia
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The Impact of DTT within Europe. A report for BNE and DigiTAG 8 July 2011. Private and Confidential

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_terrestrial_television_in_the_United_Kingdom obtained February 2013
http://www.radioandtelly.co.uk/digitaltv.html obtained February 2013
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_terrestrial_television_in_Australia obtained February 2013

http://www.minister.dbcde.gov.au/media/media_releases/2008/077

15 new channels were
launched by the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation,
Special
Broadcasting
Service
launched,
Tasmanian
Digital
Television and various
commercial networks. Of
the 15 channels ABC had
to discontinue 2 of the

implemented in most
parts of the country. A
complete
analogue
switch-off date of 31
December 2013

Hong Kong

136

136

DTT was rolled out on
31 December 2007.
From
there
seven
transmitting stations all
came into service in
early August 2008, with
the coverage of DTT
broadcasting reaching
75% of the population.
It was Hong Kong’s
tentative
target
to
switch off analogue
broadcasting in the
year 2012. However,
actual
market
conditions and the takeup rate of the DTT
services by the general
public needs to be
taken into account. So
the
due
date
for

initial new channels due to
funding issues. 3 HD
channels were created
from
the
commercial
network channels and the
experimental
Amateur
Television repeater, which
was previously a single
analogue channel, was
converted into two digital
channels.
Hong Kong has adopted the Chinese national digital
terrestrial television (DTT) standard entitled
“GB20600-2006: framing structure, channel coding
and modulation for digital television broadcasting
system” for the transmission of DTT in Hong Kong.

Receiver sales in Hong
Kong as of 2011 exceeded
1.5
million
and
DTT
penetration is greater than
60%
of
Hong
Kong
households.

Hong
Kong
has
11
channels of which 4 are
broadcast
in
both
analogue and digital, whilst
the remainder are only
broadcast in digital. 4 of
the channels are HD
channels, with 3 only
available in digital.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_television_stations_in_Hong_Kong obtained in February 2013

DTT Success Stories UK, Hong Kong and New Zealand. Colin Prior Director of International Sales Strategy & Technology. ITU-AIDB–ABU Regional Workshop – Hanoi – 2324 May 2011 ©Strategy & Technology, 2011. Page 12.
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analogue switch off has
been moved to 2015.
France

137

137

France completed its
DSO in 2011.

As of 2011 France had 17.4 million DTT receivers,
with 12.5 million being set-top boxes and the
remainder IDTVS. The national digital terrestrial
service for France is Télévision Numérique Terrestre
(TNT). which formally arrived on 31 March 2005 after
a short testing period. TNT will support many new
channels as well as the current terrestrial television
stations. France uses DVB-T as a transmission
technology.

France has a minimum DTT
coverage, after DSO, of
95%.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_in_France

http://www.digitaltveurope.net/30811/france%E2%80%99s-new-dtt-channels-go-on-air/ obtained February 2013
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France has 25 free-to-air
DTT channels. Six of the
channels (HD1, L’Equipe
21, 6ter, Numéro 23, RMC
Découverte and Chérie 25)
were made available to the
French public in 2012

9.2.1. Profitability
The profitability of global markets is important in order to gauge the probable growth in South Africa.
Based on forecasts conducted of 80 countries, pay TV revenues will climb to US$200 billion in 2017,
up by US$23 billion on 2011 but up by only US$2 billion (1%) on 2016, according to a new report from
Digital TV Research. The forecasts are based on subscription and on-demand revenues. The Digital
TV World Revenue Forecasts report concludes that direct-to-home (DTH) digital broadcast satellite
(DBS) revenues will overtake cable TV revenues in 2015. DTH revenues will reach US$91 billion in
2017, up from US$76 billion in 2011.
Global pay TV revenues will only grow by 13.5% between 2011 and 2017. Latin America will enjoy a
57.5% increase, followed by Eastern Europe (48.5%), and Asia Pacific (40.1%). As for North America
revenues are expected to fall. Research shows that this is largely driven by a decline in subscriptions
138
known as ‘cord cutting’ in the US market . The Digital TV World Revenue Forecasts report
concludes that DTH (DBS) revenues will overtake cable TV revenues in 2015. DTH revenues will
139
reach US$91 billion in 2017, up from US$76 billion in 2011.

9.3.

Spectrum allocation for Ancillary services

9.3.1. UK
In the UK, broadcasters and media companies using ‘Programme Making and Special Event’ (PMSE)
require a license to operate their equipment. This includes uses of wireless microphone and talk back
devices. This is to ensure that there is coordination in the use of wireless equipment to avoid
interference. Broadcasters and others do not require a license if they make use of approved short
range devices using specific frequency bands and where this equipment operates below a specific
power. The UK subscribes to the European de-regulated harmonised license-free spectrum use
between 863 and 865 MHz. This situation is likely to continue being used beyond DSO even in the UK
but there may be reservations to this proposal
PMSE is an existing user of interleaved spectrum in the broadcasting spectrum. With respect to
140
141
spectrum for PMSE, the UK has ‘decided’
to reserve most of the available interleaved spectrum
to meet the needs of PMSE users.’
PMSE is an existing user of interleaved spectrum in the
broadcasting spectrum. OFCOM is of the view that PMSE users would find it difficult to coordinate a
bid for access to spectrum, and that consequently there is a high risk of market failure. As a result,
142
OFCOM has decided “to award a single package of interleaved spectrum to a licensee with a Joint
Frequency Management Group (JFMG) that will act as a band manager”. The band manager is
expected to pay a charge for the spectrum based on an Administered Incentive Pricing (AIP) and is
thereby expected to be able to earn revenue by in turn charging its customers for access. OFCOM will
put into place regulation that will ensure that the ‘band manager’ has to meet reasonable demand from
PMSE users on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms. So long as these obligations are met,
the band manager will be able to allow others to make use of its spectrum.
As a result of digital transition, OFCOM has had to replace UHF channel 69 previously reserved for
PMSE use with channel 38 on a licensed basis.

9.3.2. Australia
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Deloitte TMT Predictions 2013: The reality of cord cutting in North America – page 33
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/2173206/digital_tv_world_revenue_forecasts

Licencees called Joint Frequency Management Group a privately owned spectrum management company
providing spectrum coordination and licensing services http://www.jfmg.co.uk/
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In Australia, Wireless Audio Systems
are treated as Low Interference Potential Devices (LIPD)
class licences as they constitute low power devices.
The following are applicable to LIPD class licences:
 Devices are typically low power transmitters providing short range communications;
 Devices do not require individual frequency coordination for interference management purposes;
and
 All users operate in the same spectrum segment on a shared basis.
Additionally, the authority;
 Governs frequencies bands that may be used (and radiated power limits);
 Prescribes equipment standards; and the
 Authority may specify other technical and operational parameters.
There is no requirement to apply for a licence and there are no licence fees applicable. As an
example, the Digital Audio Broadcasting repeaters operating in the 174 – 230 MHz band are covered
by the LIPD class licence provided their maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) does
not exceed 3 mW.
Condition of operation of class licence devices
With reference to managing interference, some devices have the capacity to be retuned should these
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be causing interference to others. LIPDs operating in the ISM band are not afforded protection from
interference caused by ISM applications.
After DSO, Australia will consider two blocks of spectrum for wireless audio devices operating within
broadcast bands IV and V, viz.:
1. 520 – 694 MHz (which is the remaining broadcast spectrum after digital migration in Australia)
with unused channels or ‘white spaces’ targeted for use by wireless audio equipment,
2. 694 – 820 MHz (126 MHz of Digital Dividend Spectrum) – expected to be utilised for next
generation mobile broadband services LTE and 4G. The band plan for spectrum is dubbed
‘Work in Progress’ along with other countries (harmonisation plan with Asia Pacific region
145
anticipated) . There are plans to implement a 2x45 MHz blocks of spectrum with a 10 MHz
mid-band gap. Guard bands are potential segments of spectrum that could be used for
wireless audio equipment where this is subject to further technical studies.
In Australia, the use of equipment with large tuning ranges has been recommended as there is no
finality on the matter of which frequency bands will be available after the digital switchover. There is
provision of information regarding the frequencies that are available to users of LIPD class licence
equipment. Figure 45 below shows Australia’s proposed channelling arrangement for the Digital
Dividend spectrum.
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Information from ACMA website http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_312475 on 11 January
2012
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The ISM bands recognised in Australia include; 918-926 MHz , 2400-2500 MHz , 5725-5875 MHz
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Accurate as at date of writing this report
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Figure 44: Australia's proposed channel arrangement for the Digital Dividend spectrum
From ACMA website http://www.acma.gov.au/

9.3.3. Singapore
146

Singapore adopted the DVB-T2 digital television standard . It is planning to fully switchover in 2020
in accordance with the transition timeframes agreement reached in the ASEAN region. On switch on
of digital television, four FTA television channels out of seven will be offered in the HDTV format with
the remainder being offered in the SDTV format. These are scheduled to be available as HDTV
services by the end of 2013. Singapore is on course to deploy HDTV as a standard offering.
Microsoft led the Singapore White Spaces Pilot Group (SWSPG) conducting wireless broadband
147
trials , making use of white spaces in the UHF broadcast spectrum. The trials are configured within
the 700 MHz Digital Dividend band. These trials are being regarded as serious commercial pilot
deployments and not just as an academic exercise whereby the trials are specifically aimed at
achieving the following:
 Setting the standards for white space platforms;
 Wi-Fi access in difficult terrain for wireless and;
 Machine to Machine (M2M) application for smart grids.

9.4.

White space trials

A number of regulators have licensed trials of WSDs and associated databases. Broadly these fall into
two categories of pilot testing viz., Proof of Concept (PoC) and commercial application trials:
 PoC trials seek to demonstrate that cognitive radio systems, predominantly of geolocation type, are
capable of facilitating a white space network whilst preventing interference to incumbent services.
Such trials feature significant field signal measurements and where the outputs from this relay data
to inform regulatory frameworks and parameter setting decisions.
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From the Singaporean regulator website http://www.mda.gov.sg/Public/DigitalTV/Pages/DigitalRoadmap.aspx
accessed on 5 February 2012
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http://www.rethink-wireless.com/2012/09/05/singapore-launches-white-spaces-trials.htm accessed on 5
February 2013
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 Commercial application trials are being conducted in countries where white space policy is
complete or well advanced. These trials have limited association with the regulator and are
focused on how to commercially exploit the accessible white space.
Some of the most significant and influential trials of both categories are summarised below.

9.4.1. Cambridge, UK – PoC trial (2011-2012)
The Cambridge trials were performed by a consortium of 11 (currently 17) companies including
Microsoft and Neul, a white space specialist technology developer. The primary aim was to test the
technical feasibility of specific TVWS applications, including rural broadband, and to assist Ofcom in
148
setting the regulatory framework.
The key findings were:
 Geolocation databases can potentially provide a reliable and responsive way to control frequency
use by WSDs and prevent interference to TV and PMSE services.
 The geolocation database could allow spectrum access to be adapted to accommodate changes in
the television service during DSO and temporary requirements for wireless microphone
applications.
 Licensed services received the necessary protection. No reports of reception problems were
received and field measurements proved the validity of Ofcom’s protection requirement
parameters.
 Spectrum monitoring through real-time networks of low-cost monitoring nodes could further
optimise WSD usage of channels indicated as available.

9.4.2. Turku, Finland – PoC trial (2012-2014)
FICORA issued a test licence to Turku University of Applied Sciences to trial WSDs in the 470-790
MHz frequency range, over a 40 km x 40 km area populated by 300,000 people. The trial is based on
a geolocation database deployed by Fairspectrum Oy, which is accompanied by Nokia and others in
149
the WISE project consortium. The trial seeks to conduct field testing and research on commercial
applications of WSDs that are currently in product development stage. The study will include:
 Modelling and mapping geographical, spectral, and temporal distributions of TV signal power. This
is to be followed by developing algorithms to detect TVWS opportunities and to manage WSDs to
prevent harmful interference.
 Field work, laboratory measurements and computer simulations to assess whether WSDs can
operate without causing harmful interference to local TV broadcast signals.
 Commercial analysis to consider use cases and business cases for TVWS operations, estimated
quantity and value of the spectrum resources in Europe, the impact of various regulatory decisions,
and the value of database efficiency. Geolocation system vulnerabilities will also be assessed and
150
solutions suggested.
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Cambridge TV White Spaces Trial: A summary of the technical findings, Cambridge White Spaces Consortium, See:
http://www.cambridgewireless.co.uk/docs/Cambridge%20White%20Spaces%20Trial%20-%20technical%20findingswith%20higher%20res%20pics.pdf
Fairspectrum Provides TV White Space Database for Europe's First Geolocation Radio License, PR Newswire, See:
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/fairspectrum-provides-tv-white-space-database-for-europes-first-geolocationradio-license-167517285.html
WISE overview, WISE, See: http://wise.turkuamk.fi/?page=overview
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9.4.3. Ohio, US - Broadband and telemedicine commercial applications trial
(2010-2011)
In December 2011 Spectrum Bridge was certified by the FCC as the first TV white space database
151
provider in the US.
Prior to this, it teamed up with Google to trial new commercial uses for its
prototype database system. A broadband and telemedicine application trial, based in Ohio, was aimed
at increasing the bandwidth and coverage of the Hocking Valley Community Hospital’s existing WiFi
services. WiMax devices were re-banded to work in the UHF TV channels and were successfully
deployed for the following applications:
 Broadband access inside hospital buildings;
 Outdoor video surveillance for security operations; and
 Portable network for transferring data from Emergency Medical Service (EMS) vehicles to the EMS
152
data systems.

9.4.4. Singapore - Commercial application trials (2012-2013)
Following PoC trials carried out in 2011, the IDA has approved test licenses for the Singapore White
Spaces Pilot Group (SWSPG) to conduct a set of commercial pilot deployments. The consortium of
organisations aims to explore applications for TVWS and gather white spaces data to assist the IDA
and other regulators with implementing regulatory frameworks.
The trials will make use of a database created by Microsoft Singapore and will primarily test the
feasibility of three WSD applications:
 Providing wireless connectivity in environments that consist of dense vegetation and challenging
terrain;
 Offering long-range wireless Internet coverage across the waters of Singapore harbour; and
 Supporting smart grid applications that will impact the million households in Singapore.
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Chairman Announces Approval of White Spaces Database Spectrum Bridge, FCC, See:
http://www.fcc.gov/document/chairman-announces-approval-white-spaces-database-spectrum-bridge
Google and Spectrum Bridge Deliver Enhanced Broadband Access and Telemedicine Applications to Healthcare Providers,
Spectrum Bridge, See: http://www.spectrumbridge.com/ProductsServices/WhiteSpacesSolutions/successstories/logan.aspx
TV whitespaces ready ofr pilot deployments, Singapore Hardware Zone, See: http://www.hardwarezone.com.sg/tech-newstv-white-spaces-ready-pilot-deployments/official-press-release
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10.Implementation Roadmap

An implementation roadmap is used to provide direction on how the Second Digital Dividend will be
addressed from a policy and regulatory perspective. In this chapter, the following topics are discussed
and final recommendations follow on each of the identified topics:
 Policy review
 Regulatory review
 Finalisation of all the trials
 Licensing methods
 Licensing processes
 Implementation time lines
 Post migration landscape and planning considerations
The national ICT imperatives alongside objectives outlined in the National Development Plan (NDP)
seek to implement 100% broadband access by 2020. The achievement of this will not be possible
without deployment of wireless networks. Thus the availability of spectrum within the First and Second
Digital Dividends will facilitate a quicker deployment of broadband wireless networks and services
which in turn will accelerate the GDP economic multiplier activities linked to broadband.
The starting point for implementing the Digital Dividend allocation process is to begin with a
stakeholder consultation process to solicit views on the best approach to be followed in licensing this
spectrum. This will typically commence from a policy perspective and then lead to the development of
a supportive regulatory framework to be followed by ICASA.

10.1. Policy review
An important starting point for the DoC would be to consider undertaking a review of the existing
Broadcasting and Telecommunication Policies and Policy Directives. The main aim of doing this is to
effect the creation of an enabling environment for implementation of digital broadcasting services and
the introduction of broadband wireless network services within the Digital Dividend spectrum which
would be released as a result of the implementation of DTT.
Furthermore the beneficiaries of the Digital Dividend spectrum, particularly the incumbent operators,
may have to be migrated from certain radio spectrum holdings, which they currently utilise to provide
services, in order to access the new allocations. As such, the newly accessible radio spectrum would
affect, in some cases, spectrum rights of existing network operators and therefore disruption of
services should be avoided or minimised.
The DoC should carefully consider the implications of making available the 700 MHz and 800 MHz
spectrum blocks either as separate units or as a contiguous, unified re-farmed and re-stacked unit to
be made available for broadband wireless network service providers. This issue and approach applies
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equally for spectrum licensing of the current network operators and introduction of new network
operators.
In the event that the 700 MHz and the 800 MHz spectrum is licensed as a unified unit for broadband
services, the DoC may have to reconsider the current draft regulatory position of licensing the
800MHz band along with the 2600MHz band because not all network operators see value in the
stated pairing. This makes the point for why access to the Digital Dividend spectrum calls for a wider
review of broadband spectrum policies in the country.
Universal Service Obligations (USO), along with universal access licensing requirements also need to
be reviewed. Additional programming channels that result from implementation of DTT services have
created more capacity for introduction of new television and radio broadcasting services over the 470
– 694 MHz spectrum. As a consequence, post ASO, there is ample room to accommodate more
national, regional and community based broadcasting services consisting of locally produced content
and services in South Africa.
Along these lines, access to additional radio spectrum for implementation of broadband wireless
networks calls for a review of provision related to universal service and universal access. This is even
more crucial as one of the overriding arguments for the release of the 700MHz and 800MHz spectrum
blocks is the capability to offer better communication reach at relatively lower costs for provision of
wireless broadband services in rural, remote and under-serviced areas. This is an opportunity for the
DoC to offer the spectrum in expectation of improved broadband service provision in designated
underserviced areas.

10.2. Regulatory review
The Regulatory approach will largely be driven by strategic policy directions that are developed and
published by the DoC.
Under the current Electronics Communications Act, the Regulator will need to undertake a process to
review the Radio Spectrum Band plans for both Broadcasting and Telecommunication Services. In
addition, the introduction of digital broadcasting services and new digital wireless services call for a
review of the licensing regime. Introduction of spectrum fees to cover all radio spectrum licensing
scenarios may require the Regulator to review the Spectrum Licensing Fees and Tariffs for
implementation in a changing communications landscape.
Furthermore, the Regulator should draft regulations to govern the introduction of new broadband
services. Along with the review of broadcasting and broadband service licensing processes, the
Regulator should consider universal service and universal access components for all new licensees
receiving an award of new radio spectrum licenses to operate wireless network services.

10.3. Finalisation of all trials
As good practise, network trial licenses usually are timebound and as such should not unduly affect
regulatory processes. However, situations may arise, particularly during transition of services such as
DTT, during which it may be necessary to impose a moratorium on trial network licensing especially
within the UHF band.
The Regulator is empowered to act in the best interest of the country to manage the licensing of trial
services and is not expected to encounter any problems to administer this process successfully. Thus
milestone completion dates must be put into place for the white space trials, T-DMB trials as well as
other PoC trials being conducted in South Africa where these tests are configured within the First and
Second Digital Dividend spectrum range.
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10.4. Licensing methods
There are a number of licensing processes and procedures that the Regulator has at its disposal.
Once the Digital Dividend spectrum has been released, it can be vacated, re-stacked and then refarmed through being reassigned for wireless broadband services in South Africa. ICASA can proceed
to license eligible Network Operators to access this spectrum through a once-off initial cost, which can
be followed by annual recurring license fees paid by operators in line with spectrum licensing
regulations.

An alternative form of licensing not yet used in South Africa is that of auctioning radio spectrum to the
highest bidder, with the Regulator putting forward a reserve minimum spectrum fee. The Regulator
needs to further explore the auction process as it may result in the realisation of higher upfront
revenue for highly sought after spectrum such as the 700MHz and 800MHz bands. Some of the
revenues raised through the auction process could be utilised to fund the migration of incumbent
broadcasters to the new frequency plan much faster than where incumbents are not incentivised to
vacate certain radio frequency bands. Given the deadlines to complete migration in South Africa, the
suitability of this method will need to be comprehensively assessed. Furthermore, learnings from
auctions conducted in the European market suggest that following a similar route in South Africa is not
advisable.

Figure 45: An illustration of ITU spectrum licensing procedure

In either case, the Regulator would be in a position to levy and collect annual radio spectrum fees
from licensed operators.

10.5. Licensing processes
In line with Regulations in South Africa there are various forms of licensing that are contained in the
Electronics Communications Act where these are designed to set a distinction between different
categories.






Electronic Communications Network (ECN) licenses are generally issued for infrastructure
based operators for the provision of telecommunications and/or broadcasting networks,
whether for fixed or mobile network services.
Electronic Communication Network Services (ECNS) licenses are issued for the delivery of
services where network ownership is not required.
Radio Frequency Spectrum licensing.
Class Licenses are for operation within a specific geographic area.
Individual Communications Network Services (I-ECNS) license are broadly national with no
territorial restrictions.
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Broadcast Services licensees include Public Free-to-Air, Subscription Services and
Community or Non-profit operators

The current licensing process and types of licensing should in all probability be maintained with minor
alterations should the Regulator deem this as necessary. The Regulator should in due course review
the licensing process to take advantage of network and infrastructure convergence that result from
technology advancements across broadcasting and communications platforms. It is important to note
that whilst the processes are still largely relevant, the capacity to carry out these processes effectively
by the Regulator may be problematic.

10.6. Implementation time lines
Timelines for implementation of access to spectrum within the Digital Dividend largely depends on the
successful introduction of DTT services, the speed of uptake for DTT services, incentives provided by
government to improve the public take-up of set-top boxes, public awareness campaigns, introduction
of lucrative programming services by television broadcasters especially FTA broadcasters and
ultimately, the achievement of a critical mass of DTT set-top boxes to allow for Analogue Switch-Off
(ASO) to be implemented.
Nonetheless, if all conditions are met in South Africa, it is conceivable that ASO may commence
sometime during the course of 2015 which is the proposed ITU timeframe.
ASO would immediately be followed by a DTT Digital-to-Digital migration process that is aimed at retuning the digital transmitters and shifting all DTT broadcasting services to below 694MHz. This
process will then release the Digital Dividend spectrum ranging between 694-862MHz. Depending on
the efficiency of the network operator or DTT common signal distribution operator, indications are that
this particular process may be achieved in stages over a period that could very well exceed a 12month time-frame.

Figure 46: Implementation stages to DTT broadcasting

Furthermore, the process adopted could lead to an almost simultaneous release of both the 700MHz
and 800MHz Digital Dividend spectrum. It is important that the National Policies and Regulations for
DTT and wireless broadband services are developed earlier to create a more conducive operating
environment offering predictability and stability in advance of the actual availability of spectrum. A
common and synchronised working process needs to be established between the DoC and ICASA to
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achieve success in ensuring a relatively smooth management of events leading up to the licensing of
operators.

10.7. Post-migration landscape and planning considerations
The re-alignment of the radio spectrum blocks resulting from the DTT process and the release of
Digital Dividend spectrum blocks will broadly be represented as illustrated in Figure 47.

Figure 47: New DTT broadcasting and broadband spectrum blocks

The DoC would need to consider the possibility of implementing policies for access to the 700MHz
and 800MHz Digital Dividend spectrum blocks at the same time as both blocks are likely to be
released through the DTT migration process concurrently.
However, the process to achieve policy and regulatory clarity and predictability need to be
implemented much earlier than the anticipated spectrum availability. In terms of timelines, this means
that the regulatory processes and stakeholder consultation process needs to be well underway. The
growth of the communications industry in South Africa will thrive more readily, speedily and
comprehensively when rules of engagement are clear, concise and predictable. This impacts directly
on the decision makers planning on making investments in the industry.
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11.Conclusion and recommendations

Based on the findings of this study as well as information quantified, analysed and provided in this
report the following recommendations and conclusions are drawn:

11.1. Amendments to GE06 plan
Despite the licensed broadcasters indicating a keeness to retain the 700 MHz spectrum for provision
of broadcasting services, the merit of doing this is difficult to justify. The Regulator through it’s plan
containing a targeted 7 MUX DTT solution caters for the creation of ample capacity to accommodate
existing broadcasters as well as potentially new entrants offering a combination of SD and HDTV
channels.
There is no information or finding supporting a strong and compelling case for keeping the 700 MHz
band for broadcasting services. While the 470 – 694 MHz band is capable of supporting 140 SD or 42
HD terrestrial channels or a combination of SD and HD channels, an analysis of information from the
primary and secondary research as well as other findings established in this study indicate that
broadcasting services are more than sufficiently catered for.
Furthermore, broadcasting services have access to additional VHF spectrum ranging from 170 MHz to
230 MHz, which also becomes available during ASO. Thus, broadcasting requirements for South
Africa do not need any more spectrum than that which has been earmarked for digital terrestrial
broadcasting services in the identified VHF and UHF blocks.
The outcome of this conclusion is that 700 MHz Digital Dividend can and should be released for
services other than terrestrial broadcasting services. More specifically this spectrum can be allocated
for IMT services as envisaged within the confines of ITU Resolution 232 (WRC-12) and applied
towards the implementation of wireless broadband services.

11.2. GE 06 recommendations
11.2.1. Allocation of Digital Dividend spectrum
Indications are that the current plans proposed by the Regulator provide sufficient room for existing
broadcasters to transition their existing analogue channels to digital transmission and there is enough
spare capacity for these broadcasters to also develop new digital channels in SD, HD or SD-HD
combinations.
The 470 – 694 MHz DTT band has more than sufficient room for licensing of additional digital
television broadcasting services on national, regional and community levels provided no consideration
is made for ultra HD and 3D TV on the DTT platform in the short to medium term.
An assessment of the current broadcasting landscape in South Africa shows the dominance of a few
players as well as ongoing difficulty for the SABC to fulfil its PSB remit. Projecting this together with
other economic data into the future, it remains highly unikely that a signifincatly expanded TV offering
will be sustainable. This is borne out by an increase in cost drivers to procure or produce additional
content. Sports and movie properties being attractive anchor content for multi-channel broadcasters
have already been secured by existing broadcasters making it difficult for new entrants to offer
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differentiated content offerings. The spectrum within the Second Digital Dividend should therefore be
allocated for telco use.

11.2.2. Broadcasting industry position
All broadcasters interviewed indicated a requirement for future broadcast spectrum planning. These
broadcasters further expressed a preference to keep the 700MHz band allocated to broadcasters. The
argument put forth is that the proposed DTT band will not be sufficient when considering new
advancements in technology, anticipated licensing of new broadcast channels in line with the ECA’s
objective of diversity of voices, broadening competition and black economic empowerment goals.
Most of the broadcasters have invested in HDTV aquisition, production and post production facilities.
This was cited as another reason to request additional spectrum because broadcasters are capable of
acquiring and producing HDTV content therefore would require additional bandwidth to broadcast the
HDTV programming.
Furthermore, existing broadcasters strongly believe that each requires a minimum allocation of a
single MUX for their own digital broadcasting services once the transition to digital broadcasting is
completed. This scenario may be reasonable in the medium to long term and should accordingly be
considered in the drafting of post DTT regulations. These regulations should also deal with the nonuse of spectrum within allocated MUXes in order to continually ensure efective spectrum management
and to prevent players from holding onto unused frequencies.

11.2.3. The ICASA digital broadcasting plan
The post-migration ICASA plan caters for the implementation of a 7 SFN MUX solution for South
Africa where this plan has been co-ordinated and supported by neighbouring countries in the SADC
region. More importantly this plan affords the broadcasters a DTT services capacity of 140 SD or 42
HD channels which comfortably allows for future growth and development of broadcast services in
South Africa. Furthermore, there is capacity within the VHF band to introduce more digital
broadcasting services in the future through the introduction of an additional 2 MUXes. The
comparative economic study suggests that the spectrum within the Second Digital Dividend is
awarded in favour of telco/broadband players.

11.3. Spectrum requirements for broadcasters:
Based on the findings of the study pertaining to spectrum requirements, the following conclusions and
recommendations are drawn:


If current broadcasters remain as the only licenced entities, then there is sufficient capacity to
accommodate their collective requirements, possibly including an allocation of 1 MUX per
broadcaster in the medium to long term but where such a request should be justified by
content expansion requirements and capability to provide additional content. Even where the
1 MUX may be awarded to a single broadcaster, ICASA should continue to monitor and
manage the usused spectrum within the MUX.



Based on a high level market and technical analysis, the South African market can
accommodate another FTA or subscription channel, where financial sustainability is a key
imperative. If the focus shifts to that of content diversity and increased market competition,
there is capacity to accommodate more broadcasters based on the technical capacity of 9
possible MUXes. Thus from a spectrum planning perspective for digital broadcasting and
market expansion within the the three tier broadcasting system, there is ample capacity for
current and new broadcasters to grow the market through additional and diversified content
offerings using the DTT broadcast platform.
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The ability to expand up to 9 MUXes configured within VHF and UHF will be more than ample
to cater for forecasted broadcasting requirements over the next 10 years.



The proposed 7 SFN MUXes will be sufficient to meet the broadcasters spectrum demands
translating to a provision capability of 140 SD channels or 40 HD channels.



The spectrum planning requirements satisfy a potential expansion need for mobile and fixed
broadcasting using digital broadcasting platforms.

When considering the allocation of the Second Digital Dividend, it is important to take into account the
view provided by telco operators. These parties presented a common view that frequencies within the
Second Digital Dividend range should be allocated to telcos, citing that broadcasters are sitting on
spectrum assets which they are unlikely to fully use even in the next 10 years. At the same time, the
MNOs are eager to be allocated the 2.6GHz spectrum in addition to benefiting from the Second Digital
Dividend.
This study has establised post-digital migration, ICASA has provided sufficient if not ample capacity
for broacasters for the next 5 to 10 years.
It is therefore recommended that:


VHF band III and UHF band IV be reserved for broadcasters;



High bandwidth television services viz., Ultra HD and 3D TV be allocated to satellite DTH
should a need arise in the short to medium term;



ICASA to consider allocating a full MUX to each of the broadcasters in the medium to long
term with stringent conditions for broadcasters to fulfil as part of the motivation requirements,
requesting broadcasters to demonstrate on-going financial viability and agreeing to cede
unused spectrum to ICASA;



ICASA to manage the aggregated MUX capacity on an on-going basis, taking into account
active and inactive use of allocated spectrum across the country;



700MHz be allocated to IMT with the creation of a contiguous band within the 800MHz First
Digital Dividend; and



MNOs and NOs be licenced to access the 800MHz as soon as this becomes available.

11.4. Sustainability of channels
Based on the model designed for predicting the number of sustainable channels, the following insights
were drawn:


The sustainability model, presented in this report, used a total market methodology that aims
to lessen the effect of inter-market competitiveness between role-players. The cost and
revenue drivers used in the forecast were calculated using annual financial statements of the
major players in order to emulate the three – tier broadcasting system in South Africa.



The market analysis undertaken showed that despite the SABC reporting a loss for three of
the past four years, MultiChoice and eTV achieved steady profit. Overall, there was good
growth in broadcasting with a total market profit margin for 2012 being just under 25%.
Excluding the financial performance of TOPTV, DTH market share grew establishing new
market share in the middle income LSM groupings. Alongside this, revenues were boosted
through an increase in advertising revenue and subscription income.
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Three different scenarios viz., conservative, base and optimistic were used to determine
channel sustainability into a long term forecast period. These scenarios yielded different
results although in percentage terms, the difference between the scenarios are only 1% from
the conservative to base and another 1% from base to optimistic. The impact of SD versus
HD under the different scenarios was deemed negligible.



The most probable outcome for the maximum number of sustainable television channels for
the South African market will lie between the two extreme outcomes observed in the scenario
analysis, i.e. in 10 years’ time, the maximum number of sustainable television channels will be
between 129 and 222 channels. Assuming the probability of the different scenarios follow a
normal distribution between these two extremes, the most probable number of sustainable
channels will be 175 channels. Given the size of South Africa in forecasted economic terms,
this is considered reasonable for the DTT platform to maintain sustainable channel operations
across broadcasters in a three tier broadcasting system.

11.5. Economic impact
Based on the findings of the economic and social impact of awarding the 700MHz spectrum, the
following conclusions and recommendations are made:


The overall value of 700MHz spectrum, over the period 2015 – 2026, would be in the region of
R3.5billion. This is noticeably lower than the value that has been placed on 800MHz and
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2600MHz spectrum in South Africa in previous reports , but still represents a significant
positive benefit.



The overall conclusion of this report is dependent on the number of sustainable channels
which have been calculated by Deloitte. If it were found that a greater number of channels
could be profitable, then increased benefits to broadcasting could change the overall
conclusions. However, given the material benefit that would be expected from awarding the
spectrum to mobile and network operators, there would need to be a significant uplift in
broadcasting demand for this to be the case.



The size of the telco market in lieu of market expansion catering for new entrants was also
considered at a high level. It was recognised that voice is described as being saturated in
current market terms. The continued growth trend in data usage across telco operators and
negative growth in fixed line were noted. Findings suggest room for new telco entrants as
well as potential consolidation of current market players through mergers and acquisition.
However for the telco market to grow, introduction of new players should not be simplistically
viewed as licencing more Network Operators. The entire telco value chain should be scanned
for opportunities to introduce new players and provide economic wealth creation opportunities
to these new players who can offer solutions in the form of supply chain as well as end user
telco products and services for Next Generation Network based convergence solutions.

11.6. Ancillary services
Based on the high level research undertaken, discussions with ICASA, broadcasters, MNOs and telco
operators the following conclusions and recommendations are made:
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The 470 – 862 MHz broadcasting band is earmarked for changes as a result of deployment of
digital television. The First and Second Digital Dividend, located in the 694 – 862 MHz range,

For example, Plum Consulting (2011) derived an overall increase in annual GDP of US$11billion in South
Africa. The results of this study indicate an increase of around US$15billion over the entire 12-year period.
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has been earmarked for allocation to IMT services. In addition to broadcast services, ancillary
services to broadcasting were allocated in this band although on a secondary basis.


The introduction of IMT services might impose restrictions on which services may be allowed
to share this spectrum except perhaps in the guard bands and centre gap of any proposed
IMT channel arrangement. This will apply to ancillary services with sub-bands within the
Digital Dividend.



The STLs affected by the digital migration process should be migrated to PTP microwave
links as proposed by the ICASA Frequency plan, taking financial implications into account.



Newer content acquisition production facilities e.g. HDTV cameras will require increased
bandwidth compared to SD wireless cameras. The capacity of current links allocated to these
wireless cameras and the like will have to considered when ICASA reviews the NRFP before
finalising the current frequency plan.



Broadcasters and affected stakeholders can still provide detailed input of requirements where
relevant. Broadcasters in particular should therefore closely scrutinise allocations made to
their services in the NRFP 12 and submit required input to cater for their future production
needs.



ICASA has made allocations for ancillary services in the draft NRFP 12 in a number of bands
for various services. As a result some spectrum has been allocated (on a secondary basis) to
various ancillary services. It is therefore recommended that all ancillary services be allocated
spectrum dedicated to these services, but where this is outside the broadcasting band. The
bands for PTP links should be used for STLs and appropriate spectrum fees should be
charged.



The DoC should encourage early policy development leveraging international best practice
examples of regulation and regultory development processes. All stakeholders agree that
protection of licensed TV band operators is paramount, but protection policies and specific
parameters should be fact-based and flexible e.g. discriminating between WSDs less likely to
cause interference and allowing greater operational flexibility to allow both the broadcasting
and telco market to grow and enjoy sustainable operations.

11.7. Longer term considerations for White Spaces
In the longer term, if approval for WSDs is granted, the DoC may need to consider some of the
following aspects.


Operational roles and responsibilities of state bodies: ICASA and Sentech will be pivotal in
facilitating policy development and trial activity but may be less well suited to the monitoring,
managing, operating, policing and enforcement roles within a TVWS regulatory framework.
These activities can become resource intensive requiring ongoing management of national
and regional databases amidst other functions. Governments in other countries will face
similar challenges and will most likely develop a number of solutions with different levels of
state involvement.



Evolution of TVWS regulatory framework: As use of TVWS matures and the ecosystem of
devices, operators and applications grows, regulatory frameworks may have to be adapted.
This is particularly true of technological advancements e.g. in the sensory system approach to
TVWS channel allocation.



Impact upon traditional frequency planning and spectrum management: The FCC and industry
commentators believe that the dynamic frequency allocation used to exploit TVWS could be
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applied to other frequency bands.
If management of TVWS proves particularly efficient
and harmless to existing services, proponents and regulators may look to see where else the
concept could be deployed.


High level calculations carried out in this study point towards an opportunity to exploit TVWS
in South Africa. It is recommended for a more in depth study to be conducted to determine a
more accurate view as well as define an implementation roadmap to guide policy formulation.

11.8. Implementation roadmap
The implementation roadmap strongly recommends a requirement for policy and regulations to be
in place in time before the 2015 ASO. It is also critical for the DoC to finalise policy on how the
Digital Dividend spectrum will be licenced and for ICASA to set the regulations pertaining to the
processes to be followed for the application, award and ongoing management of this spectrum.
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FCC explores dynamic spectrum options, Rethink Wireless,See: http://www.rethink-wireless.com/2011/01/05/fcc-exploresdynamic-spectrum-options.htm
Promoting more efficient use of spectrum through dynamic spectrum use technologies, FCC, See:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-10-198A1.pdf
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List of Acronyms

1080i/25-30

An HDTV image format with 1920 horizontal pixel x 1080 vertical
lines (i) interlaced scanning at 25 or 30 frames per second or 50
or 60 fields per second.

720p/50-60

An HDTV image format with 1280 horizontal pixel x 720 vertical
lines (p)rogressive scanning at 50 or 60 frames per second.

C-Band

4 to 8 GigaHertz (GHz) microwave band

DAB

Digital Audio Broadcasting

DTT

Digital Terrestrial Television

DVB

Digital Video Broadcasting

DVB-T

DVB – Terrestrial

DVB-T2

A second generation terrestrial transmission system taking
advantage of advanced modulation and forward error correction
(FEC) techniques. It is a performance improvement to DVB-T

e.r.p
Eureka-147
consortium -

Effective radiated power

FDD

Frequency Division Duplex – the duplexing scheme that supports
two-way radio communication by using two distinct radio
channels.

GE06

GE06 Agreement, Geneva 2006

HDTV

High-Definition Television

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

A technical body that initiated the original DAB (Digital Audio
Broadcasting) System.

Technically the same as MPEG4 AVC
ITU-T H.264
Ku Band

Microwave frequencies between 11.2 - 14.5 GHz

MFN
MPEG

Multiple Frequency Networks

MPEG4 AVC

Refers to ISO/IEC 14496-10, 2003. Information Technology –
Advanced Video Coding: A codec for video signals that is also
called AVC and is technically identical to the ITU-T H.264
standard. 14496-10. Geneva: ISO/IEC.

MHEG

Multimedia and Hypermedia Experts Group - a multimedia
presentation standard

MHP

Multimedia Home Platform

MISO

Multiple Input Single Output - smart antenna technology in which
multiple antennas are used at the source (transmitter). The
destination (receiver) has only one antenna. The antennas are
combined to minimize errors and optimize data speed. MISO is
one of several forms of smart antenna technology, the others

Moving Picture Experts Group
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being MIMO (multiple input, multiple output) and SIMO (single
input, multiple output)
NRFP

National Radio frequency Plan previously called South African
Table of Frequency Allocation (SATFA)

OpenTV

Interactive television technology offering a variety of enhanced
applications including EPG, HD, VoD, PVR, and home networking

PMR 446

Private Mobile Radio 446 MHz which are allowed to be used
without a license (Walkie Talkies)

SFN
SDTV

Single Frequency Network

TDD

Time Division Duplex is a duplexing scheme that uses a single
frequency to transmit signals in both the downstream and
upstream directions

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

VHF

Very High Frequency

Standard Definition Television
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Annexure A : Stakeholder list

Table 50: List of stakeholders*
Name of Stakeholder

Consulted

eTV

Yes

Multichoice/MNet/Orbicom

Yes

SABC

Yes

National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)

Yes

Cell C

Yes

MTN

Yes

Vodacom

Yes

Telkom/8ta

Yes

Smile

Yes

Neotel

Yes

Sentech

Yes

ICASA

Yes

*Additional inputs from a wider stakeholder group including the public sector, private sector as well as
the wider public to be solicited via a Discussion Document to be published by the DoC via
Government Gazette
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Annexure B : Modelling
Approach

This Annexure sets out the structure of the model and the approach used to estimate the economic
benefits of 700MHz spectrum usage.
Estimating BTS numbers
1. Project subscriber growth for each scenario. It is assumed that subscriber numbers will
increase over time. The number will rise further subject to spectrum availability, as it is
assumed that network coverage will grow as more spectrum is made available.
2. Project busy hour traffic demand to 2026 in reference to the Cisco forecast. The mobile traffic
volume per subscriber per month in South Africa is projected to 2026 based on the data points
for 2011 and 2016 as published by Cisco in their VNI Mobile Forecast Highlights, 20112016157. The annual traffic is estimated by multiplying the projected number of subscribers
and the projected monthly traffic volume per subscriber and the number of months in a year.
This represents traffic demand with no capacity and spectrum constraints i.e. the
unconstrained traffic demand.
3. The unconstrained demand is then converted into the busy-hour (BH) traffic demand in
gigabits per second Gbps assuming that 10% of the daily traffic is in busy hours and there are
260 busy days per year.

(
) (

)

4. The next step was to estimate the number of BTS required for the target network coverage.
Assuming that spectral efficiency is constant, the number of BTS is assumed to increase by
6% annually between 2012 and 2014, and
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Increase by 2% annually from 2015 onwards if 700MHz is not allocated to mobile
services; and



Increase by 2% annually between 2015 and 2016. If 700MHz is awarded to telco including
mobile, a larger area can be covered by the network with the same number of BTS.
Therefore, it further assumes that the overall growth in the number of BTS in the coverage
network is 0%, reflecting the benefit of lower frequency band in coverage and cost saving.

Cisco Virtual Networking Index paper. Available at:
http://www.cisco.com/web/solutions/sp/vni/vni_mobile_forecast_highlights/index.html#~Country
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In addition, when there is a new entrant to the market, it is assumed that the new entrant will
have to roll-out a minimum of 700 BTSs in the first year, another 800 in the second year and
158
further 900 in the third year to achieve the required network coverage , afterwards it will
follow the general trend of growth in the market for the rest of the modelling period. The
possibility of leasing and sharing of infrastructure was not considered for this study.
5. Estimate the available capacity provided by the coverage network BTS. This will take into
account the increase in spectral efficiency as a result of the 800MHz and eventual 700MHz
spectrum release. The assumptions on the annual increase in spectral efficiency over the
modelling period is summarised in Table 51 below.

Table 51: Assumption on annual spectral efficiency increases
Period

Without 700MHz

With 700MHz

2011 – 2014

0.05bps/Hz

0.05bps/Hz

2015 – 2016

0.10bps/Hz

0.10bps/Hz

2017 – 2025

0.10bps/Hz

0.20bps/Hz

Source: Deloitte analysis of industry estimates.
The average capacity per BTS site is calculated using the following formula.

Multiplying the average capacity per BTS site with the number of coverage sites estimated in
Step 4 gives the total capacity available in the coverage network.
6. Find the required number of BTS in the capacity network to meet the excess traffic demand
that is not supported by the coverage network capacity. This is calculated by dividing the
excess traffic demand by the average capacity per site.
Estimate the total number of BTS required in the network. Step 4 and Step 6 provide
estimates of the number of BTS required in the coverage network and capacity network.
Adding the two together gives the total number of BTS required in the network. As per Step
4, the possibility of leasing and sharing of infrastructure was not considered for this study.
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This assumption is based on the industry estimate.
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GVA estimation
GVA in this analysis is estimated by adding the employee salaries and benefits (W) to the operating
profit before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA).
VA = W + EBITDA
The historic numbers are extracted from the financial statements of the current mobile operators. For
the projection, the two parameters are assessed separately.
The employee salaries and benefits is the product of total number of employees and the average
employee pay and benefits. It is assumed that the number of employees is driven by the number of
operators and the number of subscribers. Therefore, the projection of the total number of employees
is based on an increase by 4.6% every year plus the percentage point change in the growth of the
subscriber numbers. For any year if the number of operators rises, the growth rate of employee
numbers is further uplifted by the same proportion in that particular year. The estimated average
employee pay and benefits are assumed to rise in the same rate as inflation.
The historic market EBITDA is extracted directly from the operators’ financial statement. The
projection of EBITDA is based multiplying revenue with the EBITDA margin, which consists of two
steps. Firstly, it is assumed that revenue will grow by 4.4% annually, and for any particular year if the
number of operators rises, the revenue growth rate will be further uplifted by the same proportion in
that particular year. Secondly the EBITDA margin is assumed to increase by 2 percentage points
yearly. However in any particular year, if the number of operators increase, the margin will go down in
proportion to the percentage change in the number of operators. It is also assumed that the EBITDA
margin will level out from 2020 onwards. Other than new operators, introducing new players within
the telco value chain was not specifically accounted for in this study although an opportunity to do so
was recognised.
Estimating impact of additional mobile broadband use on productivity
The impact of mobile services on GDP growth was measured in terms of the productivity improvement
generated by workers who benefit from the use of mobile broadband, i.e. the effective users. The
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evaluation framework is illustrated in Figure 48 below.

Total number of
effective users
x

=

Total output of
effective users

x

Average GDP
contribution per
mobile worker

Average
productivity
improvement
5%

=

Total
productivity
increase

Figure 48: Calculation of economic impact of productivity improvements
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There are a number of previous studies in this area. The approach used here reference on the paper by
GSMA, “Mobile telephony and taxation in Latin America”, 2012
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In this analysis, the annual busy hour usage per mobile broadband users (in Gbps) is projected based
on the data available from the Cisco VNI paper on the average usage of smartphone and tablet users.
It is assumed that the average usage per heavy user is 204 Mb per month in 2012, which increases by
118% annually till 2020 and then by 10% per year for the rest of the modelling period. It is further
assumed that up to 10% of the total mobile traffic is generated by leisure users, whose use does not
significantly contribute to the economic growth either. In other words, 90% of the BH mobile traffic
demand is generated by the effective users.
Mobile traffic demand can be met by either having more spectrum or rolling out more network
infrastructure. Holding the spectral efficiency constant, the amount of spectrum available determines
the capacity available in a coverage site. If the traffic demand increases beyond the coverage network
capacity, then the excess demand is met by additional network infrastructure, known as the capacity
network. In order to separate the impact of 700MHz spectrum on productivity improvement, the
capacity network infrastructure has to be held constant. The impact of competitive pricing for voice
and data was not taken into account for the purposes of this study as this requires micro-economic
modelling design.
For each scenario in the analysis, it is assumed that the network capacity is entirely provided by the
coverage network BTS. The network constrained demand is calculated by taking the lower value of
the unconstrained demand and the upper bound of the capacity of the coverage network, taking into
account the amount of spectrum available and spectral efficiency assumptions.
The number of effective mobile broadband users under constrained networks was then calculated by
dividing the constrained network demand by the estimated total busy hour usage of effective mobile
broadband users.
The average GDP contribution per worker is estimated by sector. The data on the employment and
GDP per sector is extracted from the South Africa National Statistics Office. It is assumed that each
sector has a proportion of workers who will experience improvement in productivity via accessing
mobile broadband for work purposes. This varies across different sectors, particularly in Transport and
Finance, and Business Services sectors the proportion is the highest. The weighted average GDP
contribution per average MBU worker in the economy is the sum product of GDP per worker and the
proportion of MBU by sector.
The table below summarises the input data and the assumptions on the proportion of mobile
broadband user by industry sector.
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Table 52: South Africa sector statistics 2011 and assumptions on mobile broadband user
proportions
Employment

GDP (ZAR

GDP per worker

(’000)

million)

(ZAR)

8,379

41,580

4,962

25%

518

99,672

192,417

25%

1,158

292,733

252,792

25%

Electricity, gas and water

59

34,798

589,789

25%

Construction

426

57,985

136,114

25%

1,700

235,404

138,473

50%

369

172,549

467,614

75%

1,831

402,500

219,825

75%

2,318

363,606

156,862

35%

Sector

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing

Wholesale , retail and motor trade;
catering and accommodation
Transport, storage and communication
Finance, real estate and business
services
General government services Personal
services

% MBU^

*Source: South Africa National Statistics Office “SA GDP Table 1-35 3q12”. ^Notes:MBU- mobile broadband
users. The percentage assumptions are industry estimates based on GSMA research papers.

Multiplying the total number of effective users and the average GDP contribution per worker gives the
total output of effective user. It is assumed that there is a 5% productivity improvement if workers have
access to wireless and mobile communications. Applying this percentage to the total output of
effective user provides the incremental economic value of the effective users.
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Annexure C: Technical Multipliers and Input-Output
Analysis

The indirect and induced effects are estimated by multiplying the direct value added by a factor (a
“multiplier”) to reflect how the initial spending ripples through the economy. Multipliers describe the
‘chain of effects’ by estimating the relationship between one measure of value creation, typically direct
effects, and other measures that capture indirect or induced effects. The chain of effects continues
until the money being spent is leaked outside of the country.
Multipliers are estimated using input-output analysis which was developed by Wassily Leontief in the
mid twentieth century. The input-output analysis is centred on the idea of inter-industry transactions,
such that industries use the products of other industries to produce their own products or provide
services. In other words, outputs from one industry become inputs to another.
Data for input-output model is normally available from National Statistical Offices. For instance, the
European Commission collates and publishes Supply-Use Input-Output tables (“the Input-output
Tables”) for all member states. The Use Tables can be used to derive multipliers for each industry.
The Input-output Tables are matrices of Product by Industry that contain information on the
intermediate demand that is the demand of any specific product for use in the production process of
any other products; and the final demand which consists of the final household, government
consumption expenditure and GVA. The total demand (q) is a sum of intermediate demand and final
demand (f).
Table 53: Illustrative example of symmetric input-output table

INDUSTRIES

Products from

Intermediate demand (Aq)

Final demand (f)

Total demand (q)

Industry X

Industry Y

Industry Z

Industry X

279

30

50

20

379

Industry Y

10

430

100

50

590

Industry Z

20

40

550

30

640
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The coefficient between intermediate demand and the total demand for each product within an
industry equals the proportion of inputs required to produce one unit of product output to meet the
demand. Calculating the coefficients for all industries in the Use Table will give us a matrix of
coefficients (A).

Table 54: Illustrative example of computing coefficient matrix A (=Aq / q)

INDUSTRIES

Intermediate demand as proportion of total
demand (A)

Products from

Industry X

Industry Y

Industry Z

Industry X

0.74

0.08

0.13

Industry Y

0.02

0.73

0.17

Industry Z

0.03

0.06

0.86

Using the matrix of coefficients, the relationship between total demand and final demand can be
expressed as:
q = Aq + f
By employing matrix algebra, the equation can re-written as
-1

q= (I-A) f
where I is the Identity Matrix. The expression in bold is the Leontief Inverse. The column total of the
Leontief Inverse equals the output multiplier. As shown in the working example, the multiplier of
Industry X is estimated at 0.59, which means for every $1 spent in Industry X, a further $0.59 is
generated in the economy.
Table 55: Subtracting coefficient matrix (A) from Identity matrix (I)
INDUSTRIES
Products from

(I-A)
Industry X

Industry Y

Industry Z

Industry X

0.26

0.92

0.87

Industry Y

0.98

0.27

0.83

Industry Z

0.97

0.94

0.14
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Table 56: Computing the Leontief Inverse
INDUSTRIES
Products from

(I-A)

-1

Industry X

Industry Y

Industry Z

Industry X

- 0.75

0.69

0.53

Industry Y

0.67

- 0.81

0.64

Industry Z

0.67

0.65

- 0.84

0.59

0.53

0.33

Column total (multipliers)

This methodology is consistent with the UK Office of National Statistics approach to their calculation of
the output multipliers (see “United Kingdom Input-Output Analytical Tables, 2005” by ONS).
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Annexure D: Assumptions inputs and sources

Table 57: Assumption regarding sustainability of channels: Financial Statements
Broadcaster

Source

Assumptions

Comments

SABC

SABC website http://www.sabc.co.za/wps/p
ortal/SABC/SABCDOCS

Group financials used as representation
of the financial performance for TV
broadcasting

No split was provided for TV/Radio so it was
assumed that the contribution of the radio division
to revenue and expenditure would not have a
massive impact on the financial performance of
the company.

MultiChoice
(DSTV and MNet)

MultiChoice Website http://www.multichoice.co.za/
multichoice/view/multichoice/
en/page44172

M-NET:
 Number of subscribers:
2012: 200 720
2011: 252 247
2010: 359 484
2009: 461 941
www.eighty20.co.za
 Subscription fee: R285 per
month (2012), 2009-2011
inflationary fee adjustment.
 E-commerce revenue and
expenditure assumed to be zero
for purposes of this study
 2009/2010 financial statements:
Signal Distribution and

MultiChoice Group Financial statements were
used to determine the split for DSTV and M-Net
respectively. M-Net subscription data was used to
calculate the proportion of subscription income
derived from each. This proportion was used to
determine the split of revenue and expenditure
figures for DSTV and M-Net respectively. It was
not possible to view Orbicom financials.

Hardware Costs. Sales,
Marketing and administration
and general overheads included
in Other Costs. These items
were not separately disclosed in
the financial statements.

eTV

Hosken Consolidated
Investments http://www.hci.co.za/financial
s/
Remgro Limited http://www.remgro.com/engli
sh/investor/annual_reports.a
sp

SENTECH

Sentech website http://www.sentech.co.za/co
ntent/media-room

DSTV:
 Revenue and Expenditure items
constructed from MultiChoice
Financial Statements using the
proportion of subscription
income allocated to M-Net and
DSTV
 Revenue: primary source of
revenue from advertising.
 Hosken’s financial statements
used to extrapolate high-level
financials for e.tv.
 Signal distribution costs
assumed to be 1/3 of SABC’s
cost similar to costs per channel
 Other expenditure items
constructed using industry
trends for terrestrial television.

eTV is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Sabido Investments (Proprietary) Limited
(Sabido). Sabido is a media group, 64% of which
is owned by JSE-listed Hosken Consolidated
Investments Limited (HCI) and 31.6% owned by
Remgro Limited. Financial statements from HCI
and Remgro and typical industry ratios and trends
were used to estimate the figures for eTV.

Sentech’s financial statements for 2009-2012
were used to cross-reference Signal Distribution
Costs.
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